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Go :Id • mi"ne looks at road rou.te 
TERRACE --Cominco is ex- 
amining the idea of building la 
road to its Snip gold mine in the 
Iskut Valley. 
But company spokesman 
Merlyn Royea said any sugges- 
tion the company will go ahead 
is premature until it has a better 
idea of costs and construction 
requirements. 
Cominco now services the 
mine by air and by hovercraft 
from Wrangell, Alaska. 
Royea said the possibility of 
The company is using as a 
case study a 40km road leading 
into the Iskut from Bob Quinn 
Lake at Hwy37. Most of the 
final grade was laid last year. 
It'll cost an estimated $13.5 
million and stops approximately 
32km from the Snip mine. 
That  road is seen as the major 
route into the precious mineral- 
rich Iskut Valley. Itwas built by 
Prime Resources with die help 
of a $7 million provincial 
government loan. 
building a road is based on the Prime this year will apply for 
general premise that aground a24kmsection leading southto 
route is cheaper than supplying its Eskay Creek property. A 
a mine by air. road to the Snip mine is con- 
sidered an extension of the 
ground routes to open the area 
to more mineral and: other 
development. 
"There's now a body of ex- 
perience we can look at and see 
how it might affect what we 
might want to do," Royea said 
of the Prime road project. 
Cominco last year rejected 
the idea of building a road tO 
the Snip mine because the 
~stimated $30 million cost for 
the 32km stretch was too expert. 
sire. 
~(The company was also coUn- 
ting on some type of participa- 
tioff from Skyline Gold which 
had the Johnny Mountain gold 
mine nearby. That mine has 
since closed.) 
But the rejection deserves 
another look based on the cost 
experience of the road Prime 
built because it was less expen- 
sive than first estimated. 
Royea. 
"We're not commissioning a 
major study but we are doing an 
• analysis of the cost structure," 
he said. 
Other considerations include 
the availability of gravel and the 
distance it mii~ht have to be 
hauled, Royea added. 
"There's really no clear cut 
answer we can come up with 
yet," he said. 
Another major consideration 
is the cost of maintaining a road 
in the winter and clearing it of 
snow, Royea said. 
"We know that a winter road 
is a expensive proposition. We 
know that from the experience 
of the road to the Cheni mine 
(in the Toodoggone area north 
of Smithers," he said. 
In that situation, the Cheni 
And although a ground route 
is cheaper than supplying by air, 
Royea noted.that Snip was 
developed, constructed and 
built based on the costs of using 
aircraft and hovercraft. 
In other Snip news, the mine 
processed an average 361 tonnes 
of ore a day in 1991. That's 20 
per cent more than what was 
first estimated. 
"Things are going very well," 
mine found it more cost effi' said Royca who did add that an 
cient to fly in the winter and not increase in the selling price of 
clear the road. gold would be welcome. 
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much 
~':re(~Uired fooiWear when you go down into the basement of Olivo Tessaro's 
~Vith water c:()nstantly bubbling up through the basement floor, there's not 
, Tessaro checks On some of the five pumps he has going non-stop to ensure 
't turn into a swimming pool. His is just one Of'17 Halliwell homes effected by 
on the .west, end of the Bench. For, more'Onthe controversy surrounding this 
:ts of r~cerit record rainfalls, turn to pag'e. 'A,5, 
IO'Odingfury 
TERRACE --  The city is 
callinginan0utside expert o 
help it'~s01vc the problem of 
flooded, homes oh Halliwell 
Ave. 
Aldei'illran Mo Takhar said 
the decision was/taken at a 
special me~fl~i~i0i':tiic plann- 
ing ~ind, public w0rk's Com- 
mittee held'late F¢ida);.after- 
noon. ~,: :': 
Engineering director Stew 
Christensen had been told io 
bring an hydrologist in from 
either Prince George or Van- 
couver "as soon as the guy'is 
available," he added. 
The move came in pumps have been operating 
response to complaints from inher home for the past five 
residents along the west end weeks in aneffort o combat 
of Halliwell Ave. They had the steady inflow of water in- 
appeared at council's Jan. 13 ¢ont'd A2 
meeting to demand action to  
end basement flooding they 
have had to contend with fo r  
more than a month now. 
At that meeting, Judy 
Tcssar0 told aldermen .five 
renda project 
OInche s forward 
TERRACE --An application to 
build a $365 million pulp and 
paper mill south of Lakelse 
Lake has made it to a committee 
of provincial cabinet ministers, 
says a senior provincial official. 
The news is the first sign of 
movement for the Orenda 
Forest Products application 
since it submitted the proposal 
to the provincial government's 
Major Projects Review Process 
(MPRP) early last fall. 
Provincial official Frank 
Blasetti said he didn't know 
when the ministers who make 
up the cabinet committee on 
sustainable development would 
make a decision. 
"There  is no deadline,"~['~ 
said. Blasetti declined to say 
how long the application has 
been before the committee. 
The ministers are reviewing 
information and recommenda- 
tions given it by a committee of 
civil servants which examines 
the project for environmental 
and socio-economic impacts. 
Under the MPRP system, the 
ministers can given the project 
approval in principle pending 
the receipt of permits, ask for a 
detailed look in some areas, 
order a deeper study or reject 
the project. 
This is the second time Oren- 
da Forest Products has submit- 
ted its/plan to biiild a mill to 
produce 173,000 tonnes of 
magazine-quality paper a year 
in th'e northwest. 
Orenda withdrew its first pro- 
posal to build the mill south of 
Meziadin Lake early last sum- 
mer after a lengthy delay by the 
384 bags distributed 
provincial government in mak- 
ing a decision. 
The government never did 
make a recommendation but 
did suggest here were worries 
over that first site from the 
Nisga'a Tribal Council and the 
regional district and asked 
Orenda to look elsewhere. 
That search ended last sum- 
mer when Orenda announced it 
wanted to build at the Dubose 
industrial site about 8kin south 
of Lakelse Lake. 
Speaking last week, Terrace 
mayor JackTaistra said a quick 
and favburable decision is need- 
ed from the provincial govern- 
ment. ' , ,  
"We want to see this ~pto]ei:t 
go," said Taistra in adding his 
cont'd ,42. 
Many use food bank 
TERRACE - -A record number 
of people used the Terrace 
Churches Food Bank last week, 
says one of its organizers. 
Terry Elkiw said 384 bags of 
food for 249 people were 
distributed over four days. 
"It's a record number for the 
four years I've been involved. 
The next highest was 
340-something," she said. 
Elkiw warned that next 
month's demand could even be 
higher because past experience 
has shown that the need rises in 
February and in March. 
The bank also noticed an in- 
crease in the number of single 
men applying for food, she 
said. 
The bank did run out of some 
items but, for example, gave out 
more eggs to compensate for 
lack of meat, Elkiw continued. 
"There's not a pound of 
anything left in the freezer," 
she said. 
Backed by local churches and 
donations, the food bank 
distributes over a four-day 
period about one week before 
social service cheques are 
issued. 
It tries to distribute nough' 
food to last until those cheques 
arrive. 
The food bank's last distr.ibu- 
tion was in November when it 
filled 101 applications for 143 
bags of food. 
Bogus survey hits 
TERRACE - -  A phoney breast 
cancer survey is making the 
rounds in the northwest yet 
again. 
The Skeena Health Unit 
warned last week that someone 
has been calling homes here, in 
Kitimat, and in the Hazeltons, 
claiming to be carrying out a 
breast cancer survey for the 
health unit. 
Administrator David Bower- 
ing said no such survey is being 
conducted by the Skeena Health 
Unit, adding that anyone receiv- 
ing such calls should contact the 
RCMP. 
"This problem has occurred 
in several northwest com- 
munities in recent years," 
Bowering said. "We would ap- 
preciate it if people check with 
us before responding to any 
telephone survey which claims 
to originate with us." 
Organizers then said the ar- 
rival of child tax credits in 
November helped buffer the 
need for food. 
The bank doesn't operate in 
December because of the Salva- 
tion Army Christmas hamper 
program. 
Donations to the food bank 
can be made at area churches 
and at Braid Insurance. There 
are also bins at Overwaitea, 
Safeway and Terrace Co-op. 
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Law suit filed 
TERRACE - -  A Kitimat 
woman who has been 
wheelchair-bound since being 
injured in a car accident a year 
ago is suing the highways' 
ministry and the former road 
maintenance ontractor. 
Myrna Hoff's car crashed 
near Water Lily Bay when she 
attempted to avoid a washout 
on Hwy37 SoUth there on Dec; 
quadriplegic. 
Hof f  says the highways 
ministry and North Coast Road 
Maintenance were negligent in 
failing to keep the highway in 
safe condition and falling to 
mark the hazard that day, 
Hoff's lawyer, J.J. Camp, 
also claims the ministry failed to 
properly design the highway in 
that location to ensure it 13, 1990. 
Her injuries include a heart wouldn't erode and wash away. 
attack, and head and back in- The trial is set to go ahead 
jurie~ that  left her a Oct, 5. 
Northwest Roundup 
PRINCE RUPERT - -  
Renovations worth at least 
$6.5 million will improve the 
capacity of the grain terminal 
here. 
Scheduled by 1993 at 
Prince Rupert Grain are the 
instaiiatlon of two cleaner 
batteries ~nd replacement of 
20 sieves. 
The .  work w i l l  increase 
handling capadty by600 ton- 
"nes per hour, sa~'terminai oi- 
l 
ficlals. 
That's sufficient to meet 
an increase in shipments as 
the decade progresses. 
SMITHERS - -  Council here 
wants to raise taxes by in- 
creasing the mill rate an 
average three per cent. 
If the increase holds in the 
town's final budget for this 
year, an additional $35,000 
will be collected. 
i 
Alderman Carman Graf, 
one of two council members 
who voted against the in- 
crease, said he wanted taxes 
to hold the line or for the 
town to cut back. 
u 
Originally scheduled to be 
in operatlonby last fall, the 
• mill now won't be going back 
until March 3|.  
Westar was ordered by the 
provincial government to 
! 
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Gitksan oppose request 
for claim appeal delay 
TERRACE. A better explana- 
tion of how the federal and pro- 
vincial governments propose to 
negotiate aboriginal rights and 
title is needed before anorthwest 
native group will consider a 
delay in the appeal of its land 
claims case. 
Speaking Monday, Don Ryan 
of the Gitksan and Wet'suwet'en 
said the group feels nothing will 
be gained if the provincial gov- 
ernment is successful in delay- 
mg the start of the appeal for 
e rive months. 
Th~ provincial government 
wants the delay to better prepare 
its position of wanting to nego- 
tiate rather than litigate. 
But Ryan said the Gitksan and 
Wet'suwet'en are convinced the 
provioncial government will 
remain opposed to the existence 
of aboriginal rights and title. 
"We don't think the issues 
that have to be addressed will be 
clear enough for us to make a 
decision," he said of the pro- 
vincial government position for 
the delay or for the prospect .of 
negotiations. 
Although the provincial gov- 
ernment said it wants the delay 
because it is a new administra- 
tion, Ryan said it li~'~'lready 
made sufficient announcements 
from front 
Orenda project 
council is assured that any en- 
vironmental worries can be 
overcome. 
"We think there's been am- 
ple, ample time to look at it," 
he said. 
Talstra said the kinds of jobs 
Orenda will provide are needed 
if young people are to stay in 
the north. 
Orenda wants to grind pulp 
wood between large ceramic 
rollers, bleach it with hydrogen 
peroxide and coat the final pro- 
duct with clay. 
That's different from tradi- 
tional pulp mills which cook 
pulp in various chemicals and 
use chlorine to brighten the 
final product. 
The mill design won't  
from front 
discharge liquid effluent. In- 
stead, water used in the process 
will be converted into steam and 
used again. 
Orenda already has wood 
under licence in the Stewart area 
to feed the mill but now sug- 
gests, because of the new loca- 
tion, that it will trade with other 
forest companies for wood for 
the mill. 
Time magazine announced 
last week it will stop buying 
paper made from chlorine- 
bleached pulp as soon as possi- 
ble. 
The move followed it receiv- 
ing more than 22,000 cards and 
letters as a result of a 
Greenpeace ampaign. 
Flooding fury 
to her basement. 
The problem, she explained, 
was the water table was only 18 
inches below the surface. That 
put it well above the level of her 
bd~c'~i~i~t ;.floor ,through: which 
water,and safid were consfantly < 
bubbling up. 
Apart from the basement 
problem, Tassaro said there 
were also health concerns 
because the home's eptic tank 
that part of the bench is not 
served by sanitary Sewer - -  was 
three feet below the surface and 
therefore submerged in water. 
"We really are in dire 
straits," she emphasized. 
Neighbour Fred Adair said he 
had kept the water out of his 
basement only by excavating a 
ditch outside the house and put- 
ting in a sump pump. However, 
he added, "It's costing me a 
pretty penny to do i t , "  
estimating he had spent close to 
$3,,000 so far. 
He said he was pumping 
2,000 gallons of water an hour 
off his property at that moment 
(Jan. 13) but pointed out the 
figure had been more than 5,000 
gallons: at one;time..: ~ :~  
"We're, on,,a lake,and',that~ 
lake has a dam and a hole has to 
be poked through that dam,r' 
he told council. 
There were also suggestions 
the new roadway may itself be 
the dam and that a lack of 
maintenance on the ditches 
along Halliwell might be a con- 
tributory factor. 
While deepening those dit- 
ches might be one option for the 
city, Takhar said Friday no 
work would be done until coun- 
cil sees the hydrologist's report. 
There was no point in ex- 
perimenting and spending 
thousands of  dollars on 
something that might not work, 
he explained. 
However, he anticipated 
council would not have to wait 
long for that report. 
for its policy to be understood. 
"Basically what they're say- 
ing is that while they recognize 
the political legitamcy of 
aboriginal rights and title, they 
don't recognize the legal legiti. 
macy," he continued. 
"That's been the crux of the 
issue all along. Any negotiations 
we would undertake would hit a 
brick wall and stop the first 
day," Ryan said. 
Ryan said the provincial gov- 
ernment also takes the position 
that it will be first in line when 
compensation for lands under 
native claim are considered. 
"What this meam is that we- 
the Gitksan and Wet'suwet'en - 
will end up paying for land that 
we already own," he said. 
As well, Ryan said that what 
the provincial government says 
it is willing to negotiate is less 
than what natives already have 
under legislation and under 
previous court case precedents. 
"What we're getting now are 
press releases and policy an- 
nouncements. We need some- 
thing more substantive before 
we can make any decision," he 
said. 
The  G i tksan  and  
Wet'suwet'en appeal stems from 
a B.C. Supreme Court decision 
of last spring which denied its 
Don Ryan 
c la im to 57 .000 square  
kilometres of northwestern B.C. 
It is scheduled to be heard 
April 6 but the provincial gov- 
ernment wants a delay until 
Sept. 7. 
Provincial awyers began their 
application for the delay Mon- 
day but the case was put over 
until Jan. 29 so all five appeal 
court justices who will hear the 
appeal can be present. 
The federal government has 
taken the position that it will not 
support nor oppose the provin- 
cial application., 
Need Help With Your 
New Years Resolution 
To Stop Smoking? 
Try the BREATHE FREE 
Plan To Stop Smoking 
~is scientifically based program has a thirty year 
JCCeSS record and over fifteen ,million graduates. 
3u can be a part of the smokeless majority! 
., :,,b,~ ~ ', .~. i[iv~ 1 
* Help For Managing Str k'~'~o ;: . . . . .  "' ,'~'' 
• Your Personal Plan For Success 
• Support ive Fr iends 
.., And Much Morel  
FEBRUARY 4,6, 10-14 
7:00 - 8:45 p.m. 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY  COLLEGE 
ROOM No. 208 (BOARD ROOM) 
Phone Now! 
For Information or Registration 
635-7313 
(Cost for Materials - -  $20.00) 
A community service of the Terrace Seventh-Day Adventist Church 
"1 don't follow trends. IThen it's Gone!! 
The professional team at Halrwavee are instrumental | , I , 
in helping me express my unique style. 
SAVE s2oo t 
OFF I 
ANY HAIRCUT I 
Ex.__pires Mar...._~ch 1 /92 .~ 
Offering a 
complete line 
of Matrix 
Hair 
Essentials 
sl L 
N 
Skeena 
Mall 
Store 
Only 
ERWIN'S 
SINCE 1910 
$keena Mall, Terrace - -  635-5111 
ACCENT ON HAIR 
No. 11 O-4716 Lazelle Avenue 
Monday to 11zursday 
PERM SPECIAL 
• tarring at 
=3500 
DOes n~t Incl.  cut  AGST 
KIDS 
CUTS 
$8 do 
Plus 6ST 
WAXING 
PRICE 
Th~day Ody 
MEN'S CUTS 
slOOO 
Plus GST 
STAFF: Rebecca, Wendy, Lynda, Pauline & Terri 
will be happy to serve you. 
SEAT SALE 
Terrace to: 
VANCOUVER ........................ '200.00 
'339.00 CALGARY ............................. 
EDMONTON .......................... s374"00 
$.ql .q,fll~ ~, TORONTO ................................... 
MONTREAL ........................... =569.00 
This is a limited time offer. Must be purchased by Jan. 31/92. Must travel 
between Jan. 22192. April 4192, Other restrictions apply.. 
,•• 4736 LAKELSE AVENUE TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1R6 ' "FOR PEOPLE GOING PLACES" 
635-2277 
o jo¥ 
j Baby's Name: Aislynn Elizabeth , .  
Dale & Time of Birth: Dec. 8. 1991 at 1:03 am 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 4 oz. Sex: Female 
' Patents: Peter & Wanda L=~nsdowne 
Baby's Name: Zachary Rat VanGenne 
Dale& Time of Birth: Dec. 10, 1991 at 12:56 p.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 13 oz. Sex: Male 
Patents: Laura & Mike VanGenne 
Brother for Dakoda 
Baby's Name: Joshua Titus Guttorm • 
Date & Time of Birth: Oec. 10, 1991 at 12:12 pm 
Weight: 5 Ibs. 9 oz. Sex: Male 
Patents: Myles & Angela Nisyok 
Baby'a Name: Eric Donald McColl 
• . Date & Time of Birth: December 12, 1991 at 4:46 pm 
Weight:, 7 Ibs, 12 oz. Sex: Male 
• Patenta: Don & Carla McColl 
A brother for Andrew & Kenneth 
.,, k . Data!i& Tlml;~ef Bifl~flec'l~mber 13, 1991'riPff46-ah) 
....... ~ .... 'Weight: 8-1bsfi:15oz,. --Sex: Male • '--,,~ 
Parents: Glen Adsit & Tina Ouock 
from Telegraph Creek, B.C, 
COME IN AND SEE OUR NEW 
SPRIHG SHIPMENT OF 
LITTLE TIKES. IN STOCK NOW! 
SKEENA MALL . 635-5236 
I 
:/~. ;~ :: :~ :". '-.. : ,..".: .,/ .)i 7:i. ::~...[ 7[i~( i( ;/ :: ." :.. 
Proper lighting can play an important role in 
the atmosphere and appearance of your 
home. If you have been putting off replacing 
that 01d, out of style light fixture, Your 
Decor now offers you 35 reasons why you 
shouldn't put it off any longer... 
'OFF 
All In Stock 
Light Fixtures 
SALE ENDS FEBRUARY 1 Progressive Lighting Systems. 
A NEW WORLD OF COLOR AND DESIGN 
O 
i 
YOUR DECOR 
Terrace Carpet Centre '. :: 
3202 Munroe Street at Hwy. 16 W. ~! 
TERRACE : ~) 
635-2978 • 
I I I i ' l  
1 t 
NEWS BRIEF 
MLA to probe constitution 
SKEENA MLA Helmut Giesbrecht has been appointed to 
an all-party legislative committee on the constitution. 
Constitutional ffairs minister Moe Sihota has asked the 
committee to provide an interim report on constitutional 
change by Feb. 15. 
The committee is to provide advice to the government on 
constitutional issues, receive submissions from the public, 
and help prepare a constitutional conference r presenting the 
views of British Columbians. 
Fourteen MLAs are to sit on the committee - - eight New 
Democrats, four Liberals and two Sccreds. 
Strike vote called 
STRIKE VOTES have been ordered at hospitals around the 
province by the Hospital Employees Union.• 
The HEU is blaming the Health Labour Relations Associa- 
tion (HLRA) for stalled contract alks involving most of its 
35,000 members. 
"After the completion of our strike vote, HEU's major 
goal wi.!~b¢. ~o return to the bargaining table to  get~ our 
member's.a'~i'air contract," said union spokesman Carmela 
Allevato. "But if employers continue to press for insulting 
concessions, we will be ready to take job actions that put 
pressure on employers while having the least impact possible 
on patient care." 
The union continued to fire barbs at the employer last 
week, releasing salary figures for hospital administrators. 
The HEU pointed to salaries as high as $200,000 for some 
administrators. The union said administrators received 
average pay hikes of 37 per cent over the last three years. 
The HLRA responded by pointing out that B.C. ad- 
ministrators' alaries lag behind those of other provinces. 
"When you look at the salaries health care executives 
receive in other provinces, B.C.'s administrators are not in- 
dustry competitive," noted HLRA president Gordon Austin. 
"In Ontario, for example, health care administrators earn up- 
wards of $300,000 to $400,000 annually." 
No parking, anywhere 
To give crews a clear run at snow removal, the city has in- 
troduced a by-law amendment aimed at getting parked 
vehicles off the streets. 
The proposed regulation will allow the mayor to prohibit 
parking on any roadway designated as a snow removal route 
for a specified period of time. It also defines "each and 
every" city street as a snow removal route. 
The amendment allows the city to either ask the owner of 
the illegally parked vehicle to move it or to have it towed 
away. The by-law change goes to committee this week. 
FEBRUARY 15 & 16, 1992 
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Board spends $1.3m surplus 
TERRACE - -  School trustees 
are going on a $1.3 million 
spending spree. 
Local schools could be get- 
ting everything from computers 
and books to furniture and new 
phone lines after the school 
board voted last week to spend 
its entire operating surplus. 
The $1.3 million worth of ex- 
penditures approved at the Jan. 
14 board meeting include: 
• $400,000. worth of com- 
puters .and other instructional 
technology, such as laser disk 
video systems. 
• $260,000 for networking of 
computer systems inside each 
school, and to network the main 
office computer of each school 
with the school board office 
computer. 
• $150,000 to a contingency 
fund for construction of a 
daycare centre for the Youn 
Mom's Program. 
• $100,000 for  extra  
telephones and phone lines. 
• $100,000 for school im- 
provement projects, such as 
sinks, blinds, shelving. 
• $90,000 to improve the ap- 
peaFances of the front entrances 
of schools. 
• $80,000 to instruct eachers 
on the new computer and net- 
working systems. The money 
pays for substitute teachers 
while regular teachers are 
undergoing training. 
• $60,000 for classroom 
resources to help with im- 
plementation of the Year 2000 
education reforms. This could 
include learning centres, books, 
videos and other supplies. 
• $45,000 for library circula- 
tion systems at Caledonia and 
Thornhill Jr. Secondary, and a 
library security system at 
Skeena Jr. Secondary. 
• $15,000 to subsidize pur- 
chase of personal computers by 
teachers. 
• $10,000 for new'Year 2000 
materials and books for 
teachers to review. 
"This.is one.time money that 
we will probably never have 
again," said school board chair- 
man Edna Cooper. "So we 
Edna Cooper 
The approved expenditures 
use up all of the $975,000 ac- 
cumulated surplus for the 
1990-91 school year, as well a., 
the projected surplus of aboul 
$325,000 expected for the cur- 
rent 1991-92 budget year. 
The school district saved 
money last year when Victorie 
cancel led the dua l -ent r )  
kindergarten system. Revenu~ 
was up because a board offic~ 
computer  system change 
resulted in later-than-usual pay- 
ment of bills, and the district 
consequently received more in- 
terest. Also, more money was 
taken in when more Alaskan 
students enrolled in classes than 
had been expected. 
Cooper said some of the 
items, such as the front entrance 
improvements, will help im- 
prove morale. 
"Schools tend to be very 
utilitarian places," she said. 
"Our objective is to make 
schools places where people 
want to be." 
Other items, such as the add- 
ed telephone lines, are designed 
to help as teachers adapt to the 
Year 2000 education reforms. 
" I f  we want teachers to com- 
municate with parents on a 
wanted to spend it on things more regular basis, they're not 
ti~tt will help us fora longtime ~-g0ing to dolt  if theyhave to run.: 
iri'~the future witli6uff tiaving a down to the office and wait in 
continual expense in the budget line for a phone," Cooper add- 
every year." ed. 
LtRe a pro 
BRACING FOR impact, goalie Alan Austin takes a hard shot 
Saturday afternoon during a game of rollerblade street 
hockey in the Veritas school parking lot. 
Road company fined 
TERRACE-  North Coast 
Road Maintenance has been fin- 
ed $200 for last year's spill of 
PCB-contaminated transformer 
oil into the Skeena River. 
The area's former road 
maintenance contractor was 
issued the ticket for introducing 
business waste into the environ- 
ment - -  a violation of the Waste 
Management Act. 
One of the company's: Lr.u~k~:~ 
snagged power lines, on',Sopt. 
30, toppling four B.C. Hydro 
transformers, which leaked oil 
into Howe Creek. 
Environment ministry of- 
ficials later determined the 88 
gallons of tranformer oil that 
escaped contained low levels of 
po lychlor inated biphenyls 
(PCBs). Four tests measured 
concentrations between zero 
and 12 parts per million - -  well 
below the 50 ppm threshold at 
which the substance is declared 
a special hazardous waste. 
. ,) l l  JU .'.~,t J i 'Ji';J 3v'b,~J~, | lgW Jl JU(J 
.Distfic~,,conser~atinn,af~ice~,a 
Peter Kalina. said 'the company., 
has 30 days to either pay~the 
fine or dispute it. 
FOR 7 DAYS ONLY -- PAY JUST 2.8% 
OVER INVOICE ON ALL NEW 
1991 & '92 CARS & TRUCKS IN STOCK. 
This ad appeared in 
Vancouver Dec. 6/91. We will 
gladly beat any Vancouver 
pricing offering you OVER INVOICE 
(See Us Today) 
This is a limited time offer, vehicles must be delivered by January 31,1992. Prices net of all 
rebates. Dodge Stealth, Diesel trucks and Dakota Pickups will be priced at 8% over invoice. 
Some restrictions may apply. 
2.5% 
TERRACE SLER LTD. CHRY 
4916 Hwy. 16 West D,r No ~95a 635-7187 
L II 
REFILL CENTRE 
NOW OPEN! 
SAVE 
Re-fill Products •-., 
Save The Earth, Be Environmentally 
Conscious And Save Money! 
HAIRBUsTERS 
Skeena Mall 635-2432 
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., ....... Feed the kids 
It's a wonderful thing for a public 
body to have a surplus. Kind o f  rare, 
too. It demonstrates any number of  
things, not the least of  which is that nag- 
ging notion that perhaps taxation levels 
are too high. 
In this area we have two such ex- 
amples - -  the city and the school district. 
There's 'no word on what the city council 
wants to do ,with the estimated $750,000 
it has stuffed under its mattress but the 
school district has decided how to spend 
the $1.3 million it has tucked away. 
The majority of  that $1.3 million is 
going to computers for schools and for 
the distr ict 's administrative off ice. 
There's a further amount to electronical- 
• IY connect the schools and a chunk for 
more phones so teachers can better speak 
with parents. 
Those may all be valid expenditures. 
But where the school district has made a 
wonky decision is setting aside $90,000 
to improve the entrances to schools and 
the $15,000 to subsidize the purchase by 
teachers o f  personal computers. Instead, 
the school district should have con- 
sidered spending that amount  on a lunch 
program for those children who may not 
get enough to eat at home. 
This is a touchy topic. It admits that 
while we consider ourselves to be one o f  
[ t~0~9,r#~Jy~¢¢ds0c!eties in the wor ld ,  
I ~e  fail,~to provide the basic fiecessities to " 
'a  segment of  our population. 
For  years ,  individual schools have 
developed informal and admirable pro- 
grams ranging from teachers quietly en- 
sur ing hungry students are fed to 
students sharing lunches. Now the Ter- 
race Anti -Poverty Group Society has a 
lunch program designed for students 
f rom the city's inner schools. It gets no 
money from the school district. 
Last year the former Social Credit 
government announced it wanted to br- 
ing in lunches. The idea slumbered and 
eventually fell away in the events of  the 
provincial election. The new government 
has announced it will provide $7 million 
for such a program. 
It would be folly for the school district 
to  ignore any program offered by the 
provincial government o improve the 
quality of  the service it provides. Yet the 
school district should be just as prudent 
in husbanding and utilizing the resources 
at its disposal. 
The district should have considered 
using some of  the surplus for its own 
school lunch program or to subsidize the 
one o f  the anti-poverty group society. It 
may be dandy for the school district to 
wait for the provincial government o 
give it money. But it would have been 
just as dandy for the school district to 
tell the provincial government it didn't 
need the money this year. 
Spending money just because it's there 
isn't the kind of  thing any public sector 
body should be doing these days. 
Jeff Nagel - Sports. Malcolm Baxter - News, Arlene Watts - Typesetter, 
Rose Fisher - Front Office Manager, Carolyn Anderson - Typesetter, 
Susan Credgeur - Composing/Darkroom, 
. Janet VIveiros - Advertising Consultant, Sam Collier - Advertising Consultant. 
Charleen Manhews - Circulation Supervisor 
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More honesty, 
fewer promises 
VICTORIA--I'm not par- 
ticularly surprised to see most 
of the NDP promises go out 
V a n d a I s r~ehaien~!nbv~ii~luActkgel°!t~i~m~l~ndst t~f 
the promises it made during 
the election campaign. 
There are very few people nowadays I would like to make the 
who don't  have some kind of  story on an point, nevertheless, that not 
act o f  vandalism. There are as many even the sanctimonious New 
reas ns wh va al" Democrats are immune from o y~ nd !sm takesp lace  as, ~.,.~,..~,~,~, ....... .... , . . . .  : 
• there a~e:people wh6havelbeen" affected ' ~u~m~rYw~°SS':!ne'momen't 
Special thanks to all 
our contributors and 
correspondents for 
their time and 
talents. 
- -  a slackness in the kinds of  laws need- 
ed to punish offenders, social problems, 
the general lack of  respect in the first 
place by those who commit damage. 
To start soon is a chamber o f  com- 
merce promotion to encourage people to 
report vandalism acts. I t ' l lbe accompan- 
ed by a reward program to help catch 
and convict those responsible. 
It's a program that has the potential to 
cut down on the tremendous cost of van- 
dalism. Better yet, it just may represent 
people taking a bit more pride in their 
surroundings. 
Talking Doorbell 
Luckily, our dog Doorbell 
c~m't read. If he could, I would 
be hoarse from boosting his 
self-esteem. 
He would plunk the Province 
at my feet and point an accusing 
paw at the headline, Mountie 
Lauded for Rescue Role. "How 
come~" he would pout, "for 
sniffing in the snow, Echo gets 
his Picture in a Vancouver dai- 
ly? I guard this place around the 
clock and all I get is chin 
calluses. 
"As well as a daily hike in 
summer, and loads of praise. 
What more would you like?" 
"Public recognition?" 
"Doorbell, everyone on the 
street knows you. The paper- 
boy. The dogcatcher,.." 
Echo rode 20 kilometers oh a 
snowmobile. You don't take me 
riding." 
"We don't  have a 
snowmobile. Anyway, you 
refused to sit on the kids' 
wooden toboggan. Now you 
dream of straddling awild adult 
toy with only static cling for a 
seat belt?" 
"It says here the Mountie put 
his arms around Echo to hold 
him safe. You never hug me." 
"I do, too. I lift you in or out 
of the truck for a visit to the vet," 
• "But you don't hug me for 
two hours . "  
"If  hugging you was part of 
my job description ,.. Echo 
risked hearing loss riding that 
skido.o. You Irate noise, You 
Only a few months ago, the 
NDP attacked the Spored 
• government with a fury over its 
university tuition fee policy. 
A disgrace, they called it, 
demanding an immediate 
freeze, lest only the children of 
the rich be able to attend 
higher institutions of learning. 
That was before the election. 
Two months into their man- 
date, they're singing a slightly 
different une. Gosh, says Ad- 
vanced Education Minister 
Tom Perry,.the money situa- 
tion is really tight. Freezing 
tuition fees may be awfully 
difficult, if not impossible. 
The students feel cheated, of 
course, and so they should. 
they believed the NDP pro- 
mise, because they are not yet 
cynical enough to know that in 
the world of polities a promise 
is merely another weapon to 
achieve power. 
The environmentalists are 
equally browned off at the 
government. What was it 
Premier Harcourt said during 
the election campaign? "It's 
time to stop the valley-by- 
valley battle between en- 
vironmentalists and the forest 
industry." 
Sensible people, he said, 
could surely sit down and 
work out their differences. I 
tried on a number of occasions 
to get him to tell me just how 
he was going to make loggers 
and environmental ctivists 
happy at the same time, but he 
just kept saying that it was 
time to Stop the "valley-by- 
valley ..." and so on. 
Needless to say that quite a 
few environmentalists are mad- 
der than hatters over what they 
perceive to be a government 
.~!:'.:?.::.,:] 
wriggle under a sofa when snow 
rumbles off the roof. 
"Altitude doesn't raze me. 
Remember, when you were tear- 
ing down the porch, I walked on 
top of the eight foot wall?" 
"With Wallenda panache. A 
natural aerialist. Echo's trained 
• to climb ladders, balance on 
narrow walkways, leap high 
fences. Trained to respond to 
hand signals and whistles." 
"Don't I come to you when 
you slap your thigh?" 
"Yes. But the only whistle 
that moves you is the tone of 
CBC Radio's time signal. Then 
you scoot into your house 
quicker than an Israeli under 
Scud attack, But consider the 
down side of Echo's job." 
"The 1,O(X) foot drop?" 
"That too. No, the hairy trek 
atop a rugged ridge in subzero 
temperatures and 70kph winds 
in ten foot visibility. Echo must 
have ~allowed to his eyes in 
snow; at 130 pounds, he's no 
snowshoe rabbit. With your 
stubby legs, you'd have tummy 
frostbite," 
Doorbell would sigh, nuzzl- 
.ill:L; "
ing my blue sock. 
I would milk his silky ears. 
"You help Echo whenever your 
vigilance and barking persuades 
a potential criminal to avoid our 
neighbourhood. That's one less 
crime Echo has to investigate. 
One less burglar he has to track. 
So even if your efforts don't 
make the news, we appreciate 
your good work. That's why we 
buy you milkbone treats and 
dog hamburger for cold days." 
"Is it cold today?" 
"Cold enough. Fetch your 
dish. I'll get the hamburger." 
= Le I I CP, AP{ "/I~6_. MAP 
--------,F 
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From the 
Capital 
by Hubert Beyer 
/ 
sellout o the forest industry. 
_, T,hey ~P~,C.t,¢,4, an , zm~edmt,~:,, 
moratorium on the logging of 
sensitive areas, but got 
nothing. 
I'm not advocating the im- 
plementation of all the pro- 
mises the NDP made during 
the election campaign, l'm say- 
ing they shouldn't have made 
any of those promises to start 
with. 
How can you speak of 
honest government when the 
first thing you do is break pro- 
mises? 
Alas, there's one promise 
that hasn't bitten the dust 
the school meal program, laun. 
ched last week by Education 
Minister Anita Hagen at an in- 
itial cost of $7 million. 
Funding for a school meal 
program for elementary 
schools, expected to reach up 
to 50,000 children, will cost 
$5.9 million, while an addi- 
tional $1.1 million has been 
allocated for pilot projects in 
secondary schools during the 
current school year. 
Milking that one for all it's 
worth, Hagen said "the health 
and education of our children 
are top priorities of our 
government. Good nutrition is 
fundamental to a healthy lear- 
ning environment." 
The program got a good 
reception from the Liberals. 
"you can't feed the mind on 
an empty stomach," concluded 
opposition education critic 
Doug Symons. 
"I must add, however, that 
this program must be no more 
than a stop-gap rogram to 
meet an immediate need. The 
government must tackle the 
long-term root causes of 
hungry children -- poverty in 
our society," Symons added. 
Ah, I can already make out 
i ~he dim contours of a Liberal 
-~i~ctJg~'pr0rgiF ~, ~n~xt. )i. mF ~lJ 
.around. Fight poverty, better 
yet, "let's do away with poVer- 
ty." Has a nice ring to it and 
is less specific than those darn 
promises the NDP made in the 
last election campaign. 
So, what other promises will 
be going out the window.? In a 
nutshell, anything that costs 
money. No tax increases? 
Forget it. Doubling the size of 
park land? No way. Forbid 
logging in sensitive areas? 
Right. 
The only thing that'll be left 
is the sunshine package which 
includes tighter conflict of in- 
terest laws and access to infor- 
mation legislation. 
Come to think of it, 
guaranteed access to govern- 
ment information and protec- 
tion of private information 
held by government may not 
even become law this year. The 
implementation of such an act 
will cost an estimated $30 
million a year, and that may 
be too rich for Finance 
Minister Glen Clark's cash- 
strapped coffers this year. 
The government may, 
therefore, bring in what is call- 
ed an exposure bill something 
of a white paper, that would 
invite input from all interested 
parties. That way, the actual 
cost of implementing the 
legislation could be delayed by 
a year. 
I'd like to stress again that 
I'm not faulting the govern- 
ment for putting most of its 
promises on hold. The last 
thing we need is a government 
that gets us deeper into the red 
than we are already. 
But I'd like to make a plea 
for more honesty and fewer 
promises before an election. 
I / I LPoMPoUS (OlMP,/NeP, F-.WI!j 
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~rERRACE - -  It may be no consolation 
,,t, Hail,well Ave. residents trying to stem 
,,the tide in their basements, but they're 
lnot the only northwesterners facing such 
lflooding this year, says an Environment 
',ministry official. 
' Confirming similar problems are being 
iexperienced across the region, water 
management technician Len Barak also 
pointed out the circumstances in many of 
Hail,well residents not alone 
the bottomland, to bring the water table near the surface, foot of the surface. 
As for what's causing the problem, For example, one Hail,well resident had However, because this kind of 
Barak said the main culprit was unques- recalled water was not a problem when flooding had never happened before, 
tionably the two consecutive months - -  he had excavated for his basement in long-term residents were ,!looking for 
November and December - -  of record 1978, well remembered asthe year of the otlier reasons to explain why they're suf- 
big flood. rainfall experienced here. . _ . . . . . . .  feringi The tendency is to look for so- 
Why it's happening up on a high point . rl°wever' uaraK Pomteo, .c.onaltton.s meone to  blame;" he added;  
of land is arribu,able ._ _ub .. , ,_:__:_ tnatyear  were not comparame tottus . . . .  
t t tu~ -~urmcccun- ~,,~,~,, T~. ~. .~ ,.r ~o7~ h~,~ h,-., "~ Although Hail,well homeowners had 
diti0ns. Although a deep layer of sand ~"°'~"' - "  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  t o a'n "lZ suggested changes to  drainage patterns 
covers the bench, "There's no doubt in flash event" with a 1o_ _f r_L falhn~ caused: by the west:Hail,well road over a short period. . . . . .  . . . 
cases were identical to those found on my mind there's a seam of clay. an im- : ~, ,.,~,t~,, ,hi~ r~t~ ~.a w;.,~r h~a : upgraae project could be the root ot the 
........................................ rb l  B " Hail,well. pervious layer, under that sand," he seen a long period of steady rainfall and P o era, arak said only a study could 
determine whether development had con Barak said there had been a lot of said. ~ the highest precipitation ever recorded i . " 
basement flooding of homes located on a Although it would take an in-depth over that period. "The regi0n has not ex, tnbuted to or caused ~t. 
bench of land, close to a deep ravine and study to determine the full soil profile on ~= perienced anything like qhis",: he em, :As for solving the problem¢ he said im- 
30-50ft. above the normal bottomland the bench Barak speculated that clayl phasized. ~ 9r0ved ditching along Halliwellmightof- 
drainage level, layer acts rather like a bowl. As a result, the ground had become fer sliort'term - -  and expensive - -  relief 
' Hail,well fit that profile with Spring Rainwater always collects in that bowl super,saturated, filling the clay bowl and but a longer term solution would have to 
,Creek being the ravine and Dutch Valley but normally the amount is not enough 
I 
u.p to .... the c ty 
"to solve problem 
TERRACE - -  While ready to 
help in any way he can, Skeena 
MLA Helmut Giesbrecht says 
the Hail,well flooding is a city 
problem. 
Giesbrecht was responding to 
a Jan. 14 letter from mayor 
Jack Talstra to  Environment 
minister John Cashore and At- 
torney General Colin Gabelman 
- -  the Provincial Emergency 
~. Program falls in the latter's 
jurisdiction. 
In that letter, Talstra noted 
17 homes were suffering severe 
flooding "to such an extent hat 
foundat ions  are g iv ing 
way..,and basement floors have 
cracked and heaved." 
Pointing ou t septic tanks and 
disposal fields in the area were 
no longer functioning, he add- 
ed,: "evidence of raw sewage is 
predominant in tile area." This 
posed a health hazard par -  
ticularly since some nearby 
homes relied on well water. 
Talstra asked a qualified En- 
v i ronment  ministry  s ta f f  
member carry out an assessment 
of soil conditions in the area 
.and recommend "a method of 
obtaining immediate relief". 
Arguing the flooding was "a 
natural disaster with impending 
health hazard and severe loss of 
property valUe,'i he also ask.ed 
the "Pik~v~n~[h! ;E~/fi'ei'[[ei~b- 
- ) , " - le t  ' / j  ~ ,  t ,¢ ,  1,  ' ~3 f 
gi:i~m to c~mpensate !H~'a~f- 
fected homeowners and provide 
money to the city for carrying 
out whatever  work was 
necessary. 
Having received a copy of 
Helmut Giesbrecht 
that letter, Giesbrecht said he 
had contacted officials in both 
ministeries to find out what the 
province could do. 
However, the answers he had 
received indicated "it is a city 
responsibility, everyone I phone 
clearly says that." 
Giesbrecht said the En- 
v i ronmentmin is t ry  was 
prepared to  give some advice, 
but had made it clear it would 
not put itself in the position of 
being legally liable. 
That meant any specific 
recommendations for dealing 
with ;l;he'sit~ation'would:have to 
r , ,?  rr ! )~¢.~ ' !V[/RQt_r~H!25.q' -t~,~ stutanr nlrea oy the c~ty. ..... 
In the meantime, he was try- 
ing to find out if there was any 
way the provincial government 
could help out the homeowners 
suffering from the flooding. 
the problem? 
is new road 
TERRACE - -  They don't know 
for certain whether it's the 
cause of the problem, but some 
flooded residents are eyeing the 
Up'graded section of Hail,well 
Ave. with suspicion. 
nitro Tessaro points out the 
water table in the area had never 
come to level of his basement 
: floor before the west section of 
Hail,well Ave. was upgraded in 
1988. 
That upgrade saw a complete 
rebuild of the roadway. It also 
involved raising the level of 
Hail,well by three to four feet. 
To illustrate the difference in 
the height of the road, Tessaro 
recalls his driveway used to 
' slope down to the street. Now it 
.climbs to it. 
The year after the road pro- 
jecL was completed, he had 
water in his basement. And now 
it's happening again but only 
worse. 
There are other factors which 
lead him to believe the road 
might be the culprit. 
As you go imst on Halliweil, 
he points out, the flooding pro- 
,-blem gets less and then disap- 
pears completely. That suggests 
a damming effect at his end of 
the street. 
He wonders whether the extra 
The 
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i 
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raising the water table to within just a await a consultant's report. 
weight of the new road is com- 
pacting the soil/sand beneath it
making it more difficult for the 
sub-surface water to drain away 
to the north. (Tessaro's house is 
on the south side of the street) 
Neighbour Jerome Auriat 
agrees the road question bears 
looking into. He lives on the 
north side o f  Halliwell and two 
lots east of Tessaro. He points 
out the water table on his pro- 
perty is eight feet below the sur- 
face. On Tessaro's it's only 18 
inches down. 
Auriat says that suggests 
there may be a natural drainage 
pattern north towards Spring 
Creek. But for residents on the 
south side of Halliwell, the road 
is between them and the creek. 
Both say an expert has to be 
brought in to determine xactly 
what the problem and the solu- 
tions are. And if it transpires 
the road is the problem, Auriat 
says the city should be responm. 
ble for repairs to the homes. 
SLIP, SLIDIN' AWAY. Another casualty of the monsoon season was the pedestrian path up Lanfear Hill• 
Asphalt curbing washed away allowing runoff water to spill onto and wash out sections of the pathway. 
The city reacted by sandbagging the missing sections of curb (above) and posting signs advising the 
hill was closed to those on foot (inset)• 
Cemetery operable 
TERRACE - -  The current high 
water table on the west end of 
the Bench is effeeting the 
cemetary as well, but the parks 
and recreation director says 
conditions are not interfering 
with burials. 
Steve Scott said the low lying 
areas Of the the cemetary were 
the worst effected, particularly 
its most northerly point near 
Kalum Lake Drive. 
However, he added, "That's 
quite a ways from where our 
most active burials take place." 
Noting a burial had taken 
place last Friday, be pointed out 
there had been no problem with 
water on that occas ion .  
However, that grave had been 
placed at what was probably the 
highest point of tile cemetary, 
He recalled there had been a 
problem with water at the bot- 
tom of a grave dug in 
December. 
Scott said long-time city 
employees described the present 
eonditiuns as "exceptional, but 
not totally unique". There had 
been a high water table before, 
he explained, but they could not 
recall it having ever been this 
high. 
Steve Scott 
I 
ted X 
. . . . .  found in Prince George. ~ ~ . :  ,~ ,1 ,  
His body was found 
near Stewart. ~/~ .~'~'~ ~,'~"" 
The story was on TV t~ ((~) 
last week. It was on a ,, ,, ;. 
show called "Unsolved ~ (;I~;~i. ' 
Mysteries". ~"~', ....... ;~' J ~.~IY 
The police want this 
man. 
They want 
murder. 
The murder 
place up north in 1988. 
The man killed was an 
American. He was from Police hope this will 
Alaska. help. They have 400 new 
The man's car was tips. 
The Start is for people 
learning how to read, 
I 
Busy bank 
The food bank was 
busy last week. 
It gave out 384 bags 
to 249 people. 
That is a very high 
number say the people 
who work at the food 
bank. 
They th ink the 
number could be higher 
next month. 
i i i i 
LETTER S 
TO THE TERRACE STANDARD 
Welfare 
tale 
exposed 
Dear Sir: 
I 've been getting a lot of 
bad vibes from the business 
community since the provin- : 
cial election and the: win by 
the NDP. • 
They seem to have the im- 
pression that there has been a 
stampede to the welfare of ~ 
rice by people to collect hun- 
dreds o'f2thllars that hitherto 
were unavailable to them. 
I think it is time to shatter 
an old Social Credit myth in 
B.C. 
From 1972-75, during the 
Barrett NDP government, 
there was a $10 increase for 
persons on GAIN ($20 for  
GAIN fo r  handicapped). 
There was a $10 increase in 
the spring; for the handicap- 
ped there was a $5 increase in 
the summer and another $5 
increase in the fall. And that 
was all. 
The so-called "welfare 
overrun" by the NDP at that 
time was a total fabrication 
by hysterical Socreds to  be 
accepted by gullible voters. 
During the .15 years the 
Socreds were in Office there 
was a 50 per cent increase in 
welfare: rates, from the 1975 
figure set by .  the : NDP 
government . . .  
Since the poverty line is set 
at about $14,000 per year' 
and since the annual welfare 
rate is set at below $6,000 it 
stands to reason that any in- 
crease the NDP might plan 
over its term as government 
will hardly amount to a pea 
under the  mattress - -  you 
know that myth about the 
wealthy prince who was Jr- 
ritated by the idea that so- 
meone had put a pea under 
his mattress and he corn- 
)Mined it was so lumpy he 
couldn't get to sleep at night. 
"The"  6riginal .Ad~ia'i 
welfare was to  keep the 
unemployed spending money 
so that local business would 
not have to go btinkrupt, as 
they have had to do in the 
past few years, because no 
one has any money to con- 
sume the products sold by 
these retailers. 
Call me fed up with all 
these right-wing/left-wing 
bull feathers. 
Brian Gregg 
Terrace, B.C. 
more 
letters 
Page A6 
About 
letters 
The Terrace Standard 
welcomes letters to the editor 
on all topics. All letters must 
be signed and carry an ad- 
dress and local telephone 
number. Addresses or phone 
numbers won't be printed 
with the letter, but they are 
necessary for confirmation 
of the letter's authenticity 
The writer's name will be 
published. Requests for 
names to be withheld may be 
granted in extraordinary cir- 
cumstances. 
Thank you letters 'should 
be submitted to the "Card of 
Thanks '  section of the: 
classifieds. 
Letters containing libelous 
or objectionable matter will 
be edited or returned to the 
writer. All letters are run on  
a space available basis,.with ~.
shorter letters likely to be 
published soonest. 
• I 
I i i 
I 
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Read 
the 
regs 
TERRACE - -  Confusion 
among local anglers is 
leading to illegal fishing on 
several local rivers, says pro- 
vincial fisheries branch 
biologist Colin Spence. 
He said the problem arose 
following the relaxation 
earlier this month of the 
catch and release only restric- 
tions for steelhead on certain 
stretches of the Skeena and 
Nass rivers. 
Some anglers are incor- 
rectly assuming it's open 
season on stee lhead 
anywhere in those two water- 
sheds, said Spence. 
The relaxation, he explain- 
ed, refers solely to the restric- 
tion introduced late last sum- 
mer and which applied only 
to certain stretches of the 
mainstem Skeena and Nass 
and some of their tributaries. 
In those areas, anglers can 
now take one steelhead a day 
up to two a month. 
All other restrictions con- 
tained in the branch's ynop- 
sis of fishing regulations still 
apply on other waters and 
anglers are advised to check 
the regulations. 
That means catch and 
release is still the rule on the 
Copper (Zymoetz) River 
below the transmission lines 
until June 30 and the river 
above those transmission 
lines is completely closed to 
angling for the rest of the 
winter. 
Catch and release restric- 
tions are also still in place on 
the Lakelse River above the 
CNR bridge as well as the 
Kalum River and all lakes 
and streams within its water- 
shed above Glacier Creek. 
As far as the Skeena River 
itself is concerned, he said it 
is closed to angling above 
Cedarvale. 
__LK  E 
Sven and others 
should stay home 
Dear Sir: human acts of barbarism through and','h,eyond Eastern 
Once again the evidence is does not come under the 
very clear that western category of "human rights." 
hypocrisy hungers to expand The whole Gulf conflict 
its boundary's, regardless of was engineered and directed 
party, there it is! by our western culture of 
Therecent trip to China by ..... hypocrisy, supported by  a 
three of our noble parliamen- society nurtured in deceit and 
Europe. I sayx!'stay away 
from China except o adopt 
some of their time proven 
social advances." 
I suggest that Sven and 
company remain close to 
home if they must investigate tarians to once again point 
out to the Chinese authorities 
their awful human rights 
record. As the Chinese of- 
ficials rightfully informed 
these ~nterferons ' f rom 
Canada, "China has nothing 
to learn from them." 
Recent reporters returning 
from China after travelling 
extensively without pre- 
judice, report the Chinese 
people as a whole enjoy un- 
precendented contentment. 
Considering this to be a na~ 
tion of a billion and a.lrdlf 
people, discipline, orgfiniza- 
tion' and control, is'surely lit- 
tle short of miraculous. 
There are those of western 
standards who would strive 
to reintroduce the cancerous 
chaos and lack of respect and 
enforcement of laws of our 
own drug ridden society to 
China. 
These three meagre par- 
ticipants on the world scene 
were in little evidence at the 
time of the American inva- 
sion and slaughter 'of inno- 
cent civilians in Panama or 
t o expose the real culprits of 
Central American bloodsh- 
ed. 
Canada actively par- 
ticipated in ruthless disloca- 
tion and maiming of hun- 
dreds of thousands of  
children in Iraq, apparently 
in the estimations of some of 
our politicians these in- 
• ~'antasy in which truth and 
r~ality are alien. 
l~er.haps these phoney do- 
goodets are a part of  a 
deeper plaa of dissent, which 
has unfolded so favorably 
and study human rights, they 
may accidently stumble on to 
something. 
D. Bulleid 
Terrace, B.C. 
Hello? Hello? 
Dear Sir: 
Imagine this. A car hits a 
hydro pole, the line comes 
down and there are hot wires 
endangering human life. You 
dash to your phone to call 
B.C. Hydro's emergency 
number and no one answers. 
You call the 1-800 number 
and no one answers. 
What now? Good ques- 
tion. Does anyone have an 
answer? A fictional situa- 
tion, but a potentially serious 
one. 
On the. morning of Satur- 
day, Dec. 14, 1991 we had a 
~'m,wen=ergency power outage 
arid were faced with the pro- 
blem of not being able tO 
contact B.C. Hydro. Were 
we supposed to wait until 
Monday  morn ing and 
business hours? ::: 
Did Hydro's emergency 
system fail? Is there an 
emergency system? Is the 
problem due to staff cut- 
backs? 
We'd like to know. 
Sincerely, 
Eric & Kathy Tycho 
Terrace, B.C. 
P.S. - -  Once the Hydro 
crews were informed of the 
power outage they quickly 
and efficiently restored ser- 
vice. 
Anti-drug 
TERRACE --An anti-drug TV 
show sponsored by three nor- 
thwestern municipal govern- 
ments and one business airs here 
tonight. 
"Northwest Crackdown" is 
two hours long and is produced 
by a TV station in Seattle and 
begins at 8 p.m. on TV7. 
show airs 
It's also being shown in Van- 
couver, Kelowna, Kamloops 
and Prince George as well as in 
Idaho,  Oregon and 
Washington. 
Sponsors in the northwest are 
the Prince Rupert, Kitimat and 
Smithers municipal govern- 
ments and Northern Drugs. 
Year s 
Used Outboard Motors 
1990 MERCURY 25hp WAS $2800 s~j~irl l l l ,  ~ 
Low Hours With Jet NOW ......................... - l .  ~,? IJ 
1991 YAMAHA 4Ohp WAS $4200 
0il Injected With Jet NOW ........................ $ 3 1 0 0 
1981 JOHNSON 35hp WAS$1900 
Elect. Start With Jet NOW ........................ $1  6 5 0 
1978 MERCURY 20hp WAS $1100 
.0w .......................................................... *800 
Used Snowmobiles 
1985 POLARIS INDY 400 WAS $360~ej) ~jHrktt 
Long Track NOW ..................................... - ~ ~3t ~ 
1.9 s.v s4o WAS .800 
. o ,  ..................................................... =4500 
1991 PHAZER $ 
.ow ..................................................... 6000 
Used Boats 
1990 14' 6" SPRINGBOK WAS $2588~l~ 
Aluminum Boat NOW ................................. N~ • 850  
1991 8' 6" INFLATABLE WAS $1300 $"1 
clw Oars, Pump, Floorboards NOW ................. : /000  
1981 LUND 16' WAS $5900 
Fiberglass Ski Boat With $ " 
90hp Mercury And Trailer N0W ..................... 5106 
Used Motorcycles 
1991 DT200 WAS $3300 
oua. ~u,,ose ~,9,m .0 ,  ............................. =2850 
1986 VIRAGO 1100 WAS $3500 $ 
Low Mileage NOW ........................................ 31 0 0 
New Inboard Engine 
1990 INDMAR 350 CHEV, 290 hp S A 0t '~t '~ 
WAS $9500 NOW ...................................... -S' l 'O qJ I J  
KEN'S MARINE 
Ken Gibson - -  4946  Grelg Ave. :-- 635-2909 - -T revor  Gibson 
I I 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
JANUARY 1992 PALACE 
1 
Terrace 
Athletic ~ 
Assoc. 
12 
r5 
Terrace 
Athletic 
Assoc, 
CLOSED 
7 8 
Kermode Terrace 
Friendship .I 81ueback 
l I II II ~1 ' r ~ t ' i m  | [I I . / tYB I 'A• ' I  i l l  [I * / i y i  
2 Terrace ' 3  o,g 4 L,t,,a • Theatre 747 Brolhors 
Air Cadel Parents For 
• ' French Terrace N.T.C. Shames 
Anti Poverty Terrace Local , Ski Club 
9 Order o, 10 Canadian i l l  M,.or 
Royal i Paraplegic ~ Softball 
Purple : Association. Kinetics 
Terrace I N.T.C. I Figure 
Anti Poverty i Terrace Local j Skaling 
6 
i Terrace • . Minor 
Hockey Society , Swim Club 
i14 13 '15 
Terrace [ Kermode I Terrace 
Minor Friendship Peaks 
Hockey • Society I Gymnastics 
Little . 
16Terrace747 117 I. 18 Theatre ; 
Air Cadet ! . Kinsmen i 
Terrace 
Anli Poverty I Search t, 
I Rescue 
19 120 =21 !22 ~23Ordero, 124Car,ao,a,, I25 R,noette 
I Royal ; ~- -  Paraplegic i - -  -T ...... 
Terrace Terrace ~ Kermode Terrace Purple ! Ass°clarion i ~;~cer 
Athletic i Minor 'Friendship elueback Terrace , N.T,C. Figure 
ASSOC, Hockey ;~ Society Swim Club Anti Poverty Terrace Local Skating 
26 I27 128 29 Terrace 30 31 Canadian 
Terrace Terrace Kermode Volunteer Montessorl Porapleglc 
Athletic i Minor Friendship & Seniors Association 
Information Terrace N.T,C, 
ASsoc, i Baseball : Society Access Anti.Poverty Terrace Local. 
Sat. Afternoon Games Doors 11:30 a.m. Games 12:45 
Evening Games Doors 4:30 p.m. Games 6:15 
Fri. - SAt. Late night Games Doors 9:30 p.m. Games 10:00 p.m. 
T.V. MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
I I  I I I 
Dr. R.E.M. Lee Hospital 
Foundation 
4720 Haugland Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2W7 
A thoughtful way to remember is with an In Memoriam gift to 
the Dr, R.E.M. Lee Hospital Foundation. Donations are 
gratefully accepted at the above address, the Terrace Fire 
Dept. on Eby Steet or please contact Helene McRae at 
635.5320.  Income tax receipts are available, 
TRAVEL TAL 
Incredible 
GUATEMALA 
With its towering mountains, its colourful flora and varle. /~  
ty  of fauna, its smiling people and the mystery of the 
post, Guatemala offers you a promise for a holiday you r ,  ,~,, i , '(~ 
will never forget. I ! 
In Ihis "Land of Many Faces" you can explore the ruins , 
of the complex Mayan civilization and visit the ~// J 
cathedrals of the colonial Spanish then dance the night ~ t~ 
away in the modernnight clubs. With a colourful blend. 
of the past and present, Guatemala toda/ is an un. ~ ~'. 
forgettable adventure. ""~}~ =~', 
LAKE ATITLAN is a spectacularly serene lake set " " ' -  
among the peaks of volcanoes. It is surrounded by pic- 
turesque Indian villages inlmbited by the descendants 
of the courageous warriors who fought the Spanish, 
Most of their traditions and dress have not changed 
since that time. Here you will have an opportunity to 
cruise the take and visit one of these Indian villages to ~ 
observe how they live. 
CHICHICASTENANGO -- the famous open market is a 
meeting centre for the colourful Indians and "Ladinos" )'~.'TI 
of the highlands They meet to sell their wares and to .. ""'~' 
worship the Catholic sants and ancient gods at the ( ~1 
Church of Santo Tomas. Open on Thursdays and Sun- ,] / 
d tYeiS ;;t i :~ bl~f: 'So~e d~ 'tGPur:tVidme?a a ;
ANTIGUA was founded in 1524 as the capital of the ~{1 ~'j 
Kingdom of Guatemala. Today you can walk along the ~--~F -~..~.-.--,:.~ cobblestone streets and admire the distinctive Spanish iT i l~  
churches, convents, monasteries and old government l i l l~ i l  
buildings. Go inside to view the artistic altar pieces, "~q l  
sculptures, paintings and pottery. 
't-R-AV EL 
"FOR PEOPLE 
GOING PLACES" 
4736 LAKELSE AVENUE 
TERRACE,  B .C .  V8G 1R6 
635-2277 
F 0 JR E ST, R Y 
In Pursuit of Sustainable Development 
• " Enquiries to: . . . .  
Smitllers District 
Chamber el Commerce 
Box 2379 
Smithers, B.C., V0J 2N0 
Ph: (604) 847-5072 
Fax: (604) 847-3337 
FORESTRY 
In Pursui t  of  Susta inab le  Deve lopment  
TRADE SHOW 
April 10 and 11 
Smithers, B.C. 
thegenerous sponsorship of the Canada~ 
BritishColumbia Partnership on Forest Resources 
: (FRDA II) we are going to try an entirely new concept. 
D INNER 
• The Trade Show will begin 
on Thurs,, April 9 with a dinner 
featuring a well known 
speaker (yet to be announced) 
• One dinner ticket will be 
included in each exhibitor 
package, AddiU0nal dinner 
tickets may be purchased for 
$25 each. 
MINI 
CONFERENCES 
Eight booths have been 
designated as "mini- 
conference" locations, at 
which we will have on- 
going presentations, 
hands -on  displays, etc. 
EXHIB ITOR 
BOOTHS 
• Booth spaces are available at a 
cost ef $400 plus GST. 
• To reserve your booth, return your 
exhibitor egistration form (available 
from the Smithers Chamber of Commerce) 
plus a deposit of $200 plus GST 
before Feb, 15, 1992. 
• Booth spaces are allocated on a 
first-come first served basis. 
For Exhibitor Packages 
Contact Smithers ,Chamber of Commerce 
8a7-5072 
Canadl  - : 
Padnership Agreement on Forest Resource Development: FRDA I 
I I I m= i 
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FROM THURSDAY, JAN. 23 TO SATURDAY, FEB. I 
BULK 
CAI"TELLI 
MACARONI 99 
SPAGHETTI 
9 kg 5ex 
PUREX BATHROOM TISSUE 
Case of 12/4 Roll 1 /  8 8 
Reg. $27.12 
MR, NOODLE INS .. ~L~ 
Chicken, 
Mushroom, 
Oriental, Shrimp, 
Beef or Pork 
BAKERY DEPT. 
FAMILY PACK 
100% WHOLE 
WHEAT BREAD 
4/567 g loaves 
VIVA PAPER TOWELS 
48 
case of 
12/2 Roll 
Reg. $15.36 
oo,, o,,,,,, ,,,, ,o,, 89  GINGER ALE, ~ 
DIET GINGER ALE, 
/ SPRITE, 
DIET SPRITE e,us Deposit 
GREEN GIANT VEGETABLES 
Niblets Cream Cornl 
Sweetlet Peas, 98 
Cut Wax Beans, 
Cut Green Beans, 
French Beans 
Reg. :$15.00 
Case o~, 12/341 mL, min. 
KRAFT MACAROH! ~ CHEESE 
Reg. $10.68 
Case of 12/225 g 
98 
~EATDEPT. PORK LOIH 
Wh°le Or ~Hal', ~ 8  
Cut into Chop. 
~Case of 24/85 g, Reg. $6.96 C~-~24/35 $,1 .~t~ ~,~, Reg. $3.3~!~.!",~ $4.37 kg | 
10 DAYS O'F SUPER SA NGS 
9 LIVES CAT FOOD PACIFIC 
Asst. varieties EVAPORATED MILK 
Case of 24/170 g, Reg. $14.16 Case of 24/385 mL, Reg. $21.36 or Sliced, 12/540 mL, Reg. $11.88 
MAXWE L ~ ~  [ "HUNTS 
COFFEE, Reo, Fine& Extra I ~ v v. I TOMATO SAUCE 
Fine Ca, se 21/30 ,0 Rg eg.$35.88 ~ ~ I Case 'of12/398mL, Beg.$14.28 Mushroom Vegetable, 12/284mL ~ 
• $12.60 
KIDNEY BEA~Scase 12/398mL 
PLUS MAHY MORE ITEMS i .  ¸ i 
• , , ~ , , • • • J 
• , .  ?# 
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, I USINESS REVIEW 
.... : ' . . . .  v • - , i i  
Tough times for Skeena Cellulose 
Local mill needs a break 
TERRACE --Skeena Cellulose 
needs realistic viewpoints from 
the communities in which it 
operates, local governments and 
unions representing its workers 
if it is to survive in the 1990s, a 
senior company official told a 
chamber of commerce luncheon 
here last week. 
Vice president Reg Lightfoot 
said the company rnus~t find 
ways to cut or contain costs in 
the face of high operating ex- 
penses and the threat of 
overseas competition. 
As it is, the company's 
sawmill here and its Prince 
Rupert pulp operation would 
most likely be closed now if the 
company hadn't spent $250 
million in improvements over 
the past five years, he said. 
"We have to look at major 
changes or there are going to be 
a lot of casualties. It's as simple 
as that," Lightfoot continued 
of conditions affecting Skeena 
Cellulose and other B.C. forest 
products firms. 
"The bottom line is that we 
have to be very competitive," 
Reg Lightfoet 
he said. 
Lightfoot called on chamber 
members to lobby town council 
on issues uch as property taxes. 
And companies and unions 
must find ways to reduce 
high iabour costs by eliminating 
featherbedding and excessive 
manning, he added. 
One of the largest problems 
facing B.C. forest products 
companies i  overseas competi- 
tion because of lower operating 
costs, said Lightfoot. 
Countries such as Chile are 
specializing in tree plantations 
which are more cost efficient 
than the traditional B.C. model 
of cutting in wild forests which 
require new roads and transpor- 
tation to processing facilities. 
Overseas' competitors also 
have faster growing conditions 
than the climate and terrain 
here permit, said Lightfoot. 
At the same time, the natural 
growth rate for lumber is chang.. 
ing in the 90s, he said. 
Housing starts ~ the prime 
generator of lumber sales ~ will 
be lower in this decade because 
of an aging population and 
fewer new households being 
formed, Lightfoot noted. 
As well, Lightfoot said the 
annual cutting rate in B.C. is 
also subject to reductions 
because of past overcutting 
TERRACE -- A new clothing ~ ~ Tr l .  ~ A ]~T] I '~  A 1~ J r~ I  TPI"R' 
outlet here wants to capture a 0U I AND ABOU' I
growing national trend, says 
operator Maureen Rosenau. 
Class Act Consignments, 
beside Trim Line Signs on 
Lakelse Ave., takes used 
clothing on consignment. 
Calling it a form of recycling, 
Rosenau said the store has a 
sign noting that the outlet is en- 
vironmentally friendly. 
"Second hand and consign- 
ment stores are growing rapidly 
across the country," she said. 
The store also sells new 
clothing. 
F rom Pr ince George,  
Rosenau said there are three 
manager Bobble Phillips• 
Most of the memberships 
came up the end o f  December 
and the rest are due in 
February. 
The renewals come with an 
increase, the first in three years• 
There were 273 chamber 
members at the end of  
December. The chamber s01d 58 
new memberships, registering a
net increase o f  approximately 
25 over the year before once 
similar stores in that city. non-renewals were subtracted. 
~ ~r "/r ~ ~r ~r . . 
,,~ ,-~o~,~.~'-~,~.,~-',.,~,,,,~,~.:,iL~;,~ ,~.~ncrease of approximately' 25 
, , q~m;p.! ~ ...... ~'~,.','i{,,.,.~!.~:: z OVer th~,~ar hPfnro 
memtieeshlp:renewats~-are~om:"" ~- ~ ='-~.-r~ . . . . . . . . .  
• " . ' ....... ": ....... ,,' . " ,. " ' . tee  -Increases WOrK Out to 
mg m at a good rate, says $110 from $I00 for businesses 
with four to seven employees. 
For businesses with 8 to 1( 
employees, the increase is frort 
$130 to $143. 
"k "k -k ,k ~, ,k 
There's a new reporter com. 
ing to Skeena Broadcasters. 
Marcia Morash has had 
several years of experience in 
broadcast journalism, including 
a stint with a TV station in 
Australia, says Skeena Broad- 
casters news director Roger 
Millions. 
• : :Morash~- replaces Michel~ 
, Gayse who is now working wid~ 
teen, Saskatchewan. 
• practices. 
In responding to questions, 
Lightfoot acknowledged that 
Skeen& Cellulose has been 
slower in paying its suppliers of 
wood and other products by us- 
ing those delays as a form of 
credit. 
"Please do that. Give us a 
hand in this time. Please bear 
with us," said Lightfoot in ad- 
ding that  things will change 
when the company is out of its 
current ough cycle. 
He said that half of the $200 
million invested at the com- 
pany's Port Edward pulp mill 
has been for environmental con- 
trol equipment. 
Lightfoot added that labour 
cost control might come in the 
form of more flexibility and 
joint problem solving. 
Skeena Cellulose's northwest 
operations include a sawmill in 
Smithers and joint ventures in 
B.C. in addition to the mill here 
and the pulp operation in Port 
Edward. In prime economic 
times, combined sales are worth 
$400 million. 
Parent company Repap has 
pulp mills and paper making 
facilities in the US, Manitoba 
and New Brunswick. It's assets 
are $3.2 billion. 
Under the 'B' 
"B" MEANS bit fgo but i[ also means building as the new home I 
of the Lucky Dollar Bingo Palace begins to take shape on 
f 
Legion Ave. The building is 20 feet high, ].30 feet long and 60 
feet wide. Lindstrom Construction is doing the shell and it'll be 
finished off by local sub trades. 
Stan  Ho l land  
635-7979 
STAN HOLLAND 
BONDED "A" CLASS 
GAS FITTER 
Is pleased to announce the 
opening of his new business: 
Skeena Heating 
Services Inc. 
FOR ALL HEATING INTALLATION AND SERVICE. 
INDUSTRIAL, COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL 
CALL STAN 
(Fax) 635-2208 
• . I I 
0 " ' ( l / l [  J ' 
o r d)W  
• " • • • 
Book now tillJan.31, - 
and save up to65% off a full-fatle 
econonly, round-trip ticket o just ,.about 
everywhere AirBC flies. And you can travel 
anytime till April 4,1992. 
Call your travel agent 
orAir Canada now. 
Seats must be booked 14 clays in advance 
for most destinations and 21 clays f0r Toronto 
and Montreal. "lqckets must be paid for With- 
in 3 days of booking. Fares may be higher 
depending on dates of travel and are subject 
to than ge without notice. Some other condi- 
tions apply. Seats are limited, so call now. 
635-7069 
AN AIR CANADA CONNECTOR  irBC 
- . . . ,  
[ 
• t 
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,=.a~l i ..... 
Environmentalists._..   Provincials: court report m St = 
i' I 
 i;tlit1 ! _ lillll([tf EDDY'S I 
PUB J 
~ ? G ~ ! ! I I t l I !  Large viewing | 
~ ~ ~ i  screen-Super Bowl i 
E ~ ~ ~ ~ J ~ i  11:oo AM- i 
- ~ ~ - "  ' :, "-- MIDNIGHT | 
"BARON DAY" - Every Tuesday | 
,, Baron of Beef 4 '9  I 
~!f lw! ! !  ~le  wa i l to  pay i i i i ~ i l i i  d C°me and Relax and Let Us Serve Y°u Right" I B A C K  ED DY'$635.5336PUB IJ 
HOURS OF OPERATION: Mon.. Thurs. 11:00 - 12:00 FrL & Sat. 11:00 • 1:00 ~ i 
fined $200 and was ordered to 
pay a$30 :.victim surcharge. 
Eric Thibodeau was con- 
victed on two counts of break- 
ing and entering. Thibodeau 
was sentenced to one year in 
jail. 
John Edward McGrath 
pleaded guilty to breaking-and- 
entering. He was sentenced to 
four months in jail. Nov. 1 
Al lan John  Wil l iam 
Gingerich pleaded guilty to 
charges of hit-and-run, im- 
paired driving and refusing to 
provide a breath sample. Judge 
Ed de Walle sentenced 
Gingerich to six months plus 
seven days in prison and banned 
him from driving for one year. 
David Gerald Hall was con- 
victed of impaired driving. He 
was sentenced to three months 
in jail, to be served intermittent- 
ly, three months on probation 
and a two-year driver's licence 
suspension. He was also con- 
victed o f  narcotics possession, 
and was fined $50. 
Patrick Roland Villemarie 
pleaded guilty to obstructing an 
officer. He was fined $300 and 
was ordered to pay a $45 victim 
convicted o f  assault. He was and is prohibited from driving vtce. Louie was fined $200. 
for one year. Nov. 8
Maureen Esther George was 
given a suspended sentenced 
and three months probation for 
narcotic possession. 
Archibald John McCallum 
pleaded guilty to narcotic 
possession, and was fined $300. 
Samantha Jane McGowan 
pleaded guilty to leaving the 
scene of an accident. McGowan 
was fined $100 and ordered to 
pay a $15 victim surcharge. 
Harjinder Singh Gill was con- 
victed of threatening and was 
ordered to post a $200 peace 
bond. Nov, 12 
David Andrew Forcier plead- 
ed guilty to assault, and was fin- 
ed $200. 
David Gerald Hall pleaded 
guilty to assault. He was given a 
suspended sentence and one 
year probation, with condi- 
tions. Nov. 14 
Perry Charles McKay pleaded 
guilty to driving with a blood- 
alcohol evel over the legal limit 
of .08. McKay was fined $800, 
was ordered to pay a $100 vic- 
tim surcharge, and is prohibited 
surcharge, from driving for one year. 
.Car men,'John Bangdy~plimd~,,:'~ ~!~ .Ir~i,n.~.~Alfred ,Chief pleaded 
ed ~guilty~:.tb iinpair6d, dti~hg~ rgbilty ~'to impaired driving. 
Bangay was fined $700, was 
ordered to pay a $100 victim 
surcharge, and received an 
automatic dr iver's licence 
suspension. Bangay also plead- 
ed guilty to driving with a 
blood-alcohol level over the 
legal limit of .08 and was fined 
$400. 
Samantha Jan McGowan 
pleaded guilty to driving with a 
blood-alcohol level over the 
legal limit of .08. McGowan 
was ['ined $450, and was 
ordered to pay a $60 victim sur- 
charge. 
Alan Gingerich pleaded guilty 
to breaking-and-enter ing.  
Giogerich was sentenced to 18 
months in prison. 
Chief was fined $300, was 
ordered to pay a $45 victim sur- 
charge and is prohibited from 
driving for one year. 
Sherrie-Lynn Parrish pleaded 
guilty to refusing to provide a 
breathalyzer sample. Parrish 
was fined $1,000, was ordered 
to pay a $100 victim surcharge 
and is banned from driving for 
one year. 
Pierre Norman Desjardins 
pleaded guilty to two counts of 
assault. Desjardins was given a 
suspended sentence, one year on 
probation, and was ordered to 
perform 10 hours of community 
work service. Nov. 1S 
Derek Edward Sayer was con- 
--Combat 
Auto Tt eft 
If you don't normally drive your car between 1 a.m. and 
5 a.m., ioin Operation CAT. 
By placing a CAT decal in the rear or side window of your 
vehicle, you are telling police and car thieves that your 
vehicle is not normally driven between 1 a.m. and 5 a.m: 
Police seeing your vehicle during those hours will assume 
it has been stolen and will ~roceed accordingly. 
CAT is a free crime prevention program brought to you by: 
The British Columbia Automobile Association, ICBC, the 
Ministry of thi~ Attorney General and YourLocal Police. 
To join Operation CAT, 
pick up a registration 
form at any BCAA 
Service Centre, ICBC 
Claim Centre, Police 
Station or RCMP 
detachment. ~' .AA(~)  YOUR LOCAL POLIC[ D ICBC 
National Ski Week 
Sale Jan. 22 - Feb. 2 " ' . 
K-WAY SKI PANTS 
_..!:~,~ ,~,,, . . . . .  k ~,.~ ;-:-,,~::'!~ PANTS l TOPS A~a, Asics & Adldas ................................. 25%0. 
I - -~  ~ : ~ ~--J SKI JACKETS & SUITS Large selection of Sun Ice j i l tS% 
~t..~.',~ ~~ and other brand names  .............................................................. t ,~ l t J  off co ~ i ~ t = ~  P~ CE SK, SU,TS co.~o,,....~o ................ ow 279  
1 PIECE SUITS &. JACKETS Dosc.,nte & Com, ch ......... ----30%o, 
K ' % IDS SKI SUITS& JACKETS (Great selection) . . . . . . . . . . . .  40 o, 
. . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  ~:;~ FLEECE WEAR K=Uo; h=~, quality. R~. S~SO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  59 95 
FISCHER SIS VACUUM (3 Yr. Warr~/) Reg. ~o0a .................. Now 44900 
~STLE ex ls 'n  ~.=525 .............................................................. Now 287 = 
ROSSI & FISCHER JR. 9OmOcm; Reg $10S ............................. Now 74 ~ 
ROSSI 7SK Peg, $625 ......................................................................... Now 349 =' 
~. Kvs SLALOM ~ ~ .......................................................... No, 349 o0 
SALOMON 
sx.~ Eoo, P . .~ .~o  ................ ~ 29900 
SALOMON 
sx,, ~ , , , ,5  ............................ Now 13900 
RAICHLE 
RE,~. , ,o~, , . ,5  ................ ~ .  19900 
SALOMON 
s×o3~ ~,=~0 ................... No. 47900 
ALL FISCHER RACE SKIS ................................................................ Now 25%  
MEINDL SNS PROFIL BOOTS Reg. $119,95. .. ............................... Now 7999 
COMPLETE SKI PACKAGES AT ALL THE POPULAR PR/CES// 
TYROLIA FREE FLEX EFF Reg. $225 ........ Now 17900 
MARKER M38 Reg. $250 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Now 17900 
SALOMON 757 Reg, =220 ............... ................... Now 12900 
TYROLIA 590 Reg, $300. . ............. : ....................... Now 19900 
TYROLIA 590 JR. Reg, $150 ............................... Now 98  oo 
JR. GOGGLE Reg, $19.~)5 ..................................... Now 11" 
BRIKO GOGGLES fromba's goggles] .............. Now 50~o, 
BACK PACKS & SPORT BAGS 
Now Adidas and Rucanor ............................................................ 30  % off 
...,., 
SNOWBOARDS, SNOWBOARD BOOTS, AND 
ALL SNOWBOARD CLOTHING with all the 
brand names like Kemper, Burton, Northface, 
Ocean Pacific and Columbia ~ 
A,, 25  o. 
5522 Hlghway 16 West, Terrace, B.C. • 635-9555 
t i 
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Mayor adjusts council 
i . ~>.~-:~-, . . .  
Condemned 
Two committees 
are eliminated 
A PUBLIC NUISANCE hearing will be held at city hall Jan. 27 
on this old house in the 4500 block of Olson Ave. City ad- 
ministrator Bob Hallsor says the inside of the unoccupied 
building represents a "life-threatening situation" and one end 
of it is beginning to sink. If declared a nuisance, the owner will 
be required to demolish it. Last week the fire-damaged Ter- 
race Public Market, another building the city wa s proposing 
to declare a nuisande on safety grounds, was torn down. 
Council Shorts 
Ticket sweep could grow 
relocation of Ottawa St. - -  to 
come into effect this spring - -  
would lead to inc.reased traffic 
on that stretch of Emerson. 
If that happened, it might be 
necessary to impose a right- 
turn-only restriction from 
Emerson onto Greig and a 
loading zone could interfere 
with traffic flows. 
Kids take note - -  Santa Claus 
• will be back in town Saturday, 
Dec. 5. Aldermen have approv- 
ed a request from Skeena Mall 
manager Lynda Bretfeld the se- 
cond annual Christmas Parade 
be held on that date. 
Council also agreed to pro- 
claim February Heart and 
Stroke Month and gave the 
Kidney Foundation the go- 
TERRACE - -  Mayor Jack 
Talstra has taken an axe to the 
council committee list and as a 
result the tourism-economic 
development and  forestry- 
housing-senior citizens commit- 
tees are no more. 
Talstra said neither had met 
very often over the past year 
and related issues are just as 
easily dealt with by council 
when it meets as a committee of 
the whole. 
For those remaining com- 
mitees, Danny Sheridan gets a 
third term as head of the 
finance committee to be joined 
this time by  Mo Takhar and 
Rick King, who replace Bob 
Cooper and Ruth Hallock. 
Takhar and  King chair the 
ahead to hold a door-to-door 
donation canvas here during 
March, 
Shell Canada Products has 
been awarded the contract to 
supply the city's fuel needs for 
1992 but over the objections of 
one alderman. 
Although Shell came in as 
low bid at $80,068.10, alderman 
Rick King said price should not 
be the only consideration. Poin- 
ting out Petro Canada's bid was 
only about $100 more and the 
company was wholly Canadian, 
he suggested coumil should 
"support our own". 
King's vote, however, was the 
lone opposition to the Shell 
award. 
newspapers  & magazines. Glass & t ins MUST be 
clean (prefer without  labels). 
BEHIND THE BINGO PALACE 
MONDAY - FRIDAY ................................... NOON - 4 PM 
SATURDAY ................................................ 10 AM- 4 PM 
About the Terrace Standard 
HOURS: 
Our office is open 8:00 a,m. - 5:00 p.m. Monday to Friday 
8:30 a,m. - 12:00 noon Saturday. 
DEADLINES: 
Deadlines for classified advertising is 12:00 noon Saturday 
before Wednesday paper. 
Deadline for space booking of display advertising is 5:00 pm, 
Friday before Wednesday paper. 
Deadline for submission to the editorial department Is 12:00 
noon Friday before Wednesday paper. 
SUBSCRIPTIONS: 
Subscription rates for the Terrace Standard are $30,00 per 
year. 
HOW TO CONTACT US: 
We are located at 
4647 Lazelle Avenue'ln Terracel B.C. V8G 1S8 
I 
phone 638-7283 FAX 638-8432 I 
I CFNR RADIO 
BINGO 
Played every Friday at 9:30 a.m. on 9.90 AM Radio in 
Terrace and 96.1 FI~ Radio in the Nass Valley 
I MULTIPLE GAME FORMAT- TICKETS ONLY $1.O0 | 
2 games for 4 games for $1,000. I $1,000 each week every other week 
Tickets Available At: 
House of Simoighots, Benson Optical, Northern Drugs, Sheffield & Son, Northern Health 
Care, West End Chevron, East End Chevron, Agar Red & White, B &'G Grocery, Wayside 
Grocery, Terrace Shell 8, C/W, Hilltop Grocery, Arthur Wilson. Copporside III, Rhoda 
Seymour, Kilselas; Gloria Morven, NNB; Riverside Grocery, Thornhill; Gltlakdarnix YoUth 
Group, New Alyansh; Roberta Clayton, Hew Alyansh; Ron Sampare, Greenville; Wayne 
Talt, Greenville and Merci Moore, Canyon Clly. 
other remaining committees, 
making their presence on the 
finance body logical because of 
overlapping issues, Talstra add- 
ed. 
Takhar takes over the plann- 
ing and public works chair from 
Hallock while Sheridan and 
Cooper stay on as members. 
King repeats as chair of com- 
munity and recreation services 
with Darryl Laurent and Ruth 
Haliock as members. 
All appointments are for one 
year and Talstra, as mayor,'is 
an ex-officio member of all 
commit tees .  Ind iv idua l  
aldermen are also free to attend 
committee meetings other than 
their own. 
Aldermen were also named to 
represent council on a number 
of local bodies as follows: 
• Cooper - -  airport ad- 
visory, Skeena Union Board of 
Health, forestry commission. 
•Hal lock  - -  North by Nor- 
thwest Tourism Association, 
Provincial Emergency Program 
executive, senior citizens ad- 
visory. 
• King - -  parks and recrea- 
t ion adv isory ,  fami ly  
court/youth justice committee, 
Terrace and District Communi- 
ty Services Society, recycling 
advisory, Skeena Valley Recycl- 
ing Society. 
• Laurent - -  Riverboat Days 
committee, chamber of com- 
merce and service clubs, Terrace 
and District Economic Advisory 
Commission, northern winter 
games. 
• Sheridan - -  community 
law centre and library board. 
• Takhar  --  Ter race  
Regional Health Care Society, 
Yellowhead Highway Associa- 
tion and forestry commission. 
Call 638-8137 for more info. 
TERRACE --The long arm of 
by-law enforcement officers will 
~nnn P-ztF, n r l  tn  n r lvntP  nnrl~in= . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ¢" . . . . . .  r- . . . . .  o 
lots if a proposed amendment 1o
city regulations goes through. 
The change targets able- 
bodied motorists who park in 
spots reserved for the disabled 
and follows complaints from 
the seniors' advisory commis- 
sion. 
In a memo to council, permits 
director Bob Lafleur said the ci- 
ty can ticket offenders provided 
it made the appropriate amend- 
ment to its traffic by-law and 
had permission from the pro- 
perty owner to do so. 
Under the proposed amend- 
ment, enforcement officers will 
have the option of either 
¢iticketing the offending vehicle 
\ or having it towed•away. 
The matter has been referred 
to this week's meeting of the 
planning and public works com- 
mittee which is expected to en- 
dorse Lafleur's recommenda- 
tion. 
That committee will also con- 
sider a proposal that will allow 
designated vehicle owners - -  
either seniors or the disabled - -  
to park for double the posted 
time limit on downtown streets. 
The city would issue small 
signs to qualified drivers which 
they would display in their 
vehicles to lett enforcment of- 
ficers know they were entitled to 
remain there for the longer 
period. 
Council has agreed to spend 
$72,750 out of its vehicle 
replacement fund to purchase 
six new vehicles. 
McEwan Motors, the low 
bidder,  will supply two 
Cavaliers, a Chevrolet van, a 
Sierra pick-up and two S-15 
Blazers. All are 1992 models. 
Also approved was the pur- 
chase of a manhole rescue 
tripod ror the public works 
department. In making the re- 
quest, operations director John 
Colongard explained it was 
needed to ensure the city com- 
plied with Workers' Compensa- 
tion Board regulations. 
Estimated cost of the tripod is 
$2,100. 
Aldermen have accepted a 
committee recommendation to
make the west side of Emerson 
between Grieg and Lakelse a 
loading zone, 
That  decision came in 
response to a request from 
Shopper's Drug Mart manager 
Dominic Kelly who said the 
recently created no parking 
zone there was creating pro- 
blems for the store, 
Kelly said deliveries to the 
store had long been made via 
the Emerson St. door but 
drivers were now being ticketed 
for doing so. The alternative, 
delivering through the front 
door, was causing traffic pro- 
blems in the mall parking lot 
which had prompted the mall 
management to ask Shoppers to 
cease the practice. He also 
pointed out deliveries did not 
take long to make, usually 5-10 
minutes and rarely more than 20 
minutes. 
However, city engineer Stew 
Christensen warned a loading 
zone at that point could cause 
problems, He suggested the 
- " I "  ; i ,  
• I ~! [ ]  
COSTA RICA 
GUATEMALA 
IlNAR 
Join Us For Lunch 
Thursday January 30 
at the Inn of the West ,  West  
Banquet  Room, and exper ience  
incredible Costa Rica & 
Guatemala.  Tickets $10 
avai lable from 1st Choice Travel,  
ITP Elan Trave l ,  
ITP Ter race  Travel 
two entrees (up to a 
value of =15.95 each 
and enjoy dinner for two 
for only =19.95 
Ner valid with dining cards. 
d until Feb. 29/1 992 
i i nmi~= i i i i i  
I 
Open 7 days a week. 
Lunch Men.- Frl. 11:30 - 2:00 pm 
Dinner 4:30 - 11:00 pm 
~_,~ FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 
638-0644 or 638-1503 
9~ 5 4402 Lakelse Avenue Terrace, B.C. 
S 
THURS., JAN. 23rd] 
FRI.,JAN. 24th] 
SAT., JAN. 2Ith] 
Discount given at point of ~b.~ ,~ ~ 
sale. FBC cards are honoured 
for stamping on these days, ~ l  
but not for redemption, 
4717 Lakelse Ave. 
635-5151 
Men. - Thurs. & Sat, 9:30 a.m. • 6:00 p.m. 
Friday 9"30 a.m. - 9:00 p.m. 
~ !i~ ii:. Sunday 12:00 - 5:00 p.m. 
. . - . , .  
I 
TV show helps out 
TERRACE --  RCMP in- 
vestigators have new leads in 
their seargh for the killer of 
P~hillip Innes Fraser after an 
,~rnerican television broadcast 
l~st week, 
i!Tips from across the conti- 
nent flooded in after American 
Viewers saw the segment about 
ttie Fraser murder on the Jan, 
i5 epis(Jde of Unsolved 
ll~..ysteries, , 
~ Todd Miller, a Los Angeles- 
based rese'archer for the televi- 
sion show, said at least 400 tips 
came in about the 1988 murder 
after the program aired. 
:   Murder tips flowing in 
through Dease Lake -- travell- 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ J ,  ing  south  on  Hwy37 - -  and  was  
~ ~  last seen at 40-Mile Flat, where 
he picked up a hitchhiker who is 
~ the prime suspect in the case. 
The next day, June 19, 
t ~v~ ," ~ ...... Fraser's black Volkswagen Jetta 
• t "' ~ ~. ':; was found burning in a Prince 
~ ~ )  George carwash. H is body was 
discovered a month later in a 
~i(' ~.:i':.~... ~R gravel pit near Stewart. Fraser 
'~',~i.;,[~,~..;~ .,: .,.,~,.~ had been shot. 
/ The last time the hitchhiker 
:',,. " 'J"~',; was seen was when Fraser's car 
<2.~'--~";'~,.c~d':~,,¢.,;.,, ,.. broke down southeast of 
~":.i.;.'),"' Meziadin Junction, A Kitwanga ' / [ i t  .,:, i" i 
have helped solve 104 of the 422 
cases it has profiled since going 
on the air in 1987. 
Miller said in cases like the 
Fraser murder -- where an 
unknown fugitive is being 
sought ~ their success rate is 15 
per cent. When the fugitive or 
suspect is known and identified, 
that success rate climbs to 40 
per cent, 
This is the first time a televi- 
sion crime show of its type has 
profiled a major investigation i
northwestern B,C. 
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A delicious way to help sup- 
port the 39th annual Mothers 
March. Each time you dine at 
any of the following 
restaurants during January 
15-31, they will donate part of 
the proceeds to the Mothers 
March 
Back Eddy Dalanays Inn of the West 
Nikos Panagopolous Quarterdeck 
Savalas Terrace Hetel Bavarian Inn 
Don Dlegos McDonalds Northern Motor 
Pizza Hut Sandman Inn Inn 
Tim Horton Slumber Lodge 
couple helped the heavyset, r 4 ~ '  t Prince Rupert RCMP Const . . . .  ~ ~ ~ 
unkempt man tow the Jetta to ~ . ~  ~,~ ~ ~ . ~  D, ennis 'Bahaus said in- lnesuspect ¢ 
vi~stigator~ are "overwhelmed si"htin -- ^,, ____ . . . . . . .  Kitwanga. He stayed the night ~ '~ ~ S~,)],e~AN,,~lr~'I/-~-)r"-....~]~~~'~ 
--', . "  . . . .  ~ ~,  Ul  blU~i~ilUl¢ ,~t lspec[s  in . at their place and left in the ~.~/~¢e~). _ " ~ . _ ~ ¢ ~ . ~  ~pl~,~} 
t~e a~:b~ixtrem~o~Yn p~easeo w~!h the investigation across Canada I~ ~, morning, ' ~ ~ ~ , _  ~ ~ .~p ~, p se. He sam and ,he It ~ fi "~ " • . . . . . . . .  Although several people have . ~ " ~ - ~ (  "x "~ ~x~'x police are following up the Fraser,  a 23 year old J 
many leads the TV show has American tr~v o''~- --, . . . .  --'.-,, come into contact with the hit- I d [ '~  ~ \ ) I k ~\  
generated' in fro .~ ~.~.,~,a.. u~tve.-, chhiker, he has never been ~, ( m k. ) ~ /, .~ " ' - - .£ J J  , .~6/  
. , , _ '  . . , g m Alaska toWashmgton found, ~ ,t . $ 
~Caqrsa ld thetnpsmvowe state in June, 1988, Hepassed Unsolved Mysteriesclaims to /~ 1~,  ~ I~" j  , l~r* /  
i~h?!ha[~eShjp e !adea du 1 i - T  r~ 
r~ec.ted a.deal to establish a Teachers' Union preside c) ;Tctly what each teacher is ow- Feat  your  
~,,.uvu scnonarsn,p tuna from Robert Brown said last week the District eachers were last m ,',ur " le , ' ,ant  Va lent ine 's  I I \~,~,~ 
month paid a total of $1.2 J m ] ' - '  "-' ~ • hikes.] e interest on their delayed p a y ,  r ' scholarshimembership v°ted d°wn the illion in back pay that had pp  p o osal " J  ~,.j,, ~i  ~fiS'~l ;~m~ m m~" ~'~ [ 
The ndea was put forward by The school board doesn't been held back since last spring ~ m , . ,ay  L~U I m ~ t j uot  [ 
the school board following an want to pay out the interest in accordance with the defeated ~,~ )~) m , n 
earlier demand from the because of the precedent it Social Credit government's ~ ! s - t  0 ~n . , , , . . . . . , . . . . . ^ _  I !  re '~m 
teachers' union that all the in- would ,~et and b,~cau~- of the pen.atton Fa~rn,.o%~.~,,. ~ - ~-. - ~ ~ p , ,v ,  ~.,,~ ~.~v|  l .  tom o ' , " . .  A .+ "~ • m ,---i _ = ml  • i l~ .dm m mm. .mm~, ,z l  I m k l  l ~ i I  
terest be paid out to the bookkeeping ex-l;enses that Teachers also wanted tlae in- ~ | ~J='  id~l  ~UI I .  [ m \ "* '  
tea~:hers, would be incurred in calculating terest on that money - -  about "~ lx  ~ m Lv/ Police ~l i~l '~llSD;nd~ $31,000 in total, averaging less . .~ \  I A][ ladies w,][ re  o ta i , l ta  11  /~"~ than $100 per teacher. ~X '~I  m , , , , , ,  ~,~,v~ [ m /1~=.  
School board chairman Edna ~ ~'~|1 m flowers This year wine I I 112~) 
fo r  your help abouted a  last week's board meeting Cooper aid trustees were d iv id -whatshould be done " t ]L ']]]" mml ano'" olne your~~Va~eni;n'~." [ I I( ~ 
nlw ,. She salda dec,s!on was /P t /~ p' m -  ~v FIESEFIVATION ONLY ~ m ~,  
aae to seno me teachers / . / . l~r  t m ~ .  
TERRACE -- Kitimat RCMP red 1987 GMC Jimrn'y ~licence another letter giving them more .)'/r~--~- x _ . . . . . _  -- . . . . . . . . .  
are asking for the help of Ter- number PAC 077 -- out of the detail,,The "cannot force us t e e n  the sch larship idea.a -=/'/t'~ ~ ~ ~ 1  MOON/  I AYTON 
race residentsinfindingthieves driveway. Y P Y ~ r~, ,~ O SPRINGS "-'- '~ 
who abandoned their getaway . . . . . . .  them the money," she said. ~ H T 
vehicle here .he  truer has slnce oeen "We feel we're doing this as a 1~. '~- '~ '~ I [ [ ' rm' l . ,~  ~ 
U nkno,wn culprits broke into found in the Terrace area, gesture to them. We don't have ~k~.~gJ ]  ~N,~kl~r,~,~e, , ,ESORT LTD.  
a h0fiseat 66 Meldrum St. in pouce ~a~d. to pay them this money." "~\ 'N~Y ~ ~nQ, ,~4 A k~ V / / i t  
Kitimat onthe night of Dec. 26, RCMP are investigating She noted that the average ~ ~ -  ~ ~o ~,r__ m *t.~. ~F~/ J  
police said, The thieves stole several eads Anyone with in payout would be less than $100 t'~-- - , i - , ~ ~ ~ / ~ ~ ~ - . ~ - - - , . ~  ~ • "N~,~'x  
seve~/l pieces of stereo and formation about these incidents per, teacher, [ ~ . .~  ~; r~~~'~"~ \~ ~ ~"] I .~~~.~._~Y ' /~1~ ~ 
video ecluiprnent, hree rifles, a or circulation of the stolen items Each teacher will not get ~ ~ ~ i ~ / [ ~  ~ ) , ~ ; ~ L ' ~ ~ ~ " ~ ' ~ ~ )  
shotgun, and a collection of can contact Kitimat RCMP at that much," Cooper sand. "We ~ ~ 
Canadian and America~ coifis. 632-7111 or Terrace RCMP at see no reason for us to.incur ex- - 
I OOOOOeOOOO0~OOOOOOOO0~~ 
. . . . . .  SU N DAN C E • Gigantic • • 
I NSANI" !  : : 
, ,  
SALE"  .-P y v'-- ~-- SIZES 3 TO 46 " A t  - ~ "~ 1%, /~.~ 
. • YOU'RE SPECIAL LADLES WEAR , 
: O SALE ENDS JANUARY 31, 1992 • January 23 thru 26 , . 
" , rn  0,  " 
UARY, , OFF . 
O % O F  F " m~l l  I1 ' l i ' l  Selected Dresses' Bl°uses 
0 • ~L~~ , i 'D  Sweater' winter COats' • EVEI • 
STOJ • "--" " "" Pants & Skirts ® 
• • 
FRIDAY, JANUARY 24 ® • Up To 
i (.:,,. , ~mmm U win  EVERYTHING • ~ ' i i  OFF]IV  ALL . 
• • 
/ V STOREWIDE • i ~ I ]Regular Priced pants, • ular Pric d ts, 
. I I Blouses, Sweaters, Dresses 
SATURDAY & SUNDAY, • ® Selected Merchandise I i a Costume Jewellry IO 
/ " '  ~ 3 JANUARY 25 & 26 * 
You're Specml Lad~es Wear , , [~ ill I," X1tiO / OFF ~ i " ' ")~1 You re special Ladles Wear [1~ ~ 
t ~ I l w/n EVERYTHING • i,t 50% OFF ~l~l. 40% OFF II • 
N . ~  V /V  STOREWIDE * ~l One ReoularPrlcedltem ] I On'eReoularPrlcedltem i e 
O . J l - ,  ValldJan, 20-31/92 .Jl.., Valid Jan 20.31192 ' O 
- -  ) I. One Coupon Per Customer _ ~)L I  One Coupon Per Customer ( 1 
Take advantage of our ~ ~  • L_ ___  __.. . _ _  / t . . . . .  J • 
plummeting percentages..I | Friday . . . . . .  8 am -~- 9 pm ~ We would like to thank all our customers from Uptown Girl Fashions for their • 
. ~ t ~  pm O patronage In the past years and we look forward to serving you In the future • 
• SUNDANCE , at You're Special Ladies Wear. D 
• YOU'RE SPECIAL LADIES WEAR • 
SKI & SPORTS (1981) LTD. • 4841Lakelse Ave. '~  e 
4736 Lakelse Ave., 635.-,5848 e 635-9262 Terrace Shopping Centre ~o,~o, co~ 
ooooooooooooooooooooo;oo  
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Ill V lib w ~=~ 
: /51  i:i; iili i!/::i/i ~;I i ~I (ii i: i ii 
Campbell:s. 
\.~ 284 mLtin.FOR2 9 9 
f 
PEPSi 
2 litre bottle. 
Plus deposit 
48 ¸ 
ea 
~.:~.~:,!::' 
. ...................... ~:::~ ,...~.~.~:~:.:~::.::::~ ............... ~: ;:~:;:;:;..~ ...... ......... ::::::::::::::::::~::::.`.`..:.~:::~.`::::::::::..*.~:::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::~:: ICanada 
I 
'~~i~"  ~:i:~!~fi;ii:i';'::::f:l;if!:!:!:! :~ :~ i::;;;; 
......... i:ii:i:~: iiiii:i:ij:i . . . . . . .  l~i'.,:ii!i: l]~:~iiI.~; ~ '~AJ :::::::::%:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ....  kg Ib 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  
ORANGE JUICE 
Old South,Selected Orange 1 1 
or Grapefruit or Apple. 
Frozen Concentrate. 
355 mL tin 
ROMAN MEAL BREAD 
" Harvest Recipe, " " , •  B 
Hearty Oatmeal, or ~ ' ~  
Sun Harvest ~ '  " ~  
570 g sliced loaf ~ ....... H .ea  
I VeALCUTmS I .... ,~  
13:18/kg ~ '  Ib ~ . . . . .  .....~,~f~~ 
[FRESH LEG OF ~MB 
I Semi Bone'esL Short Cut. ~49]  ' ' :~ :  
"I 25% OFF SAFEWAY BRAND 
VITAMINS 
so,, ,o ,o , , , , , , ,  
' " ' °  99 Unsliced 450 g ~CI 
i~ !i: 
I 
::ii 
/!"~ s~' :" ":i 
i :G: ...,>,. i : 
WE REDEEM ALL 
MAJOR FOOD 
COMPETITOR COUPOHS. 
On items we carry in stock 
At Safeway's Floral ~=q 
Shoppes, you get fresh-cut 
flowers at great prices, all 
without .having to cut back 
on quahty. We even otter 
custom-made bouquets--at 
surpr,slngly 
affordable prices. 
Advertised prices in effect 
until closing Sat., Jan. 25 
1992 in your friendly, 
courteous Terrace Saleway 
Store. 0uantity rights 
reserved. Some items may 
not be exactly as shown. 
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First steps to Safe House 
It's early days yet, but the wheels that skills. Those skills, "things we always take 
could see a youth Safe House established 
here have been set in motion, says Family 
Cour t  committee cha i rman Lynda 
Bretfeld . . . . . . .  
Noting the Terrace and District Com- 
munity Services ociety was as enthusiastic 
as the committee about the concept, 
Bretfeid Said she was also encouraged by 
the many calls of support she had received Safe House atmosphere should be that of a 
from local residents. "home setting" rather than an institution, 
She explained a Safe House would aim at 
meeting the needs of "youth at risk". That 
definition included the permanently 
homeless, kids who'd  left  an intolerable 
home situation or had been kicked out by 
their parents and runaways from another 
community who had ended up here, 
Given their particular problems or at- 
titude might make make it difficult for ex- 
isting government programs to meet their 
needs, a Safe House could bridge that gap, 
she added, 
Bretfeld said the idea was to offer these 
young people a safe place to go and one 
I, 
where they could also learn some basic 
for granted", would normally come 
through adult guidance. 
However, because these youths were ex- 
posed to neither a home or school environ- 
ment - -  typically, they no longer attend 
school - -  they received no such assistance 
from adults. 
At the same time, she eniphasized, the 
i i 
The Safe House atmosphere should 
be that of a "home setting" rather 
than an institution. 
Bretfeld said organizers would now put 
together a proposal for the Safe House to 
be submitted to Victoria. That would in- 
clude a request for money to cover the cost 
of conducting a needs assessment survey. 
_nd town • 
I Pageant seeks posters 
The findings of the survey would in- 
dicate the number of young people who 
could benefit:from the facility and what 
type o f operation was most appropriate. I f, 
for example, the survey found there were 
large numbers leeping outside, thai would 
suggest a 24-hour operation was needed. 
Armed with the results of  the needs 
assessment, the group could then approach 
government - - likely both federal and pro- 
vincial for the money needed to establish 
Bretfeld said many of those who would the Safe House, 
be seen as being at risk were simply "going 
through a stage" and the Safe House 
would try to provide the direction that 
would help "get them through it". 
Pointing out the concept had worked 
very well elsewhere, she said experience 
showed many of the youths did return to 
school. 
Indicating the end of June as a target 
date for completion of the survey, Bretfeld 
pointed out those conducting it would be 
able to draw on the results of a similar 
analysis done a couple of years ago by the 
Kermode Friendship Centre. A lot of 
statistics were also available from various 
government agencies.. 
Contributed for the spring break. 
Mary Catherine Little died Charlie Nelson and Wes 
peacefully at her home in L lewel lyn guided the 
Terrace Thursday, Jan. 10 outboard-assisted canoe suc- 
with her children in atten- cessfullythrough t e 12-hour 
dance, ordeal and Mary recalled no 
In  her younger years Nlary particular problems manag- 
excelled at many sports, in, ing the trip while wearing the 
eluding grass hockey and ten- hip-to-ankle plaster cast she 
ills, She was in fact B:C, ten- sported at the time! 
his champion for several In 1938 Mary and Dudley 
years  and lovingly polished George Little were wed in 
her silver cups during her Prince Rupert. They had two 
early years here; tennis hav, children, Lorne and Anne. 
ing not yet arrived in Ter- During their married years 
race. both Mary and Dud Were 
As a 17.year-old teacher, committed to community  
she taught in a one,room and provincial affairs, Mary 
schoolhouse in GiSCOme, was a charter member of 
riding niiles to .and from many local organizations in- 
Scliool on a work horse - eluding the hospital aux- 
- Mary  was=nevei~parti6ularly. . . . .  i iary Kinetics, picture loan 
fond of horses, . . . .  group and the tennis club. 
Sl{e' came to Terrace i n  She also served as an alder- 
1935 i9 begin a long career of n{an and was a life member 
instilling her very particular Of the Terrace Regional 
educational standards into Health Care society board of 
her  pupils; Stories • of  those trustees. 
standards provide entertain- Mary  was cremated and a 
ment to this day. :: memorial service was offered 
Her own i hand,,~ork, and for her by Father AI Noonan 
knitting were of pr ize:  on Jan, 14. 
Mary Litt!e will be missed 
winning and generously 
shared with others, ............ 
During the flood of 1936, 
Mary was one of a group of 
13 voyageurs who braved the 
Skeena River in full flood to 
escape, via Prince Rupert, 
She will be missed by her 
Children and grandchildren 
Cheiyl and Mark Anson. She 
will also be remembered by 
many for her life-long com- 
mitment to excellence, ser- 
vice and a good party. 
MARY LITTLE will be well-remembered as a dedicated teacher and 
someone who played an important part in the formation and growth 
of numerous community orgnaizations. 
Science Fair coming early this year 
Nancy Bose 
Local schools will soon be Williams is a well-known pro- 
Leaping into Science as they fessor who has done much work 
prepare their entriesfor the 27th on lhe Year 2000 science pro- 
annual Terrace Science Fair to gram, been involved in the 
be held Saturday, Feb. 29 at Science Olympics and is also a 
Caledonia Senior Secondary school trustee in his home 
school, district. 
Apart from all the displays, His shows will take place at 
experiments and competitions the R.E.M. Lee Theatre at 11 
that day, students and the a.m. and I p.m. Pointing out 
public will also be able to enjoy there is no admission charge, 
a special science show presented Bose said the presentation will 
by Dr. Dick Williams, assistant be of interest o everyone. 
dean with the Faculty of Educa- Those shows will wind up a 
tion at the University of Vic- busy week for Williams. Feb. 
toria. '24-28 he will be putting on four 
Organ iz ing  commit tee  shows a day at Terrace and 
member Nancy Bose said Thornhill primary and in- 
Weather Watch 
LAST Max. Min. Snow Rain Sun 
WEEK Temp. Temp. (cm)  (ram) (hrs) 
Jan. 11 2.5 0.5 0 0 0 
Jan. 12 1.1 0 4.2 0.2 0 
Jan. 13 2.2 0,2 Trace Trace 0 
Jan. 14 3.7 1.0 0 5.8 0 
Jan. 15 3.2 1.0 0 0.4 0 
Jan. 16 1.4 -0.4 Trace 0 0 
Jan. 17 0.2 -1.4 Trace 0 0 
LAST Max. Min. Snow Rain Sun 
YEAR Temp. Temp. (cm)  (ram) (hrs) 
Jan. 11 -10,2 -16.1 16.2 0 0 
Jan. 12 -3.4 -10,3 17.7 0.4 0 
Jan. 13 2.5 -3.7 6.2 Trace 0 
Jan. 14 2.0 0.2 Trace 8.0 0 
Jan. 15 2.5 0 0 5.4 0 
Jan. 16 2.9 0.7 0 9.8 0 
Jan. 17 6.8 -0.5 Trace 32.3 0 
I I  I I ] 
• Final stats for 1991 show 
temperatures were 0.7 ° 
above normal, sunshine was 
2.4 per cent above normal, 
rain 60.1 per cent above nor- 
mal and snow 22 pet'  cent 
below normal 
• This time last year the cold 
snap came to an end but the 
rising temperatures had a 
downside ~ the sunshitte 
disappeared. 
• Not Ihat sunshine ts 
somettting we've Itad to 
worry about So far this year. 
The half hour recorded Jan. 
4 i s  a l l  we 've  seen. 
Temperalttres are, however, 
well above normal, 
I I 
I I 
ENVIRONMENT CANADA 
Information line: 635-4192 
Consultalinns: 635-3224 
termediate schools while Feb. 
26 will see .him conducting a 
workshop for teachers both 
local and out-of-town. 
Friday, Feb. 28 will be an im- 
portant day for many students: 
that's when their display and ex- 
periment entries come under the 
careful scrutiny of the judges 
for this year's event. Each 
category is broken down into 
eight age groups ranging from 
Year 1 and 2 to Grades 10-12. 
Bose said the public could 
take in the exhibition of the 
young scientists' handiwork 
Saturday, 9 a.m.- 4 p.m.in the 
Caledonia gym. 
That's also the day of the 
special competitions such as the 
two egg drop, scavenger hunt 
and block tower building. Bose 
recalled one entry in that lasl 
category reached a height of 
five feet last year! 
Canadian Women in Timber 
(CWIT) will be taking part in 
the fair again this year and will 
once more challenge students to 
take part in the tree aging con- 
test. Entrants have to establish 
the age by counting the rings on 
the slices of tree provided. And 
that's a lot harder than it 
sounds! 
CWIT will also be sponsoring 
tree identification, wood pro- 
ducts and how trees grow 
events, are open tostudents 
from Year 1 to grade 7, 
Sponsored by the Terrace 
District Teachers' Union, Ter- 
race School District, communi- 
ty groups and local schools both 
public and private, Bose said 
the Science fair promises to be a 
great success once again. 
ideas for this year's event. 
Spokesman Alfreda Price said prizes will be offered in 
three age classifications - - 10-12 years, 13-15 and 16-19. 
She said the theme this year is the pageant's 10th anniver- 
sary so  the committee is looking for "a Disneyland at- 
mosphere". All posters must specify the pageant is being held 
7:30 p.m., May 9 at the R.E.M, Lee Theatre and that tickets 
are $7.50 in advance, $10 at the door. 
Deadline for entries is Feb. 28 and they can be dropped off 
at the Skeena Mall office. 
The committee is also looking for young ladies who would 
like to be contestants in this year's pageant. Price said six of 
the 10 spots had been filled to date. Participants must be 17 
years old by May 9 and no older than 21 on that same date. 
Nor can they have been a contestant in a previous Miss Ter- 
race pageant. 
Anyone interested can leave their name and telephone 
number at the Skeena Mall office or phone 635-7602 in the 
evening. 
Big band bash coming 
The Terrace and Thornhill Band Parents are gearing up for 
their annual Big Band Dance, to take place Saturday, Feb. 22 
in the Caledonia schnnl gym. 
The group's major money-raising venture of the year, pro- 
ceeds from the event are used to cover band students travel 
expenses for visits they make to other communities. 
The evening begins with cocktails at 7 p.m. and then it's on 
to the hot buffet meal, 8-9 p.m. Dinner over, it'll be time for 
what organizers promise will be "the best music and dancing 
this side of heaven." 
Tickets are $30 per person and are now available at Sight 
and Sound. Groups can make block table reservations once 
they have pruchased their tickets by phoning Irene Kuhar 
(635-3215) before Feb. 15. All table reservations are by ticket 
numbers and name.Curtal n ca l l  
The Terrace Little Theatre is looking for people interested 
in taking part in a special project it is planning. 
The May event - -  a date has not been fixed yet - -  will be an 
evening of short plays and the theatre group would like to 
hear from people who'd like to have a shot at directing, acting 
or helping out behind the scenes. 
if interested, contact Alan Weston at 635-2942. 
Those interested in theatre should also note Monday, Feb. 
10 on their calendars. That's the date of the Terrace Little 
Theatre's next general meeting. It takes place at the McColl 
Playhouse on Kalum St. beginning at 7:30 p.m- 
New members are welcome and Weston is again the one to 
contact for more information. 
Employees recognized 
Nearly 30 Terrace Regional Health Care society employees 
recently received awards in recognition of their long service to 
Mills Memorial hospital. 
For Nellie Bealle, the award marked 20 years with the 
hospital while Marie Cousins, Barb Penner, Jane Schoeps 
and Fredrika Stephenson have all chalked up 15 years. 
Ten year awards went to Catherine Callihoo, Doris Chaval, 
Gall Fisher, Dennis Gibney, Lilia Heslenfeid, Elizabeth 
Horth, Jane LeBlanc, Zizina Osborne, Leona Risdale, David 
Smith, Margaret Sullivan, Cathy Wright, Ken Zorn and Lin- 
da Perry. 
Marking five years at Mills were Rachel Almer, Germaine 
Desjardins, Maryann Dvorak, Renita Fraess, Carole Green- 
wood, Carla Kelly, Loin Kinney, Gloria Kuehne, Margaret 
Miskelly and Kathryn Van der Meulen. 
At similar ceremonies at city hall, seven municipal 
employees recently received service pins in recognition of I0 
or more years with the city. 
Most senior at 20 years was planning technician Jack Hep- 
plewhite. Director of operations John Colongard, mechanic 
Gerry Reinhardt and R.C.M.P. guard Selwyn Schuite receiv- 
ed 15 year pins while 10 years pins went to Bob Anderson 
(working foreman, roads and drainage), Don Gate (working 
foreman, environmental health) and Elaine Parmenter 
(former program co-ordinator with the recreation depart- 
ment). 
NELLIE BEALE was among those recognized by the Terrace 
Regional Health Care society for their 10ng service at Mills 
Memorial hospital, Beale has worked at the facility for 20 
years. 
The Miss Terrace Pageant committee is inviting local 
students to use their artistic talents to come up with poster 
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Drawing 
blind 
.and 
sighted 
together 
"It was in 1946 that the 
Canadian council of the 
Blind established White Cane 
Week, and invited the Cana- 
dian National Institute for 
the Blind to take part," says 
Geraldine Braak, national 
president of the CCB. "Since 
then, the first week in 
February has been dedicated 
as White Cane week every 
year." 
The first White Cane week 
grew out of the experiences 
of a small group of blind 
people who had discovered 
that the public generally did 
not understand the meaning 
of the white cane as a symbol 
of blindness. 
The ideal of a national 
education program to tell 
Canadians that the white 
cane means the carrier has a 
serious visual problem was 
quickly taken up by the 
CNIB and the two organiza- 
tions became co.sponsors. 
From the first White Cane 
week, with only a handful of 
blind people participating, 
the week has become a na- 
tional, network of special 
events, hands-on demonstra- 
tions, open houses, tours, 
speakers, films and activities 
through more than 60 CNIB 
Centres and' 95 CCB Clubs 
from coast to coast. 
Over the years, the pro- 
gram for White Cane week 
has evolved to reflect the 
changing situation of blind 
and visually impaired people. 
In its early years, the week 
was used to demonstrate he 
concern for good rehabilita- 
tion and blindness preven- 
tion. In more recent years, 
events have begun to em- 
l~Ze, :  the~;~,eapabilities. Of: 
~ ' f l t [  ~9isi.i~,!!yl impaired 
l~'eblSle themselves. 
"Access to information is 
still one of the most 
prevalent obstacles facing 
blind Canadians,"  says 
Braak. "People who are 
blind have the right to access 
the same information as their 
sighted neighbour." 
The aim of White Cane 
week is to draw blind and 
sighted Canadians closer 
together through awareness 
in order that they may be 
able to support one another. 
"It is important hat the 
public understands that 
• blindness and severe visual 
impairment is a unique sen- 
sory disability quite unlike 
other disabling conditions," 
says Euclid Herie, CNIB 
President. "The loss of 
visual input represents a ma- 
jor deprivation of informa- 
tion about the environment 
that seriously affects many 
aspects of daily life including 
reading, home and personal 
care, and travel. 
However ,  there are 
specific alternatives toreceiv- 
ing information such as 
braille, large print and audio 
cassette, but we need the 
understanding and involve- 
ment of the public and 
private sectors." 
• The Canadian Council of 
the Blind is this country's on- 
ly nat iona l  consumer  
organization of the blind. 
With its 95 member clubs 
and over 4,000 members, the 
CCB has earned the reputa- 
tion as  "the voice of the 
blind." 
• The Canadian National In- 
stitute for the Blind is a 
private, voluntary organiza- 
tion established in 1918. The 
CNIB provides services to 
blind and visually impaired 
persons across Canada 
through a network of over 60 
centre. 
;For more information on the 
Terrace White Cane Club, 
contact Sylvie (635-6422) or 
Elizabeth (638.1397). 
°,  o .~ ENJOY _ 
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Research shows that if you 
can prevent a child from smok- 
ing until age 18, the likelihood 
of that child ever smoking drops 
dramatically. 
That's the reason the Na- 
tional Non-Smoking Week 
Committee has targeted its 
educational programs and ac- 
tivities at children, specifically 
those born in 1982. The Com- 
mittee hopes the Class of 2000, 
now in Grade 4, will be the first 
smoke-free generation. 
This year the National Non- 
Smoking Week Committee is 
asking parents and teachers to 
protect heir children by setting 
a healthy example. 
Schools have always been 
acutely aware of the importance 
of providing positive role 
models for children. Many 
school districts in the province 
had declared themsel~,es smoke- 
free, citing the importanc of 
providing students with an ef- 
fective health education pro- 
gram, and with providing non- 
smoking role models to en- 
courage non-smok ing  
behaviour in students. 
The Canad ian  survey 
reported that almost half of all 
children (45%) first tried tobac- 
co when they were 10-12years 
of age. That's when a parent's 
influence is the strongest accor- 
ding to health educators. 
The survey also found almost 
half of the students preferred to 
discuss the effects of smoking 
on health with their parents 
than with any other source. Any 
adult in a child's life can serve 
as a positive influence. Here are 
sore, suggestions to help you 
become a better ole model and 
ensure the Class of 2000 is 
smoke-free: 
, If you smoke, don't smoke 
in front of children. 
* When you see tobacco adver- 
tising or people smoking use 
this' an an opportunity for 
discussion. Talk to children in a 
non-threatening way, about the 
health risks of smoking. 
, Talk to children about the 
benefits of being a non-smoker: 
the clean breath, the more at- 
tractive appearance; the better 
health; public acceptance (two 
thirds of Canadians are non- 
smokers) and the money save. 
* Please don't send a child to a 
store to buy cigarettes. Not only 
is it illegal, even if the child has 
a parental note, but it provides 
a child with easy access to pur- 
chase cigarettes later on. 
* If you are a smoke, never 
leave cigarettes in easy reach of 
children. 
, Support legislation that 
reduces public smoking and the 
promotion of tobacco products. 
No Age Limit 
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1. LOW COST WAREHOUSE OPERATION! 
2. NO COMMISSION SALES STAFF! 
3. NO MEMBERSHIP FEE! 
4. DIRECT FACTORy PURCHASES! 
5. HUGE MANUFACTURERS, DISCOUNTs ! 
6. VOLUME DEALER. WAREHousE PRICES! 
7. LARGE SELECTION OF BRAND NAMES ! 
Terrace: 4730 Keith Ave.. 635-4111 
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC: MON. - WED. & SAT. : 10 azn - 6 pm. THURSDAY & FRIDAY: 10 am - 9 pm. Closed Sunday~ 
J 
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Join the Evergreen crew }'CAR RENTALS'I 
Would you like to become a Llewellyn, and Aileen and 
telev!~on producer? Or maybe 
you're just interested in getting 
some training in the use and 
care of such equipment and 
basic production skills? 
If so, why not join the group 
at Evergreen Communi ty  
Television? 
Evergreen hopes to create a 
greater awareness of nor- 
thwestern community activities 
--  cultural, educational, public 
affairs entertainment, sports - -  
and is looking for volunteers to 
help reach that goal. 
The society is also counting 
on non-profit orgamzations to 
let it know of any planned ac- 
tivities which could be filmed by 
Evergreen. 
Community television sta- 
tions across Canada are already 
an important part of activities 
in their locality and the aim of 
Evergreen is to do the same 
here. 
So please support he society 
in its effort to bring live and 
recorded productions to the 
community channel either by 
helping to put together a pro- 
gram - -  it's fun - -  or becoming 
a member of the society. 
For more information, phone 
Norbert Hartig (635-6511 or 
635-9135), Wayne Sheridan 
(635-3627) or myself, Yvonne 
(635-3503 or 638-0423). 
, -/t "~ ~" "k 
There was a surprise 93rd bit- 
thday party for Howard Harper 
Sunday, Jan. 13 at the home of 
John and Mary DeWaeht. 
Special friends of Howard 
gathered for the event as they 
have done for each of his bir- 
thdays over the past several 
years. 
They inc luded Muriel  
Michiel, Gladys and Chas 
Oliver, Mrs. Dilly, Muriel 
O'Boyle, Jim and Ann MeKay, 
Mrs. Bailey, Leo and Adeline 
Floyd Frank. 
The lovely afternoon began 
with Jim McKay giving a special 
toast to Howard who had been 
a fiathful friend to all and look- 
ing foward to all of them being 
able to gather again same time 
next year. 
While living in Prince Rupert 
- -  he worked there as a B.C. 
government log scaler - -  
Howard purchased a boat called 
the Comet from J.  B. McKay, 
Jim McKay's father. 
The Comet had been built in 
1912 by J.B. McKay and his 
stepbrother Bill Taylor. They 
entered it in the Prince Rupert 
boat race that year and won. 
The engine was designed by 
Ernie Eastop,  a marine 
engineer. Later, that engine 
design was to become used in 
many of the fishing boats 
operating out of Prince Rupert. 
The pair used the vessel as a 
charter boat, travelling to places 
such as Stewart, the Queen 
Charlottes, Port Essington, 
Alice Arm and the copper 
smelter at Anyox. 
Howard and wife lola moved 
to Terrace m 1950 with their 
two children. Following lola's 
death, Howard moved into Ter- 
raceview Lodge. 
,£.../t- * * 4r 
Can anyone remember the 
winter of 1968? Somebody was 
telling me it was just like this 
one: mild winter, no ice on the 
lakes and hardly any snow all 
winter. 
• k" "k -k "~" * 
Also, 1 was talking to my son 
in Kamloops and telling him 
about Eleanor Woodhouse 
reaching the age of 105. He told 
me that about two months ago, 
a lady living in one of the 
Kamloops nursing homes had 
her 113th birthday. Apparently, 
she was the oldest living person 
in Canada. 
Murder, she writes 
Local attthor RUBY McCREIGHT took a break from 
writing her latest book, a murder mystery, to pen this very 
short story in the same genre. 
"As 1 understand it, you three boys and two girls are John 
Bates sones and daughters; =}s :th.at.,~¢0rrec~?,' :Inspector 
:JFreehlaii.asked. They::b.ii~:~aadEd: = ....... "~::~'~: '=": "~ : :~ "="  := : "  ; :  
'"Y~sur father was stabbed through the heart while relaxing 
in his study. The doctor set the time at 9 p.m.,'! said Inspec- 
tor Freeman. 
"Dad had been told recently he only had six months to live. 
He wanted to explain how he intended dividing the will," 
Tony, the eldest son said. 
"What time was this?" 
"About 5 p.m. After we left him, about 8 p.m., we all 
stayed together to talk things over. We all retired at 10 p.m." 
After cross examining the servants, the Inspector told the 
fam!ly; "The housekeeper murdered your father. Your father 
accused her of stealing and taking jewels that had belonged to 
your mother. He was going to cut her from the will. 
"How do you know this," Tony asked. 
"For one thing, the housekeeper said after she left your 
father's tudy she went to the hairdressers to have her hair cut 
and set, The hairdresser closed at 6 p.m. sharp. She also said 
she had an appointment with the unemployment office early 
the next day and she didn't know your father was dead. The 
'date of the card for her appointment was November 31st. As 
you know there are only 30 days in November. When she 
t realized her mistakes, she confessed. 
I . 
Kids & Tobacco 
It's a crime. 
STEPHEN PELLIZZARI, CAIB 
L 
~ IL" ~ • 
iii > 
• m" ,  ', 
~-? i 
Barton Insurance Brokers are please to announce  
their  new arr ival  - S tephen Pell izzari, CAIB. He is 
knowledgeab le  in all c lasses of  Genera l  Insurance 
'and we lcomes all en'quiries. 
tZALL'LO.tZ ~ 
575 Victoria St. Phone 564'2211 
° 
There" 
by Yvonne Moen k." ~ 
Call Us Today For Complete 
Rental Rate Information 
COLUMBIA AUTO HAUS 
3779 River Drive 635-571 7 
W hat mai¢es Quicl¢ 
Control big news? 
ut's 
There's nothing complicated about it. 
Our new Uuick Conlrol plan puts you 
in control fast. And iTs hassle.free, so 
its easy to stick with. You'll choose from delicious pre-planned menus of 
the loads you love. Meals lhat are a snap to prepare with minimal weighing 
[ ~ ~ ~  and measuring. It eve.n works when you're dining 
out. Quick Control. So gel wilh the plan and you'll 
see, success has never been this simple. 
Yoln'v¢" (;ol  It hi Yoln ' l l}( ;¢'t It ( ) f f  Youl" 
CENTRE OF ATTENTION at a surprise party was Howard Harper 
seated) when friends gathered to celebrate his 93rd birthday, 
WHAT'SYOUR 
HURRY, B.C2 
r ~l, ii,4*itl)l~ ,,~pel*ll& yl,,ll, ~llt ~ l~u l~,~y ln f~ rl@ ~k#IWIrI~,FI il~A I % IIIIIIAIIIPI^I I)I I l l ,  W& I 
{'( ~ [ I} l{l}~ AP ,,p{~ ,o ,m~l  
Join by February 1st at these convenient times and locations: . 
: TERRACE .... 
Inn of the West ' . . . . .  i :  
, ~ 46,20 Lakelse Ave, 
' tue.  6:45 pm . . i ,  ::: 
i 
¢ 
A 
A 
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USINESS DIRECTOR 
Make the most of your advertising 
dollar, call one of our consultants 
today! 
- -  TERRACE STANDARD, I 
4647 Lazelle Avenue. 638"7283 I 
- - - - . - - . J  
SKEENA Belting & Rubber Services 
'~ " -"  < . .  Inflatable Boat 
~. :~.  - : , ,~ .  ~ - ~ Repairs ',== ,,,_~¢~;  -...,..,.,,.,...- ~ ,  
Durable • High Quality • Vulcanizing Repairs 
We specialize in conveyor belt Installations, splicing and 
repairs, vulcanizing and pulley logging 
I 24 HOUR SERVICE I 638-0663 
BUSINESS OF THE WEEK 
.................. ~[ilii ............... iii!... 
[il !!!ii!i iii  
i. 
GENERAL CONTRACTORS 
Specializing in Custom Concrete Form & Finishing 
• Renovations • Mill Work 
638-8478 
[ iii ~ !/ ~ i / 
v~2;~ S BRIDAL BOUTIQUE 
/ ~ ~ r e s s e s  *Invitations 
~/,~ • Tuxedo Rentals • Lingerie 
• Grad & Party Dresses • Wedding Cakes 
Complete wedding service to make 
v~ that day 'Uniquely Yours' 
461~ ~,ake~seAve 638"1773 
" ' " ' , ,  , ,= , ,  yBg Uum,"""" , ,= ,=  . . . .  it, We'IJ -'": . . . .  ..,,,1 
r~ ~ocount~. " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
"Our expediting service will save your company money" 
CHIMO DELIVERY 638-8530 
~nn ie ' s~ 
WE FEATURE AN EXCITING NEW SPECIAL 
EVERY WEEK. CALL US FOR DETAILS! 
Perm Special s49.00,o,, hair extra 
6-471 7 Lakelse Ave., Terrace B.C. 635-3637 
~F/a,IX&. 
Jr I l j r  I l l  l i t  
,oJr £ar Ren ta /
Need to present a professional image? Turn to Thrifty. 
Need a special car to spice up the weekend.Tur n!0 
Thrifty. In tact, you can count on-Thrifty for the perfect 
car for almost any occassion, Call today! 633-7669 
Because It's Your Money. 
#41 ¸  
;KEENA 
LECTRIC  
P.O. Box 27], Terroce, B.C. VSG 4A2 
• (6E]4) 635-6988 
For All Your Service & Contracting Needs . . . .  
PHILIP HUSTAD Reg. No. 17522 
KITIMAT - TERRACE LIMOUSINE SERVICE 
632-4499 ~ '~=- ..... ' or 
632-5585 i l .~=.zmmlm~ 
"FOR THAT SPECIAL OCCASION" 
, .., ~ ~ .: :. ,LRide :in; elegant luxury; .
-..::: .:.:.; ~ :: _Celf#.brate n ex~ravag~"~c~ .. . ........ ' ~ ~ ":~ 
Create an unforgettable memory. 
Featuring: bar, TMIVCR, stereo system 
RESERVE EARLY Non.Smoking Vehicle 
NORTHERN CARPET & UPHOLSTERY 
CLEANING 
=~=i==mmu 
WINTER SPECIAL 
SPECIAL SALE 
CHECK OUT RATES FOR 
OTHER FURNITURE AND CARPET 
635-3944 
Thornhill Electric 
• Residential & Commercia l  Wiring 
• 24  hr. Answer ing Service 
• Service Calls our Specialty 
635-9787 
3532 01d Lakelse Lake Rd. 
Terrace,'8,C. MSG 5A7 Registration No. 16984 
Rick McCarron 
Proprietor 
TOLSEC 
LOCK & KEY 
CERTIFIED 
LOCKSMITHS 
3238 Kalum Street, 
Terrace, B.C. 
638-0241 
TOLL FREE - -  1-800-661-2676 
i 
CANADA LTD. 
/ '~  MobilesStarting As Low As $699 
,,~ ~ '  Portables Starting As Low As $519 
-. Rugged & Reliable 
NORTHLAND COMMUNICATIONS 
No 4~O0~ohl~ 638"0261 
IDA | l i l l  tOql'rJ A 
,~t~ I I B,B'll . . .  SINCE r953 
TRANSPORTA T ION 
------S YS  TEMS L TD.-----_ 
Dally freight service ex Vancouver 
TEL: (604) 635-2728 
FAX: (604) 635-7197 
MEleE, R oF ~~._ 
3111BLAKEBURNST,, TERRACE, BC. VSG3J, I 
I 
GENERAL CONTRACTORS 
Specializing in Custom Concrete Form & Finishing 
• Renovations • Mill Work 
638-8478 
MACKAY 'S  FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD.  
Terrace Crematorium 4626 Davis Ave., Terrace 
Directors: 
JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARL/~NE 
JEANETTE SCHULMEISTER 
Bronze plaques & monuments 24  HOUR 
Answering and Pager Service 
Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers 
& Prince Rupert 635"2444 
;A 
Funetd l  Serv*co  
A ~5oc la t lon  
~ Skeena Valley 
VIDEO CLINIC 
202-4716 Lazelle Avenue 635-7762 
Specializing in repairs to: 
• VCRs • Camcorders * CD Players • 
I make it work for  you/ 
S IMONS CONSTRUCTION 
Carpentry  - Renovat ions 
"No Job too Small" 
Seniors Rates 
3514 ~ng Ave, Malcolm Simons 
Te~ace~ B~Ci: ' Journeyman Carpente r 
V80, 4Z~ ::= Ph. 635~7724 ! 
i 
ftairwavcs 
SALON BARBER SHOP ESTHETICSby Jan 
4640 Lakelse Ave,, Terrace, B,C, 635-5727 or 638-4556 
,,.,~:~ Windshield Repair/Replacements 
G-" ;~,~, -  • Au,o G~ass 
~.~.~z/~ '~ * ICBC Replacements 
m' r~ l l  v ¢%'~"~. -" * Mirrors 
• .2= ~("~IF./:. :~..~<~' • Sealed Units 
a/.r ,_Q r./a e 
-" " .r,~:~'. L/,,) n , , - -  v ~ tWlz - - r l i~t , I  L / l~  
"'*'' :'"~'t ,'i ,¢) 3720 River Drive Terrace 
" ; / ,%!  638-8001, in Kitimat 682-4800 
i 
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The land of magic and power 
There Will be no second 
Noah's Ark. 
- -  Mikhail Gorbachev, 1990 
High up in the Nass Valley, 
past the Bell-Irving, past the 
Kwinageese, a short Hight for a 
raven From the headwaters of 
the Skeena where the creeks - -  
Sh i lahou,  Shash lomal ,  
Slamgeesh, Damshilwit - -  have 
the sound of" the wind in their 
names, lies Damdochax Lake. 
The land is wild there. It is a 
place where eagles soar high 
above the heavily timbered 
flanks of valleys, and where the 
claws of grizzly have worn deep 
trails down to the rivers, creeks 
and springs in their annual 
quest for salmdn. 
This is rugged, demanding 
country - -  a land where the 
moose are herded to the valley 
bottoms by the heavy snows of 
winter where they browse ner- 
vously during the short days of 
winter, always on the lookout 
for wolves. 
The land where the Dam- 
dochax River runs is a land of 
magic and power where men, 
awed and made insignificant by 
their surroundings, brought 
order and a bit of  spiritual com- 
fort to their tenuous lives by 
weaving myths from the 
mystery and mist that appears 
from nowhere, spreads out over 
the lakes and  rolls like smoke 
down - the hillsides and -the 
draws. 
The salmon of these valleys 
are the staff of life: they provide 
The Skeeno 
Angler ._ , 
by Rob Brown . . . . ,~+ 
there. Ken is the operator of 
Nass Headwaters Guiding and 
Outfitting. Steelhead have pro- 
vided his livelihood for many 
years. Ken is not in business to 
realize huge profits, but to con- 
tinue doing what he loves to do 
in the wilderness that has 
the rhythms to which all other become his home. 
creatures in the watershed res- Ken  Belford's existence, like 
pond. There are chinook and that of the wild creatures in his 
coho here; there arc sockeye, guiding territory, is greatly af- 
And, when the cottonwoods fected by the size of the runs, 
along the banks of the Dam- and, by extension, the overall 
dochax start to turn, steelhead health o f  the ecosystem within 
reach the rivers, which it lieS'. As a consequence, 
Steelhead are the reason Ken Ken is very sensitive to the  
Belford and his wife Alice are number of salmon that survive 
the rigorous journey to the far 
reaches of the Nass each year 
Traditionally sockeye are the 
most abundant species in Ken's 
territory. Listen to what he says 
about this year's return: 
"In the 1991 fishing season 
the sockeye numbers were ap- 
palling. The entire fishery here 
in the Damdochax is now in 
distress, and probably en- 
dangered, in the real sense of 
that term. We expected to see 
decent numbers of later return- 
ing sockeye, but did not. In fact 
spr ing creeks along the 
shoreline that annually hold 500 
to 1,000 sockeye each, but this 
year we saw only 50 fish in total 
in all of those springs. Some 
springs had one fish. Many had 
none. "  
Ken continues: "There was 
globe: act fisheries. 
"Grizzly bears that normally 
frequent the valley in good 
numbers  are not there 
attymore," says Belford. "This 
valley is no longer what it was. 
It has been embezzled." 
The lifeblood iS being sucked 
no time throughout September from the valleys o f theUppct  
or October that any imprbvc. Nass, and no amount of 
ment was noticeable. The river technological tinkering will ar- 
was virtually empty all fall. rest that process. Only a mean- 
There was a time from early ingful reduction in fishing 
September until the thirdweek pressure - -  particularly in the 
of the same month when there 
were no fish in the river. I mean 
no sockeye, no coho, no  late 
chinook." 
The Damdochax is in its 
natural state. The fish have 
clean gravels in which to spawn 
and unspoiled habitat in which 
to rear; they are being exter- 
minated by the same force that 
is undermining our Skeena 
commercial f eets - -  will stop it. 
Extinction in natural surroun- 
dings is all the more striking for 
that. Seeing it fuels Belford's 
anger. 
"No group of men has the 
right to alter tl~e course of 
evolution for any species of 
wildlife," he writes. "This is an 
environmental crime, l am go- 
ing to fight it and I am going to 
we hardly saw any at all. stocks and which have seriously win." 
"Damdochax Lake has many depleted stocks throughout he I hope so. 
SPORTS NEW S 
J JEFF NAGEL 638-7183 TERRACE STANDARD 
, i  
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Michelle Hendry 
Michelle 
closing::,::: 
Ion 3,000 
TERRACE - -  Michelle Hen- 
dry should break through the 
3,000rpoint barrier - -  and 
become the 14th player in 
women's collegiate basket- 
ball history ever to do so - -  
in mid-February. 
I At least that's the latest 
projection of SFU Athletics 
officials as they try to 
calculate whether Hendry - -  
now with 2,806 career points 
will pass the milestone in a 
home game or on the road. 
Hendry already has the 
career points record for an 
Silhon Fraser University 
player, and  the number of 
players in the rest of the 
league with more are dwindl- 
ing steadily. 
The SFU Clan's star 
basketball centre from Ter- 
race now has 426 points on 
the season following the 
team's 81-56 win Friday 
night over their arch-rivals, 
the Western Washington 
Vikings. Hendry hooped a 
gaine high 33 points in that 
contest. 
The win extended the 
Clan's record to 17-1, with 
their only loss coming in an 
exhibition>game against the 
N¢SAA's :Univers i ty of 
Idaho;  SFU remains  
undefeated with a 4-0 record 
in NAIA league action. 
Earlier in the week the 
i 
Clan bagged another district 
win, defeating Saint Martin's 
Coilege :70-47. Hendry again 
led scoring, with 24 points. 
The Clan is expected to hit 
other highs this season in ad- 
dition to Hendry's 3,000th 
point. 
Coach Mison McNeil is 
closing in onher  100th vic- 
tory, And  Andrea Schnider, 
Hendry's i offensive partner 
::on the Clan's front line, 
Should break the NAIA 
record for career assists, 
Hcndry was also named 
District One Player-of-the- 
Week two weeks ago. 
Today the Clan goes on 
the road to play St, Martin's 
again  before returning to 
sEU fora Friday night home 
stand against Sheldon 
:Jackson College of Sitka, 
Alaska, 
i i 
Scoreboard.-. 
--:pagei!iB6:,: 
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Junior hoop teams win tourneys 
TERRACE - -  Thornhill's junior boys and girls basket- 
ball teams were victors at tournaments in Hazelton and 
Smithers on the Jan. 11 weekend. 
The junior girls opened a six-team tourney in 
Smithers by beating Hazelton 43-28. 
In the next game they defeated the host Smithers 
squad 39-26. They went on to meet Aiyansh in the 
final, winning 26-24. 
Thornhill's Mike McAllister was named to the tour- 
nament's all-star team and Brett Kluss was picked as 
tournament MVP. 
The Skeena Tsimpsheans, meanwhile, made it to the 
final of a 10-team junior boys basketball tournament in
Prince Rupert, but couldn't defeat the host Booth 
Ravens. 
Skeena went 2-1 at the Jan. 11 weekend tourney, los- 
"It was very exciting," said coach Shannon Mur- ing only to Rupert's Booth squad by a 47-39 score in 
doch, "and it's a good start for the season,,' 
Girls' high scorers for Thornhill were Autumn 
Richard and Tanis Trottier. "And Erin Peacock put in 
a great defensive ffort," Murdoch added. • 
The boys played in a four-team tourney in Hazelton 
that same weekend. 
They defeated Smithers by a 62-51 score to advance 
:'~:to the.final, where they beat Ha~eltpn 51-47. 
the iinal. 
" I t  was close," said Skeena coach Richard Trotter. 
"We got to within five points with two minutes left, 
but they sank three foul shots and PUt it away." 
It was the first meeting of the two' teams this season 
and Trotter conceded the Tsimpsheans will have to 
work to beat Booth. 
"Right now we're trying ,to catch up WjI~,thel-,n," he 
said, "and hopefully by the end of the season we'll be 
at our peak." 
Skeena opened the tournament with an 80-71 victory 
over Kitkatla. Jassy Osei-Tutu led scoring with 28  
points, while Dean Beeson added 18. 
Game two saw Skeena hammer Port Simpson 52-20. 
Osei-Tutu scored 14, and Andy de Hoog hooped 
another 10. 
In the final against Booth, Skeena's Joseph Dom- 
inguez led team scoring with 16, while Beeson was se- 
cond in scoring with eight points. Beeson was also 
selected as one of the tournament's all-stars. 
"Our kids played well," Trotter added. "Defensive- 
ly they're coming along. Offensively they have a ways 
tO go . "  
Last weekend the Tsimpsheans travelled to Prince 
George for a tour, nament here. ,. g, 
'l ;l,t.lt %r~'~:!~OW h~.. ' ,  ', ' ' ." : : ,  ' ~l 
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AT 
HOME 
IN THE 
RING 
ON THE ROPES: No, box-. 
er Rockie Doane hasn't 
been staggered by one of 
his opponents. He's just 
checking out the newly 
constructed ring at the 
Terrace Boxing Club's 
quarters in the Anglican 
church basement. Much 
volunteer labour and 
donations of material and 
equipment combined over 
the holiday season to pro- 
duce the new regulation- 
size boxing ring, 
Onion Lake 
Trails groomed 
Contributed 
Contrary to what the wet weather 
might indicate, there is excellent skiing 
at the Onion Lake cross-country ski 
trails. 
When it's raining in Kitimat and Ter- 
The cross-country ski club has 
developed further trails this summer and 
all trails are being groomed on a consis- 
tent basis by a full-time employee and 
volunteers. 
The trails range from short circuits 
race it is difficult to convince the skier near the Clearwater Lakes to the 
that there is going to be enough Snow at 14-kilometre marathon trail. The 
Onion Lake to ski on. But that rainmost various routes allow for all levels of 
often has been snow on the ski traflsand cross-country skiing experience. 
if you haven't been up there over the The club wants to keep you informed 
past four weeks, you've missed some O f the conditions, so there will be reports 
good opportunities, :on the radio and in the newspapers. 
Upcoming events at Onion Lake in- Watch for them, 
elude the Kitimat Open Cross-Country There is a daily user fee but members 
Ski Race Feb: l and the AIcan Marathon of the ski club ski for free. Daily fees can 
on Feb. 15. be  purchased at the Terrace Aquatic 
Racetime for the Kitimat Open is 10 Centre, Tamitik or Riverlodge, at Mt. 
a.m., and all ages are welcome, Entry Layton Hot springs or can be placed in 
fee is $3 for ages 13 and under, $5 for the boxes at the trail, 
ages 14 and over, Medals will be award. Get out and enjoy the snow and ski- 
ed and the deadline for entries is Friday, ing, Rid yourself of the winter blahs and 
i n , Jan. 31. For more t format!on call Sue extra hohday weight, Cross,country ski- 
Thorne at 632-7632, . . . . .  : ing is fun[ . . . . .  .... 
! ! 
Ruggers of old 
return to the fold 
TERRACE-  Call them tile Grey 
Brigade. 
An as-yet-unnamed collection of 
rugby veterans from around the nor- 
thwest are expected to coalesce into 
an over-35 old boys' team for this 
season, according to Terrace Nor. 
thmen spokesman David Hull. 
The old boys couc,*.pt is an ex- 
ploding phenomenon in rugby circles 
around the world, Hull says. Players 
of different ages wear different col- 
oured shorts, which indicate the 
degree of authority with which they 
can be tackled, 
Hull said the system works well 
and effectively allows 35-year-olds to 
play with 70-year.dials. 
The team is being organized by 
outgoing Northmen club president 
J.P, Dodd, Players from around the 
North Coast Rugby Union are 
welcome to join. 
The Northmen are expected to start 
indoor training in March, and will 
likely hit the field sometime in April. 
The Northmen are meeting on 
Superbowl Sunday for traditional 
prayer meetings and festivities. It's 
also the Northmen's annual general 
meeting to work out the season's 
North Coast Rugby Union schedule 
as well as the Northmen's schedule of 
touring for the 1992 season. 
They anticipate touring in B.C. and 
Alberta. Possible international tour 
destinations under consideration in- 
clude Hawaii, New Zealand, New 
Orleans and Southern California. 
For more information contact 
David Hull at 635-6226 days, or 
638-1327 eves. 
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Minor Hockey Week 
Meet our own all-stars 
TERRACE - -  Fun games, skill 
contests and prizes --  it'll all be 
at the Terrace arena this 
weekend as Terrace Minor 
Hockey kicks off its own ver- 
sion of the all-star break. 
Born in the NHL,  as 
organizers are calling the ex- 
travaganza, starts Friday night 
and runs through to Monday. 
The event commemorates  
Minor Hockey Week in Ter- 
race. 
All of Terrace's 350 minor 
hockey players 'will have a 
chance to participate. 
The weekend schedule of 
events is as follows: 
Friday 
6:45 - 7:45 p,m, --  Prenovice 'A' 
8:00 - 10:00 p,m. -- Bantam House 
Events: shoot ing accuracy,  
breakaway relay, rapid-fire goalten- 
ding, hardest shot, fastest skater, rapid- 
fire shooting. 
10:15 p.m. to 12:15 a.m. -- Terrace 
midget raps host the Smithers midget 
raps. 
Saturday 
7:30 - 10:30 a.m. --  Peewee House 
Events: shoot ing  accuracy,  
breakaway relay, relay team, Montreal 
drill, tennis ball hockey. 
Game: Terrace peewee reps host the 
Tri-city Ladies AIIstars. 
1:00- 3:00 p.m. --  Terrace midget raps 
host Smithers midget reps. 
3:15 - 4:15 p.m. -- Prenovice 'B': The 
pylon-and-stick show. 
4:30 - 8:00 p.m. --  Atom House 
Events: speedskating forward/I-way, 
breakaway shooting, speedskating and 
shooting, puck handling- team, tutor 
shooter, team relays. 
Sunday 
7:30 - 10:30 a.m. -- Novice 'A' 
Events: breakaway, pylon puck 
handling, passing skills, goal screen, 
skating course, obstacle relay course. 
10:45 - 11:45 a.m. - -  Prenovice 'C' fun 
games. 
12:00.3:00 p.m. -- Novice 'B' 
Events: breakaway, pylon puck 
handling, passing skills, goal screen, 
skating course, obstacle relay course. 
3:15 - 5:30 p.m. --  Family skate, free to 
all hockey players registered with 
TMHA. Must be in company of family. 
8:15 - 9:15 p.m. --  Bantam raps host the 
Terrace Timbermen oldtimers. 
Monday 
7:15 - 9:!5 p,m. - -  Red vs. White. 
Peewee, bantam, midget and juvenile 
rap players divided into two teams. 
Events: shoot ing  accuracy,  
breakaway relay, rapid-fire goalten- 
_ding, hardest shot fast~t s, kate~, rapid- i  
CORE B 
Recreational Hockey League Scores: 
Jan. ! I 
Northern Motor Inn Okies 5, Convoy Supply 4 
Precision Builders 6. Skeena Hotel 2 
~lan. 12 
All Seasons 5, Back Eddy Pub 2 
Terrace Timbcrmen 4, Riverside Auto Wranglers 2
Jan, 14 
Skeena Hold 8, Precision Builders 7 
Norm's Auto Refinishing 8, Inn of the West 3 
Jan. iS 
Terrace Timbermen 7, Convoy Supply 1 
Riverside Auto Wranglers 3. Northern Motor Inn Okies 0 
OIdtimers' Division Standings: 
Team GPW L T GF GA PTS 
Riverside Auto Wranglers 24 I1 9 4 76 87 26 
"l'erracc Timbermen 20 I1 10 3 121 103 25 
NMIOkies 25 10 12 3 76 91 23 
Convoy Supply 25 2 19 4 71 147 8 
Recreational Division Standings: 
Team GPW L T GF GA PTS 
Precision Builders 25 17 6 2 135 97 36 
All Seasons 24 16 8 0 123 101 32 
Norm's Auto Refinishing 24 II l0 3 121 103 25 
InnoftheWest 25 12 12 1 110 126 25 
Skeena Hotel 24 11 II 2 127 119 24 
Back Eddy Pub 24 7 15 2 104 107 16 
Get your team "or league On the Scoreboard? 
Drop off  scores or standings to the Terrace 
Standard office at 4647 Lazelle Ave., or phone 
them in to 638-7283. Deadline is 5 p.m. Friday. 
-High School Basketball 
'AAA' Boys Top-10 •Poll 
I. St. Michaels University (Vict.) (I) 
2. Alberni District Armada (10) 
3. Belmont (Victoria) (3) 
4. Pitt Meadows (5) 
5. Vancouver College (2) 
6. Richmond (8) 
7. Steveston (4) 
8. Abbotsford (6) 
9. Prince of Wales (Vancouver) (9) 
10. West Vancouver (HM) 
In ',4" boys basketball action, the 
Nisga team has moved up to No. 6 in 
the 'A' top-/& They had previously 
been ranked 10th. St. Thomas 
Aquinas (IV. Van.), Ron Peltigrew 
(Dawson Creek), Bible Fellowship 
(Surrey) and St. Patrick's (Vancouver) 
lead that poll. 
NHL ALL-STAR SKILLS 
at the Terrace Arena 
JANUARY 24-  27 
Schedule of events will be posted at the arena 
Come to the Terrace Arena and see 
which minor hockey player has the  
hardest shot, is the fastest skater, the 
best scorer, hottest goaliel 
Door Prizes 
Free admlssmn for all events 
[CARD SH0'W 
I Sunday, Feb. 2 11 a.m.- 5 p.m. 
I SKEENA SCHOOL GYM (Entrance from parl~ing lot) 
ADMISSION 
General $1.00 (Includes Door Prize Ticket) 
Under 10 - FREE 
TABLES 
Companies $25 independents $10 Student (t/2 Table) $5 
Includes 2 persons admission 
Table Bookings close Fri. Feb. 1, 4 p.m. 
To book tables contact F. Woods 635-9136 
Canteen Open 11-4 p.m. Doorprize draw 2 p.m. 
All table & admission proceeds go to Skeena Jr. Secondary 
School Council for 1992 Grade 10 prom. 
GRAND TRUNK 
RESTAURANT 
...homestyle cooking at reasonable prices... 
~:!i;{ 
ENTER OUR 
FREE LUNCH DRAW 
E ojoy Our Dai!y ,Breakfast 
i:;~!!:Lunch and i~ i .::~_. 
: Dinner Specials 
I 
I FR IDAY 'S  FEATURE 
i Fish & Chips (Halibut) 
I i 
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY 
Breakfast Served All Day 
GOOD FOOD AND FRIENDLY SERVICE 
AT THE 
SLUMB ER LODGE 
4702 Lakelse, Terrace 
/ 
Executive Producer 
Broadcast  Operations 
Northern Native Broadcasting 
Northern Native Broadcasting is one of the 
youngest Native Communications groups In 
Canada. During the coming years this society 
will become one of the leaders in Native com- 
munications, 
We are looking for candidates for the posi- 
tion of Executive Producer with the B.C. 
Native Communications Society - Northern 
Broadcasting based In Terrace, British Colum- 
bin, 
]he position will be both challenging and 
rewarding for'an individual dedicated to a 
broadcasting career. The executive producer 
will play a key role in the development of this 
young and dynamic organization, One of the 
key tasks of the position will be, to help in the 
development of satellite radio programming 
for a culturally diverse audience. 
The successful candidate must have ex- 
perience in all aspects of radio broadcasting 
and a strong employment performance 
record Experience in television production is 
an asset,.The Executive Producer will be 
familiar with the cUltUre and political issues of 
Native people in B,C, and Canada, 
The successful candidate for Executive 
broadcaster, with excellent interpersonal skills 
and a strong management sense as a pro- 
gram and news director. 
Northern Native Broadcasting is located in 
Terrace, B.C., a community of 20,000 that is 
very attractive in its mountainous environs, 
mild weather and the recreational, educational 
and lifestyle opportunities it presents to its 
residents, 
If you are interested in this position please 
send a complete resume covering letter and 
audio resume to: 
Mr. Ray Jones 
General Manager 
Northern Native 
Broadcasting 
Box 1090 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G lS6 
Closing Date: February 4 1992 
Start Date: March 2, 1992 
Salary: Negotiable 
Producers position will be an experienced 6 Month Probationary Period 
I I I I  ! 
How To Pick Up 
A Grand 
Looking for a deal on a 
baby grand? Turn to the 
Terrace Standard 
classifieds. It's the easy 
way to find any kind of 
musical instrument, from 
keyboards to clarinets, 
whether you want drums, 
a booming bass or a 
groovy guitar. When your 
looking for a musical in- 
strument, fine tune your 
• search in the Terrace 
Standard classifieds, 
T ERRACE STANDAR D 
WHAT'S 
UP 
The Te,'raee Standard offers 
What's Up as a public service to 
its readers and community 
organizations. 
This column is intended for 
non-profit organizations and 
those events for which there is 
no admission charge. 
To meet our production 
deadlines, we ask that any item 
for What's Up be submitted by 
noon on the FRIDAY preceding 
the issue in which it is to appear. 
For  cont r ibuted  arlicles, I he 
deadline is 5 p.m. on the 
preceding THURSDAY,  
We also ask thai all submis -  
s ions  be. tY i~, ,o r~pr in led  neatly. 
JANUARY 20 - 24, 1992 --  Ker- 
mode Alcohol & Drug Program 
presents a one.week workshop 
'Family Healing' with Rebecca 
Martell andEdward J. Bellerose 
at the Inn of the West. Free ad- 
mission, Pre-register by phoning 
Benita Chapdelaine at 635-4906 
JANUARY 23, 1992 -- General 
meeting of the Jackpine Flats 
Community Assoc. on Thurs. at 
8 p.m. All Gilles Gagnon's 
reszdence. All residents of 
Jackpine Flats area are en- 
couraged to attend. For more in- 
fo; call Ken or Marie at 635-5913 
after 5:30 p.m. 
JANUARY 23, 1992 --  Due to 
expansion of the Skeena Valley 
Car Club membership, regular 
monthly meetings will be held at 
the Terrace Kin Hut on the cor- 
aer of North Sparks and 
Halliwell Ave. On.Jan. 23 at 7:30 
p.m. for more information you 
could call Doug at 635-4809. 
JANUARY 26, 1992-  Atten- 
tion all Appaloosa Horse 
owners, There will be a luncheon 
meeting at 11:30 a.m. at the 
China Moon Restaurance in 
Burns Lake. A meeting to follow 
in the San Bar in the mall. 
Discussion of a 1992 Appaloosa 
National show to be held in Nor- 
thern B.C. Everyone welcom. 
For more info. call 1-692-3403 
~ .lit ~ .k "I¢ 
JANUARY 27, 1992 --  The 
Lakelse Community Assoc. will 
hold its next general meeting at 
the Mount Layton Hotsprings at 
8 p.m. Topics: Elections of direc- 
tors, land update, suggestions 
for fund raising. For further info 
phone 798-2449. 
THE WORLD 
IS YOURS.../F 
YOU/(NOW THE 
RIGHT PEOPLE.. 
Wherever you move Ihe Welcome 
Wagon hostess is the rigid person to 
help you find a place in your new 
communily. 
Karen 638-0707 
JANUARY 27, 1992 - -  Would 
you like to get Involved in your 
Community? Come join the 
ladies of the Royal Purple on 
membership night at 8 p.m. Elks 
Hall on Tetrault, Dinner will be 
served, 
JANUARY 28, 1992 - -  And 
February 4, 1992, 2 day clinic for 
Type I and Type II Diabetics, 
February 18, 1992 I day 
refresher, March 3 and 10, 1992 
- -  2 day clinic for Type I and 
Type Ii diabetics. A doctors 
referral is required for Clinics. 
Contact Mills Memorial Hospital 
Dietician, Joan Marr 638-4050. 
JANUARY 29, 1992 --  Tales 
For Twos at the Terrace Public 
Library will be held Wed. at 
10:30 a.m. Stories, fingerplays, 
puppets and lots of fun. Children 
must be accompanied by a parent 
or guardian. Please register in 
advance. There is no charge. Call 
the library at 638-8177 
JANUARY 29 --  Hombased 
business meeting. 7:00 p.m., 
4709 Park Ave. To discuss town 
bylaws. 635-9415. 
JANUARY 29-31, FEBRUARY 
2-91992 - -  A hearty welcome 
awaits you at the Terrace Gospel 
Hall .  In format ive  Christ 
centered meetings on Biblical 
truth will be held at 7:30 p.m. 
Sunday meetings at 6:30 p.m, 
Special speaker - Tommy 
Thompson from Alaska, 
JANUARY 30, 1992 - -  Meeting FUN FIT NITE every Monday 
of the Skeena Valley Kennel and Wednesday from 8 - 9 p.m. 
Club at 7:00 p.m, at the Terrace at Kermode Friendship Centre, 
Public Library For more infor- upstairs. Exercise to Richard S's 
marion call: Shannon 635-6869 video "Sweating to the Oldies" 
or Tammy 798-2226. , , ,  ~ ,  
JANUARY 30-31, 1992 - 
Preschool story time at the Ter- 
race Public Library, will be held 
Thurs at 1:30 p.m. and Fri. at 
10:30 a rn. Sessions last about 45 
rain. and include picture books, 
fingerplays and puppets, There is 
no charge but please register in 
advance, Tel. 638-8177 
FEBRUARY !. 1992-  Kitimat 
Open Cross Country Ski race at 
Onion Lake Ski trails Sat. Open 
to all ages and abilities. Register 
WEDNESDAY NITE VIDEOS. 
Educational alcohol & drug 
videos every Wed, night at 7 
p.m. in Kermode Friendship 
Centre (downstairs) For further 
info call 635-4906 Monday 
-Thursday 8:30 - 4:30 p,m., Fri- 
day 8:30 - 4 p.m. 
FAMILY BIBLE SCHOOL has 
begun at the Alliance Church 
located at 4923 Agar Avenue, 
For further info call the Church 
at 635-7727 or Eleanor Froese at 
635:5253. School provides 
by calling 632-7632, Late classes for every age group from 
registration can takeplace 9a.m, 2 years, through teens and 
nrtor to race. Start tinte at 10 
a ,m 
FEBRUARY 13-15, 1992-  The 
Heart & Stroke Foundation of 
B.C., Yukon, Terrace Unit, 
presents its annual Heart and 
Stroke Education Days at the 
Skeena Mall running from 10 
a.m. tp8 p,m. daily, lnfo. will be 
available on many topics related 
to heart and blood vessel disease. 
Blood pressure testing will also 
be offered. 
FEBRUARY 15, 1992 --  Alcao 
Marathon will take place at the 
Onion Lake SKi Trails. Registra- 
tion begins at 8:30 a,m. and 
marathon starts,at 10 a.m. 
.,k .k .A. ~ .,~ 
adults. 
A.C.O.A. MEETING. An open 
self-help group meets 
Wednesdays at 7:30 p.m. at the 
Knox United Church, 4907 
Lazelle. For information phone 
Paul at 635-3045. 
COME SING. Join the Terrace 
Youth Community Choir. Ages 
8-13 Monday evenings 6:i5-8:00 
p.m. Phone 635-9649 or 
638-1230 for more information. 
Limit of 40 singers. 
SIGN LANGUAGE classes be- 
ing offered at Terrace Child 
Development Centre Wednesday 
evenings. Phone 635-9388 for 
['urther information. 
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t Join our 
FESTIVAL 
of 
HICKEN CHOICE 
Tender chicken breast broiled 
to perfection 
You can  choose from,.. 
IT O.. 
with our \l 
o 49  allofthisforonly.... ~ Oo 
LrJlltkBlll~iltl~l!ililLIJIMllll|llt~q[|vm--w ~L.It. YOU C/~ EAT s.~ 
AVAILABLE AT KI~MAT ER~CE SMI~tERS 
4736 Lakelse, Terrace 638-0065 342 City Cenlre, Klllmal 632-6691 
m lilt 
4~t 
AND 
n lieu l DAT/ON 
CLOSING OUT ALL RETAIL LOCATIONS ACROSS CANADA 
OVER 1.8 MILLION $$ IN QUALITY SKI WEAR AND LEATHER GARMENTS 
i!?....... /::4:: . . . .  .., 
Shop Early While 
Selection Lasts TO O 
January 23 thru 26 
Thurs., Frz., Sat., Sun 
9 a.m.- 9 p.m. Daily .... CHEQUES ~,~, ~ ~. 
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E:A S I A  
Feature  
F- Iome By  ,,oo,,, cu,,,, ,,,,,> ,,o, 
Executive living :,.~ ; q!:<:?:: <: 
You will not find 
better value than this 5 
bedroom, 3 bathroom 
execut ive home 
situated on one of the 
most sought after 
streets in Terrace on a 
large sunny lot. 
You'll discover a 
E 
spacious k i tchen 
at it's finest - featuring loads of 
lots of counterspace 
perfect for preparing 
.... ,,, ,: ..... .~  ..-.,.~ ~ -  ~,;.'!,...,~a,~l~,~ : _ : - - - . _ ;  "1 - -~ . . : ' :  those family size 
:- " . , : ' ~ .  , • ,,,L. : " , ' . : ;  ,: . . . . . . .  " ~;- -  ~':',:: ~ 
~.~!~.;...,;:': . -.-.i; ~ ~  ~ ~: : :  Vaulted ceiling adds 
. . . . . . .  ,. ~,~.~,.,.,.~ . .~  ~I ~ "~ ., , .  ~.  ~,~, ~. ~, ,  
! 
honey oak cabinets and 
a bright, spacious ap- 
'~ peal to entertainment 
, , i i~ '~]  [~ '  i 17:.< . . . ,=~;~ size living room which 
~ - - ~  .,~' . :  . ;-::~, :-~!::::;::.;+;2,L .... :<:~ ..... o f fe rs  a spectacu lar  
. . . .  ',,~ :;~<7~'! view of the distant 
S l 154,500 MLS = , , i  ' ::~' ;;~ mountains. '~i!,:~,~' : :, ," ' ' ...... " .... ~:, ,: ~;f;~,: The " large master 
':..~ ~:." ' 9:: ::!,". : . '. ~, " 'i , ~ ~,:,:,~ , 
},~ ,~i;:~lJ bedroom boasts lots of • E "~,~;:~:' ;~';, ~ ;}" ~-~'~ " 
closet space as well as a 
3 piece ensuite. 
Downstairs you'll 
discover a cozy family 
room with a ~ piece 
bathroom, 2 more 
bedrooms as well as a 
laundry room. 
Top that off with a 
long list of features in- 
cluding double car 
garage, b uilt~,.~ in 
dishwasher, regdlated 
taps in all showers and 
tubs, underground 
sprinklers, commercial 
quality carpet and 
linoleum and you will 
have the best of value 
and the best of loca- 
tion. Call Suzanne now 
for your own private 
viewing. Work --  
635-6142 or Home 
635-6952. 
LOOK WHO'S 
Above the Crowd! 
John Evans has reason to be proud. He recently received 
this letter from Keith & Gloria Donnan. 
January 11, 1992 
Dear John; , 'rom one community to an,o.!,h.! r t~iae n 
The act of m o.ving~, ,~,,,., exnerlence The oimcu 
be a stress!u) ano .uy],,~ ah~xisting'hOmel while t~- 
expeno,rlc~amema~;~NU~o~me in an unlamillar communi- 
n adventure into a nightmare. l i ly tu p, . , , - - - - -  
ty can turn a . . . . . . .  , end the Be/Max organization 
• However, thanKS, lu y,~u ,,:. most pleasanx u.~: 
our adventure has ,,e_mat, n edndaelticien t manner wit. 
zi I nl=rience. The proIesN.uq~,~ .i ,~,,r home,,in..~errace 
':" ......    ;. " o !handledth9 oldertasks I:_. I 
" , "',?_'~'A,~:~D :concentrate u~o.,'~-,.::::-;:;;.,~n,cin.Vernon 
I attt~w~u '-'-;'.'-. . . . .  "in;" The ttetN~a^ o~ .... ,.., ,o 
associateO w~n nluv.,io;ia to, listened to out ,,," 
I that you relerreo u,. ,  ,.,., the type el homes we 
quirements and snoweu r,~, I d in and in the price range we wanteo. 
were intereste . -  -rid the Re/Max 
Hat  o. to .,or,,,, ,, I 
• organization for a job well done! , I  
l " 
Thanks John. Keith and Gloria D 
For professional and efficient service call John Evans i 
638-1400. 
Of Ter race  
638-1400 
COUNTRY LIVING AT ITS 
BEST! • 
Very large acreage close to town on 
school bus route• Ranch st~yle 4 
bedroom home, attractive country 
style kitchen. Very spacious well 
designed home. Large shop on pro- 
perty !oily wired but not insulated. 
Also has tack/barn for animal care. 
Fertile soil, hay field, turned over 3 
yrs. ago. Your own country estate, 
• scenic area close,to town Call Olga. 
~:,'wai "6:3:~J~833 ~ ME~::i~'~0007) ~ :yE, i) i 
SITUATED BYSTREAM 
Enjoy the livability of this home. On 
1.97 acres, gas heat, quiet street, 
space for expansion, greenhouse, 
kitchen appliances included, 2 BR 
10 x 50 trailer with 15 x 15 addi. 
tion. A Super Buy! Priced at 
$39,900 (918161) Ric White 
635.6508 
COLONIAL CLASSIC 
From the brick lined drive to the fruiL 
trees by the large shop this home is 
.perfect for the growing active fami- 
ly. Five bedrooms, den, family 
room, 2 fireplaces, sundeck, 3 
bathrooms make this a value you 
must not pass up. Call Brenda to 
view this Exclusive home. 
638-1721 920010) 
LOVELY, LARGE I LOG ' 
It you've been looking for the uni. 
queness of log and the convenience 
'of town WE HAVE IT!! On a quiet 
residential street on the Bench this 
home oilers 4 bdrs., 2W baths, 
large living room, master bdr up has 
ensuite.& gallery. Family room off 
kitchen has french doors leading to 
rear deck and lenced yard. Call 
Brenda to view 638-1721 MLS. 
(920009) 
COUNTRY LIVING AT ITS 
BEST 
This lovely 6 bedroom home puts 
comfort first. Standing on 4.26 
acres, it has 2 wood burning stoves, 
workshop, family room, country kit. 
chen, den, guest room and 3 baths. 
Large trees, deck and good well 
~=== ":  I . ,  " i  . . . . .  
IA i .  - - "  TM 
THE WORK'S ALL DONE 
Move in and enjoy immediately, the 
new decor. PAINTING, NEW 
CARPETS & LIN0 THROUGHOUT. 
OAK hardwood floors in FOYER & 
DINING ROOM. NEW Marble Tile & 
Oak Fireplace, KITCHEN is white 
with blue accents . bright and . 
water. A great location for a bed & | spacious • lots of cupboards and 
breakfast..MLS. Call Ric White a t  ! ~uterspace. 1375 sq It - 5 
'. 635.6508 ~$1~9, ~0.0.;(92~0013)'~ ~;Tb~.'~,; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~,2~baths ; : :DO~[  E ~a,~ d~ ; ~ ! i ~ .  . . . . . . . . .  
.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i '  " .  " . . ive~ay.'To view this home sled . 
at $138,500. Please call Joyce 
- Findlay. EXCL, 635.2697. 
LAKELSE LAKE 
Located on east side of Lake on 
First Ave, 53' of frontage on the 
lake with good beach, 3 bedroom ,
home. call Joyce Findlay for details. 
635.2697 MLS (920014) 
THORNHILL ACREAGE 
Uncleared 2.19 acre corner lot at 
the junction of Marion Road and Old, 
Lakelse Lake Road, MLS. $13,800 
call Olga Power. 635.3833 
(920008) 
i, ' /~:L 
Verne Ferguson Joyce Findlay Gordon Hamilton Olga Power Ric White 
635-3389 635-2697 635-9537 635-3833 635-6508 
Brenda Er i ckson  
638-1724 
Even Young 
638.1273 
THE WORLD 
IS YOURS. .  ,IF 
YOU/(NOW THE 
RIGHT PEOPLE... 
Wherever you move the Welcome 
Wagon llosless is Ihe right person Io 
help you find a place ift your new 
comnlunily. 
' I(aren B38-0707 
I i 
I 
i " -~ ~ ~ .  .L 
STILL AVAILABLE 
Call Gordie Olson for your appoint 
meat to wew. Priced at $84,900 
KITWANGA HOME 
This home has a lot to oiler you and 
your family. 1 ,O28 sq. ft. with a lull 
basement. Four bedrooms, rec 
room, workshop, 12x20 sundeck. 
This home is located on a 90 x 130, 
lot which is serviced by a communi- 
ty water and septic service. Priced 
at $49,900 MLS. 
QUIET COUNTRY LIVING 
Can be yours with this storey and a 
half Io9 home located in Rosswood. 
1,200 sq. It. of open spacious living 
en the main Iloor with 2 bedrooms 
upstairs. A drilled well and two 
power generators give you the con. 
veniences of town, On over 12 
acres. Call Jim about this home and 
property, priced at $59,000 MLS, 
Stan Parker 
635.4031 
- 1,110 sq, tt. - 4 bedrooms 
- Fireplace - 1112 Baths 
Asking $99,000 EXCLUSIVE 
11 SUITE APARTMENT 
This apartment is just minutes from 
the down town core. Each of the 
eleven suites has a tridge, stove 
and a tour piece bathroom. There is 
ample storage: in the basement 
along with laundry lacllities, Finan- 
cial statements are available. Are 
you looking to make an investment 
with a steady return? Call Ted now 
for more inlormation, 635;5619 
MLS 
RESIDENTIAL LOTS 
Close to the downtown core we 
have or Sale two 66' x 122' and 
one 85 '~ x 122' cleared and level 
residential lots, ranging in price 
from'S14,900 to $19,000. For 
more information, please give us a 
call. MLS 
10 ACRES 
Located approximately 7 miles 
soulh of Terrace in rural residential 
area, 10 acres of level, easily 
developable acreage with access off 
main road located only minutes 
from Terrace in school bus route. 
Between Terrace and Lakelse Lake, 
just reduced to $23,500 MLS. All 
otfers considered. Call Laurie. 
PRICED TO SELL 
Want to be in a quiet location? 
Check out this 136' x, 155' lot to 
build or put your mobile on, Close to 
elementary school and only minutes 
from downtown. Listed al $14,500 
MLS. Call Shaunce today, 
ATTENTION CONTRACTORS 
Check out your choice oi 6 lots in 
the Dejong subdivision. They come 
in various sizes and all amenities 
are available. Reasonably priced, 
they are a must to consider, Call 
Shaunce for inlormation today, MLS 
NEW REMO ACREAGE 
5,74 acreage in New Remo 315 feet 
frontage on Nelson Road. Has power 
off Nelson Road. For further inlorma. 
ns call Ted Garner. 635.5519 
* 
PRICED RIGHT 
Looking lor a starter home in the 
Horseshoe? Check out this 3 
bedroom, 918 sq, ft, home with 
natuial gas heat and a natural gas 
fireplace lot only $59,900. MLS. 
Call Shaunce for an appointment o 
View, 
MOBILE HOME PARK 
This is a tremendous investmenl ot 
the person who wants a good return 
but where he doesn't have to be too 
involved in the operation, This is 
one el Terrace's best mobile home 
parks oliering 80 pads, 2 rental 
houses plus one 1,152 sq, It. 
managers home. For more details, 
contact Jim today. 
NEW LISTING 
Very attractive 3 bedroom 14 x 70 
Manco mobile with 7 x 14 expando, 
Features fireplace, 5 appliances and 
large spacious kitchen, Call Gordie 
01son for more information, Priced 
at $39,900 MLS 
FULLY DEVELOPED 
Up and down is this 1,350 sq. ft., 5 
bedroom, 3 bathroom home. 22 x 
20 lamily room - separate dining 
room - 20 x 40 shop - private 
location. Call Laurie. Asking 
$115,000 MLS. 
FAMILY H0ME IN THE 
HORSESHOE 
This well developed family home is 
all ready to move in to. Completely 
finished up and down with attractive 
modern furnishing complete with all 
new grey tone flooring through the 
entire upstairs area. Features in. 
elude 4 bedrooms with 12 x 16 
master bedroom which has a lull en. 
suite and dressing room, Family 
room, attached garage, paved 
driveway. Conveniently located on 
the 4900 Block Lazelle, Asking 
$105,000, Call Laurie 10r viewing. 
Jim Duffy 
636-6688 
OorO0. ¸¸ n 
638-1948 
. / i  -¸ - . 
636-5382 
Hans Stach 
635-5739 
Shaun~; K~1~s2elbrink 
CUTE AND COZY 
- 868 sq, ft. - 70 x 122 lot 
-2bedrooms -12x24shop 
Asking $59,500 MLS 
SMALL WITH INNER 
BIGNESS 
This is definitely a cute and cozy 
place, A cottage style panabode, 
725 sq. ft., 2 bedrooms, front 
veranda, Situated on % acre, 
beautifully landscaped with a small 
barn and corral, located 5 miles 
north on Kalum Lake Drive, Great 
property il you are starting out or 
slowLng down. Asking $42,500 
MLS, Call Laurie tot viewing, 
RURAL ACREAGES 
Just north of Terrace we have for 
sale 2 acreages, One el them is 
16 + acres in size and the second 
is 10+ acres in size. For maps or 
more Information, please give Hans 
a call, Asking $19,900 each. MLS 
Ted Garner i 
635-5619 
~ ..L?'~..~ * ~" :"  ' "" ~ 'L..-- "~ "~'~ " 4. 
PLAN HOME - 
. . . .  
.o . . , , :  oo,-o,, 
M ain  Floor: 1328 ~' -~- - - -Z~- '~==~l~-  :: ' - '~  ~ ~ - ~ ' ~ - - - - - ~  - .  - - ' -h  . _ _  
sq. ft. • _ ",l ~ -  ~ ' .~  ~- '=- -~_ - .~- - '~- -~ -'~ -" 
Basement  Floor: =~ . . . .  ~ l l  . . . .  ~ , . . - - - -~-{~- , . . - . -  . . . . . . . . . . .  ...... 
1248 sq. ft. ~ Versatile HilLside Home 
With Many Desirable This versat i le  hi l ls ide homo has many desirable 
Features features  that  are sure to appeal to u wide range 
DESIGN NO. V-GG of  descr lminatJng buyers. As a one bedroom house 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • . . . . . .  ",r on the main f loor , , , l t  is Just perfect  for  a ret i red . 
PArle couple, f inish the besomeat as stlown and i t  is the 
ideal fami ly  home, The master  suite, l i v ingroom ]JIisenle nt F loor 
and dining room are arrunged to capture  the 
vlew...whllu tile spacious kitchurl is s i tuated at 
the front to view arrtvtug guusts. You wi l l  also 
be Impressed with the airy fl,'ultnll of this design 
as wel l  us ibu convenient  t raf f ic  pattarrl .  
~::====:-" ~ ; . .  t - - - -  ~ I13 .~ ' - - . .~  ~ 
~tll II I FAivln y I~.X)M frf~.~/..'.l ~E5 ROL-~I 
I Ig^lOO ~- II I l t ] r l ix lS '6 I~[l~Z/-~ 14-0,,-130 
~.#3~.~O=lEI ~ E~J,'~3~,1114 Ii! t j~ ,1267x39i52 
| °°:ttttt ell . . . . . . . . . .  \11  ' '  . . . .  '." BILLIARD ROOM 
Ira( I v .forage i---~, w 6090 ~ 31557 
11"8 x 10~0 Jl=ll=l klll~DI 
. ~, I', I "~1 
i ~  CENTURY 21 ~ 
. CENTURION ,~, 
- : , ,~, ;~:  
Gordon Olson 1991 
Stan Parker, president of Century 21 Wightman & Smith Real- 
ty is pleased to congratulate Gordie Olson on attaining "CEN- 
TURION ®'' status for the second straight year. 
"CENTURION ® "is the highest award of recognition bestow- 
ed by the Century 21 system upon their sales associates 
who, through hard work and dedication, have served their 
clients and profession well. Out of over 80,000 sales 
associates worldwide, less than 2% reach this lofty status. 
Gordie would like to thank all his clients who helped him attain 
this honor in 1 991 and hopes that he can assist them and 
their friends with their real estate needs in the future. 
NEAR AGAR AVE. PARK 
Attractive 4 bedroom older home, nat, 
gas heat & hot water, fireplace, large 
lamily kitchen, remodelled bathroom, 
~I,~ basement, den, situated on 61 x 
176 ft. lot, paved driveway, Asking 
' $78,000 
HAHDYMAN IN THE 
HORSESHOE 
Two bedroom older home, located on a 75 
x 1221t. lot, 4 poe. bath, fruit trees large 
garage/shed in the rear of the house. 
Asking $44,900 
STARTER HOME 
Compact 2 bedroom starter in the 
Horseshoe area. Natural gas heat, 940 sq. 
ft., 50' x 122' lot with separate garage at 
rear of property. Asking $44,500, 
COMMERCIAL BUILDING 
Commercial building on 4600 Block 
Lakelse. Lower level currently leased. 
2,600 sq. It, main level and 1,800 sq, ft, 
on the upper level, Natural gas fired hot 
water heat. Excellent holding property! 
MLS. $149,500 
i 
PRICE REDUCED 
Recently renovated 1,045 sq. ft. 
home on quiet southside street. 3 
bedrooms up and 2 in partially finish- 
ed basement. Fully landscaped fenced 
yard with numerous fruit trees. Double 
paved driveway leading to newly pay. 
ed street. $78,000 MLS 
HORSESHOE LISTING 
Wonderful family home on Labege Ave. in 
the Horseshoe, over 1,700 sq. ft,, nat, 
gas heat, family room off kitchen, 3 baths, 
4 bedrooms, fireplace,, double carport, 
landscaped and tenced lot backing onto 
Caledonia playing fields. MLS 
4614 WESTVIEW DR. 
Attractive family home in good location. 3 
bedrooms, naturalgas heat, 1,225 sq. ft., 
family room and full basement. Lot is 
nicely landscaped with bushes and trees. 
Asking $103,500.  MLS 
QUALITY BUILT[ 
High quality finishing throughout this 
1,166 sq. ft. full basement home on a 60 
x 187 lot. Solid Oak kitchen overlooks 
rear patio and larfle back yard. Beautiful 
brick fireplace, 3X1 bedrooms, 2 pc. en. 
suite. Listed exclusively al $99,500. 
House Plans Available Through 
L 
]Do,Jl; anlez'  
MEMBER fSF TIM.SR.MARTS LTO 
3207 Munroe, Terrace 
635-6273 
Ralph Godlinski 
635-4950 
Busty Ljungh 
635-5754 
Christel GodlJnski 
r: 630-5397 
ROSSWOOD ACREAGE 
2 parcels totalling 78.75 acres in 
this quiet rural community north 
of Terrace. Clear Creek runs 
through both properties. A small 
cabin, well, and concrete Iounda. 
lion on northerly property. Mostly 
second growth timber. These Sylvia Griffin 
parcels can be purchased (R.I.B.C.) 
separately or as a package. For 
maps and more information, call 638-0484 
today. Asking $55,00. MLS ~,:~ ~' ~<: 
CEDARVALE ACHEAGE ~ } i  
Develop your week.end retreat on .... 
these 216 acres of wooded, hilly ",'; ,, 
& flat land' with a wonderlul view 
of the Seven Sister Mountain t , ' ;  
range. Property is accessible from Joe Barbosa 
Kitwanga, lies on the west side of 
the road belore Woodcock air 635-5604 
strip. $45,000 MLS. 
ONE OF THE BEST 
Umque Iloor plan on this 14 x 66 
It. 1977 Meadowbrook Mobile 
located on its own large land. 
scaped lot in Thornhilt. Home is in 
good condition and the nat. gas 
furnace and hot water tank are 
approx. 2 months old Asking 
$42,500 Exclusive. 
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Realty Team 
LAKELSE REALTY  
Verne Ferguson, president of Realty World - Lakelse Realty is 
extremely pleased to announce that Evan Young has joined Ter- 
race's fastest growing real estate team. Evan was previously 
licenced with Realty World Midvalley Realty in Rutland, B.C. Evan 
also brings with him experience in financing, mortgages, in- 
surance and business. Whether buying or selling a home, 
business or investment property, Evan is prepared to give you 
dedicated service so you can make a confident decision. For 
outstanding professional service you may contact Evan at 
635-0268 (work) or 638-1273 (residence). 
REALTY  WORLD. ,  
638-0268 
 !"iil lli-/ ll  iilli   638-1400 
_J 
HEADY TO MOVE RIGHT IN - 
MAKE AN OFFER 
3 bedroom full basement "New" 
home. Many special features: 
- carport i semi.ensulte 
- valley view - Euro cabinets 
- vinyl siding -.ceiling fan 
- vinyl windows - sundeck 
Call ERIKA for your showing. 
NEW HOUSE 
Everything is finished, only need to land- 
scape. Cozy 3.level split home with at- 
tached garaqe. Call ERIKA for all the unl. 
que details of this home such as sundeck 
oil the master bedroom, with river view. 
Skylight in bathroom. Listed at $115,000 
EXCLUSIVE 
THINKING OF SELLING YOUR 
PRESENT HOME? 
Call ERIKA to see how the low interest 
rates can get you into your dream home. 
"~"~ ~" i i '1 
DEJONG SUBDIVISION 
One of the larger homes in Terrace, 
under 1 year old. Five bedrooms on 
upper level. Jacuzzi on main floor & 
upstairs plus ensuite. Main floor fami- 
ly room with n.g. fireplace, large kit- 
chen with "built-ins" and 13 x 13 
breakfast room. Formal living and din- 
ing room, double attached garage, 
double paved drive, landscaped and 
fenced yard. If you are looking for a 
large new home in a choice area, call 
DI(~K EYANS for further information. ,
NEW LISTING 7- ,~OE 
3 bedroom full,~aii1~1111~ I ~ff; ' .  Utose to 
sc hoo l .~La~~.  ,~,,taj bat hs in. 
clu ding W~ni l t i '  ¢ ~  as heat, 
Attached gar~l~l~tll~eC$"cSr_c!e pa'veo 
drive Asking q~. ,5"00. Call DICK EVANS, 
JUST LISTEU 
I have just listed for sale one of the most. 
charming homes to arrive on the Terrace 
Real Estate market for some time. An 
elegant home with a classic view of the 
mountains and city. For more information, 
please contact DICK EVANS. 
BEST IN THE WEST 
This 4 bedroom family home is in the 
heart of the Horseshoe near Caledonia 
School. Some of its features include 
carport, double paved driveway, lenc. 
ed yard,' sundeck, full basement, 
fireplace, e.g. heat, only 8 years old in 
top condition. Reduced to $109,900. 
Call JOHN at 638-1400 or 638.8882. 
ROOMS A PLENTY 
5 bedroom home in a good area of the 
Horseshoe gives your growing family plen. 
ty of elbow room. This one owner home 
has been maintained immaculately and 
has many excellent features. Call JOHN 
EVANS lot further information• $119,900 
r '~  | "" , 
TERRIFIC LOCATION 
on Scott Ave. 1,100 sq. ft. Full finish. 
ed basement, 3 + 1 brms., rec rm., 
e.g., new carpeting, very well looked 
after. Listed at $99,900. EXCLUSIVE 
with Re/Max• Contact GORDIE 
SHERIDAN 
HEW, NEW, NEW 
10.12 acres on North Thomas. Possible 
subdivision. Water and sewer available & 
will be in use later spring or early sum. 
mer. R1, residential zoning. Contact GOR- 
DIE SHERIDAN at Re/Max. Asking 
$109,000, + GST. • " ' ' l~, '  i 
12 Years I '  7/~ 
,~]  e~irP~rll.e~it~n" . ~  
""=1 dick evans 
STOP RENTINGI 1,456 sq. It. 4 brms., finished basement, 
You can own this 3 bedroom mobile home rec room, games room, 2 baths + on. 
for as little as $320 per month plus pad suite. 1,47 acres in lower Thornhill. Ideal 
rent. It has n.g. heat and is in excellent for shop. Road access available. Asking 
condition. Call JOHN for more information $127,500, MLS. For appointments, con. 
at 638-1400. tact GORDIE at Re/Max. 
l experience in ~ , ,~~r~: ! ! !  ~ 
real estate. 
638-8882 
john evans ~ gordle sheridan 
14 X 70 MEADOWBROOK 
MANCO MOBILE 
home h~s been totally renovated in. 
cluding all new drywall on the in. 
terior. Decorated in the bright 
modern styling and priced at only 
$29,900. Act fast, call Joy to view. 
ESTATE LIVING 
in this beautiful 3 bdrm home 
located on 1,68 acres with park.like 
landscaping. Features el this expan- 
sive home include hardwood floor. 
ing throughout, 2 n.g. fireplaces, 
WHY PAY RENT? 
when you could own this 3 bedroom 
12 x 68 mobile home. Located in 
town, has nat. gas heat, 8 x 30 
deck. Asking $9,300, MLS. Call 
Dave now. 
CLOSE TO THE LAKE 
Two small paicels of and consisting 
el 5.42 and 5.13 acres. Both within 
walking distance to the lake. Ideal 
for mobile home or buildings. Ven- 
dor motivated. Asking $19,000 
each, MLS. Call Dave. 
JUST LISTED 
1.98 acre lot on Haugland. At last a 
lot big enough for all those valuable 
things that are pushing you out of 
your present place. Asking 
$30,000. Call Oerick. MLS 
GOOD RESIDENTIAL LOT 
70 x 197 has excellent soil for 
gardening or landscaping. Has 
potential for side by side 2 bedroom 
unit duplex. Asking $13,900, call 
Joy, MLS 
BACK TO THE BASICS 
Picturesque 105 acre farm near 
.Cedarvale has some of the linest 
growing soil in the area. Bordered 
by the Skeena River with part of the 
farm as a large island, this 
homestead has 3 homes. Nestled in 
the valley under the Seven Sisters 
Mountains the setting is beautiful. 
Priced at $199,500, call Joy to 
view, MLS. 
PICTURE PERFECT 
Pride of ownership shows in every 
foot el this beautifully kept 4 bdrm 
IN-LAW SUITE DOWN 
is light and bright in this near new 
1,200 sq. ft. bi.level. It is situated 
in a n~w subdivision. All thret. 
bedrooms up have patio door:~ 
leading onto a large deck with hot 
tub. Easy care vinyl siding and 
:conomleal natural gas heat. A nice 
extra is the 600 sq. ft. insulated 
garage/workshop. All this for only 
.$1 16,000. Call Suzanne. 
NO VACANCYII 
The possibilities are grand wher 
fully equipped kitchen, rec room home. It has lots of extras like built you invest in this large centrall~ 
with wet bar and large covered deck MOBILE WELCOME in Jenn.aire, dishwasher, oven & located lot perlect for a duplex. Cit~ 
services are available to this 100 > area. Bright and spacious luxury 2 LARGE ACREAGE two lots provide over V2 acre in a vacuum system. Separate wired & 
bedroomsin.law suite with large kit. 160 acre parcel of land, small creek residential area el Thornhill with heated workshop. Landscaped yard 
chen. Asking $199,000 MLS. Call on the property. Building site was water and nalural gas available. Of. leatures underground sprinklers, 
Joy. cleared. For more information call. lers 1o $10,000 for both lots, Call greenhouse & fruit trees. Asking 
Dave. Asking $35,000 Suzanne MLS. $135,000. Call Joy, MLS. i• 
132 ft. parcel, Call Suzanne lode) 
for more details, offered at onl~ 
$30,000 MLS 
 j,t 
John Currte "Joy Dover Oave Reynolds Suzanne Gleason Derick Kennedy 
~. 63.5...9_598 ~ 636-7070 636-3126 635.6952 , ,636.3042 
i 
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638-SAVE 
 CTION" 
 'BUY  'SELL v 'RENT   'TRADE i 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-SAVE 
DEADLINE: NOON SATURDAYS 
Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When'a etat holiday falls on a 
Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline Is Thursday at 
5 p.m. for all display and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1S8 
All classified and classified display ads must be prepaid by either cash, 
Visa or Mastercard. When phoning in ads please have you Visa or Master- 
card number ready. 
20 worde (firet Ineertlon) $4.70 'plun 12¢ for addltlomll worde. *(Addi- 
tional Insertlone) $3.10 plug 9¢ for 8ddltlonal worda, "$8.05 for 4 weeks 
(not exceeding 20 worde, non-¢ommerolsl) Prices inoludo 7% G,S.T. 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS.! 
1, Real Estate 12, Motorcycles 
2, Mobile Homes ].3. Snowmobiles 
3. For Rent ].4, Boats & Marine 
4, Wanted to Rent ].5, Machinery 
5. For Sale Misc, ].6, Farm Produce 
6, Wanted Misc. 
7, For Rent Misc. 
8. Cars for Sale 
9, Trucks for Sale 
10. Aircraft 
11. Recreational 
Vehicles 
].9. Lost & Found 
20, Pets & Livestock 
21, Help Wanted 
22, Careers 
23. Work Wanted 
I ta~ Tern, 
Thn Tmrace Standard reserves the r~ht to ctassity ad~ 
under ~ppropriate heedlnGs and to eel rates theref~e and to 
deter~lr,e page Iocati~. 
TM Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, edit, 
classify or reject any advertisment and te retain any answers 
directed te the hews Box R,ply Service, and Io repay the 
euslomer the sum paid for the ndvertisment and box rental. 
Box rephes on "Hold" tnstrucn~s not picked up within 10 
days ot exp#y of an advornsement will be destroyed unless 
mailing instroclions ale received. Those answering Box 
Hombels are requested not to send originals Of documents to 
avoid loss. 
All claims rlf ntro~s in advertJssmnnts must be received by 
the pnbl!sher within 30 days after the first publication. 
II is aoreed by the advertiser requesting spac, that the 
liabihty of the Tnr,ace Standard in Ihe event of failure to 
publish an advertisement or in the event of an error zppaarino 
" in the advertisement as punished s~111 be limited to the 
amount paid by the advertiser for onlv ~ incorrect insertion 
for the podion of Ihe' advertising space OCCUpied by the ionoc. 
rect or onnittnd Uem only, and that t~re ,:hall be no llabUny in " 
any evenl greater than Ihe a~lounl paid for such adverUsing.. 
1. Real Estate 
CABIN FOR SALE. Finished cabin of approx- 
imately 900 square feet. Available for sale on 
4.24 acres of leased recreational property 
located on Scum Lake, 55 miles west and 32 
miles south of Williams Lake, Comes with pro- 
pane sieve, cook stove and propane lighting. 
Finished cupboards and interior water system. 
No field or well, Lake has private air strip. 
Asking $16,500 for quick sale, Call Indra Gra- 
inger at Realty World Northern for lurther info. 
398.8266 days or 398.7470 evenings, Lease 
is assumable or available lor purchase lrom 
the B.C, Government, 44tin 
24, Notices 
25. Business 
Opportunities 
26, Personals 
27. Announcement.' :
17, Garage Sales 28. Card of Thanks 
18, Business Services 29. In Memoriam 
30. Obituaries 
31. Auction Sales 
32, Legal Notices 
33. Travel 
II I 
1. Real Estate 
HOUSE FOR SALE by owner, Located on 4th 
Ave., Burns Lake. 3 bedrooms ups/3 
bedrooms down, two bathrooms. Natural gas 
furnace and hot water. Wood heat. Asking 
$65,000.1692-7380. Ask for Kim, 4039 
HOUSE FOR SALE BY OWNER. A spacious 
2,000 sq, ft, home with landscaped yard. 
Close to school, with garage, paved d/w and 
natural gas heat. 3 bedrooms, master 
bedroom with furl bathroom ensuite. Asking 
$94,600. Interested people call 638.8847 for 
appointment to view, 4p40 
LARGE RESIDENTIAL LOT, Thornheights sub- 
division $f8,500.$18,900 ebo. Commercial 
let on Greig $27,500ob0.B35.2148. 4040 
2. Mobile Homes 
DOUBLE WIDE WITH LARGE finished addition. 
Five acres, natural gas available, small shop, 
good well and outbuildings. Call 845.2903 
(Satellite Dish) 4p40 
12x68 PARKWOOD 2 BEDROOM. Blinds 
throughout. Ridge and stove, air conditioner 
- brand new. View by appt. only. 638.1937 
leave message. 4p40 
12x68 MOBILE HOME, three bedrooms with 
10'x20' addition in very good condition. 
Comes with natural gas furnace, fridge, stove, ' 
new carpets, wood stove, blinds, deck and 
fenced yard. Asking $15,500. Call 638-0258. 
2p40 
CL~,SSLFIED ADVERTISING WORKS! You're TWO BEDROOMS 12x52 MOBILE HOME in 
reading this aren't you? 638.SAVE, tin traile( court; natural gas heat; excellent 
2 BEDROOM HOUSE. Close to hospital, 
schools. For enquiries, phone collect 
1.362.9439 8034 
ADAMS LAKE STORE LOCATED AT Adams 
Lake, B.C, V2 hour Irom Salmon Arm - 45 
rain, from Kamloops, 10 min. from Shuswap 
Lakes, Fully re!lovated "with very attractive 
living quarters. Showing excellent return in an 
area of growth and terrific climate. Start the 
New Year oh a positive note. Phone 
1.679.8904 ttn37 
ON WALNUT STREET and Maple Crescent in 
Telkwa, one year old, 4 bdr. Nelson Home 
with garage. Loaded' With many options; 
Phone 847.9303 days., 846.9012 eves. 4p38 
USED MODULAR HOMES, BUNGALOWS. 960 
to 1,056 sq. :ft. $21,000 to $29,500. 
Delivered Terrace, Smithersl Houston, Burns 
Lake and Vanderhoof area. Setup prices 
available on request. Call Herb Styles 
(403)264-6122 4p38 
PRIVATE SALE, 1,525 sq. ft, custom design- 
shape; partly renovated; four appliances; 
$9,500. Phooe 845-2936 or In Terrace 
635.9349, 4p40 
3, For Rent 
3 &4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES featuring 
1150.1300 sq. ft. plus basement, 2 baths, 
private yard, carport and satellite' T,V. 
Houston. Phone 845.3161. 31tfn 
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT tight down town. 
Ridge/stove, security entrance. Paved park. 
inc. On site management. 635.7957 15tfn 
AT WOODGREEN APTS, 1 bdrm,, nat. gas 
fireplace, ,deck, close to town, $6181mo. 
Phone 635-7459. 40fin 
WORKING PERSON WANTED TO SHARE two 
bedroom townllouse close to hospital. 
$3251mo. including utilities. Call Jim 
635-7746 4p38 ' 
ONE. TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX SUITE in town. 
Fridge, stove, carpeted, no pets. 635.5464 
3. For Rent 
NEW 3 BEDROOM 1 V2 BATH DUPLEX c/w new 
fridge, stove, washer and dryer. Storage room 
and carport, natural gas. References required. 
Non.smokers preferred: $725/month plus 
utilities. Call after 6 p,m, 635-6905 2p40 
4 BR HOUSE FOR RENT OR LEASE. 
References required, 635-2896 or 368.1967 
1040 
ROOM FOR RENT lOT $275 In large doublewide 
with basement in the Thornhill area, Available 
immediately, Phone 635.5652 4p40 
6. Wanted Misc. 
IF YOU ARE BUYING or selling children's fur. 
niture, check with the Product Safety Branch 
of Consumer & Corporate Affairs Canada 
(604) 666.5003 to ensure it meets current 
Safety Standards, The sale el non compliant 
products not only could result in a tragic accl. 
dent but also is a violation of the Hazardous 
Products Act. tfn 
WANTED TO BUY FACTORY BUILT full size 
pickup truck camper, Would prefer 9 ft, toilet 
model. 635,5338 evenings. 4p39 
[WOODLAND 1 
I APARTMENTS / 
/ CORNER OF KALUM & SCOTT / 
/ CLOSE TO TOWN AND SCHOOLS J 
i Ridge, stove, heat and bet water includ- / 
| ed. Carpeting, laundry facilities, storage, / 
I space, References required. | 
I 1 Bedroom Apt. $405.00 When / 
| 2 Bedroom Apt. $480.00 Avall4~ i 
I 3 Bedroom Apt. $550.00 J 
I jHONEOFF,C.____  S__3S'52_____24 ] 
. ,  
WANTED TO RENT 2 bedroom house for 
March 1/92, Call 635.2279 or 635,6550. 
Ask for Wayne. 4p38 
WANTED 2 OR 3 BEDROOM accomodation 
(trailer or apartment) for responsible non- 
smokers. Relerences available 636-1534 or 
635.9746. Ask for Jeannie. 4p38 
WANTED ONE or two bedroom house by April 
1. References available 635-7876. 4040 
5. For Sale Misc. 
J.D. 350 LOADER. New engine, new tracks, 
etc. $1400,00 0.C.3 Crawler Cat, blade & 
bucket 80% new. $5500. 32 ft. house boat 
-lifetime aluminum -has eveffthing & trailer 
• $19500. 82 lade 2-deer auto - good cond. 
$1500. 14 ft. Tri-hull speed boat • 50 horse 
monk, trailer $2800, Clean Okanagan Camper 
.hyd. jacks, $2000. New Kuboda lite plant & 
battery change $550. Ken Allen Rex 161 
Granislel Ph, 697-2474. 19tfn 
BUY HARDWOOD FLOORING from Francois 
Lake Woodworking Ltd. Our products are all 
kiln dried. Birch clear 23/8", $4.15 per sq. ft. 
Birch knotty 2318", $3.10 per sq. ft. Also 
Pine flooring; Pine clear 23/8", $2.10 per sq. 
ft. Pine knotty 23/8" $1.50 per sq. ft. 
1-6.95.6616 ,12tfn 
32 GALLON AOUARIUM w/accessories. VGC 
with fish $220; New single cedar beds, hand 
crafted $75; 1982 HP Johnson outboard. 
$1,100. 635-7400' 4c38 
COMPLETE COMPUTER PACKAGE includes 
Apple lie computer, amber monitor, Epson 
LX.80 printer, lots of software and manuals. 
Phone 635-9695 . . . . . .  4038 
BROTHER SEWING MACHINE. •Glass 
tub/shower doors, stroller, child car seats, 
crib c/w bumper pads and mattress, booster 
seat. 635-3796 4p38 
3000 LINI FEET of chain link fence. Six ft. 
high, 21 ft. and 10'6" lengths. Asking 
$150/It. Stuart 01son Construction. 842.6623 
4p38 
ANTIQUE ENGLISH VANITY. Excellent condi- 
tion, $300 638-1978 4p38 
TRAPLINE FOR SALE. Registered, remote and 
undeveloped. 846-9760 4p38 
KING SIZE WATERBED with headboard, 
waveless mattress and accessories in good 
condition. $150 635.3723 4p38 
PRE-FAB GARDEN, UTILITY SHEDS, 
greenhouses, garages, RV, shelter s , 
snowroofs over trailers, skirting, joey shacks, 
decks, fencing. Phone Otrk Bakker, 638-1768 
evenings. 4p39 
THREE YEAR OLD KIRBY UPRIGHT VACUUM 
and rug shampooer plus many other at. 
tachments. $900. 638-8172 4p39 
BOSCH KITCHEN MACHINE. Super value price 
$649,50. Includes toed processor (reg. price 
8. Cars for Sale 
FOR SALE: 1987 Toyota Tercel 4WD wagon. 
72,000 km. $7,000. Phone 638-1887 after 5 
p.m. 4038 
1981 TRANS AM. 85,000 kin. 5 Ltr. auto, air, 
$2,800 638.0414 4p39 
1980 FORD ZEPHYR midsize station wagon in 
good condition, $2,500 or best offer. 
635.9446 after 4 p.m. 4p39 
1987 CHEVETI'E HATCHBACK. Low mileage. 
Good condition. $2,900 635.5297 4p39 
9. Trucks for Sale 
1981 FORD F350 service truck. $4,500. 
Phone 845-7370 4p38 
1991 FORD RANGER CLUB CAB. Auto, bucket 
seat, 6,000 miles. Aluminum wheels. 95% 
new. $14,000.1-697-2474 4p38 
1979 JEEP CHEROKEE, Mechanically well 
maintained. Body rusted. $1,500, 635-5506 
4p38 
1985 FORD RANGER V6 4x4 EC. Alpine 
cassette w/4 speakers, grille guard, driving 
lights, aluminum box rails, new winter tires, 4 
BF Goodrich mud terrain TA's on aluminum 
directional rims $7,750 OBO 635.3723 4p38 
1988 FORD AEROSTAR FAMILY VAN. Six 
cylinder automatic tranmission. Seats eight 
people. $10,995; 1988 Mazda extended cab 
pickup $6,995; 1987 FordExtended cab, six 
cylinder standard transmission $10,995. 
635-2033 Dealer No. 6101 4p39 
~1989 CHEV SIL~ERADO 4X 4 it1 off'toad 
package. New Yokohama tires. $16,500 or 
best offer. 635.5426 4p40 
1983 CHEV PACEMAKER VAN. No rust or ac- 
cidents, Excellent cond. Alberta vehicle. 
Loaded. 95,000 km.  offers? Call Kevin 
842-6730 4p39 
1973 FORD F350 CAMPER SPECIAL. Low 
mileage, good condition. $1,500. Phone 
after 6:30 p.m. 638-1316 4040 
1982 FORD F250 SUPERCAB. Auto 150,000 
km. Good conditien. Vancouver driven. 
$4,500, 1.694.3376 4p40 
1990 DODGE DAKOTA extended cab, VB, 
auto, cruise, canopy, 5.year warranty lelt, 
am/fm cassette. $13,500 or best offer. In ex- 
cellent condition. Call 845.2715 4p40 
CREW CAB '85 DODGE 1 TON P/U, Royal SE, 
V8 auto, tilt cruise, stereo, camper/trailer 
equipped, wiring and brake control, Trans 
cooler. 50,000 kin. $9,500 OBO, 638.1429 
after 6 p.m. 4p40 
1978 FORD F250 % TON P/U. Needs body 
work. $700. 635.6673 4p40 
1987 PLYMOUTH VOYAGER. 7 passenger 
13. Snowmobiles 
2 ONLY YAMAHA 340 snowmobiles approx. 
30 hours on each, Complete with cover both 
for $6,800, Double trailer with tilt, $500. Ph. 
635-5486. 4p40 
1988 YAMAHA 570 EXCITER, Has paddles, 
ski skins, handle bar warmers, tuned pipe and 
more, last climber $4,500.635.5014. 4p40 
15. Machinery 
HI.AB $2,500. Phone 845.7370 4p38 
FARM CATS TD 15.8 Winch pony arch - Rip. 
per tooth. 60% rails, pins not turned. Ex. 
cellent condition $17,000. 9UD6 blade winch 
$10,500. 350JD, new engine, new rails, 
rolls, etc. $12,500, 1,697.2474 4p38 
88' 668D GRAPPLE SKIDDER. 3,800 hrs. 
Machine in good condition, ready for preduc. 
tion. Sell at Ritchie Bros, prices $45,000 
847-4070 4p38 
TWO CLARK FORKLIFTS, 6000 LB. lifting 
capacity, low mask, 635.7519 after 6 p.m. 
4039 
D8 CAT 36A. Comes with brush blade, winch, 
pony arch, wheel arch, roll over canopies. 
Final drive rebuilt, good shape. Has to be 
seen. 635.4820 or 635.4805 5p39 
1976 JOHN DEERE 510 Backhoe. Model 
8700, Hopac compactor. Allied hydraulic 
breaker, miscellaneous buckets. 1980 John 
Deere 410 Backhoe, extend.a.hoe. 
Miscellaneious buckets. 635.3741 2p39 
1981 MODEL 540 INTERNATIONAL Hough 
wheel loader with M26 Weldco grapple. As is. 
$29,500. 638-4611 or 638.4610 4p39 
1990 MOBILE DIMENSION SAWMILL, Cost 
nearly $25,000, sell for $17,000; 1979 Cat 
920 loader, log, lumber, grapple; 1979 
Belarus 4WD farm tractor, has blade, four 
chains, V12 engine. Will pull anything; T014 
Cat with log grapple; 1976 GMC 8V71, 13 
sp,;16 It. steel deck' 1973 Ford LN7000 
3208 Cat. Located in Telegraph Creek. Call 
Whitehorse mobile JJ3,7580 on Telegraph 
Hill Channel, 4040 
1978 CAT 528 LINE SKIDDER. Excellent con. 
dition, lully serviced, ready for work. Includes 
two sets of chains, spare tire, deluxe apron 
package and many more extras. $35,000 or 
best offer. Phone 845.7096 afte 6 p.m, 4p40 
16. Farm Produce 
EAT MORE LAMBS, Canada lamb grown by 
Canadians, for Canadians. Available year 
round. Cummins Ranch, Hwy 16 West. S. 
Hazelton. 842.5316 16p32 
HAY, ALFALFA BROME, alfalfa. Cut June 15 
-20. No rain. Cummins Ranch. Hwy. 16 West. 
South Hazelton. 842.5316 16p32 
POTATOES FOR SALE. $20 lor 100 Ibs. Will 
deliver to town. 635.2729 4p38 
EXCELLENT OUALITY FORT FRASER Hay for 
sale. Grass mix in 1,000 lb. round bales. 
Delivery available. 567-3305 4p38 
I~OR SALE. Organically grown potatoes. Con: 
tact Harrison, Mt. Layton Hotsprings 
798-2214 2p39 
EXCELLENT QUALITY'ALFALFA/GRASS Mix. 
ed hay. All hay tarped. Large 4x4x8 bates for 
economical trucking. Junk Farms Ltd., 
Westlock Alberta. 403-349-3968 4p40 
GOOD CHEAP HAY, ROUND BALES, $20 to 
$35 per ton. Terms available, trucking can be 
arranged. Call for more information. Call Mike 
Bond a1567.9856 Vanderhoof. 4040 
LOCAL GRASS FED BEEF. Raised without an. 
tibi~tics or growth hormones, Sides at $1.70 
per It,. 635.3360. 4040 
17. Garage Sales 
LOOKING TO MAKE ROOM in your garage? 
Advertise your garage sale in the Classifieds 
638-SAVE. tfn 
GARAGE SALE: January 25 & 26. 10 a,m.. 2 
p.m. 3945 Sande Avenue, 1 p40 
18. Business Services 
BORED? LOOKING FOR ADVENTURE, excit. 
ment, perhaps a tropical island? Call Elan 
Travel at 635.6181 and catch the spirit! 2tfn 
o,  
18. Business Services 
COMPUTER CONFUSION? Software training 
and consulting, Hardware installation and 
setup. Trouble shooting and diagnostics. I 
make house calls 695-6523, 18tfn 
20 WORDS OR LESS is only $8.95 for 4 
weeks in the Terrace Standard Classifieds 
638.SAVE. 18Un 
19. Lost & Found 
IT COSTS YOU NOTHING to place a Lost and 
Found Classified. Phone 638.SAVE before 12 
Noon Saturdays, 
FOUND JAN. 5/92 in Skeena Mall parking lot, 
a childs wallet containing some money. Call 
635.9381. Identify to claim.% r 4p39 
ONE PAIR LADIES GLASSES IN GREEN case. 
Phone 635.6197 after 5:00 p.m. 2p40 
LOST ONE SET OF KEYS. Has an Avon key 
ring. Phone 630.8750 2040 
20. Pets & Livestock 
PUREBRED REGISTERED BOXER available for 
stud. 2Yz yrs old. Fawn coloring. Great dispos- 
tion. 635-3677 evenings or weekends. Also 
large traveling kennel for sale 635.3677 45tfn 
CKC REGISTERED SHETLAND SHEEPDOGS. 
Sable coloured, Ready for approved homes 
after mid January. Call 847.3860 for appoint. 
ment to view, after 6 p.m. 4p38 
AKITA PUPS FOR SALE. Various colours, 
blacks, 845.3t70 4038 
MAREMMA PUPS (Italian Sheep Oogs). Ex- 
cellent disposition. Sheep guardian dogs. 
Predator control. Ready to go. 1,694-3795 
4p38 
ALASKAN MALAMUTE PUPPIES. CKC 
registration. Shots, excellent with children. 
Good work dogs, wolf grey and black wolf. 
849-5876 Sunday - Friday. 4039 
FREE KITTENS, Short haired, Litter trained. 
Playful. 635.2142 2039 
REGISTEREO YEARLING Simmental Bulls. Per- 
formance tested. Guaranteed sound, X.Bar 
Simmentals, Vanderhoof, 567.4127. 4p40 
JOPl'$ Prl" ~JR~ $1ffM~$ 
IN HOME PET SITTING 
BOOK EARL Y FOR THE HOLIDA Y'SI 
[] Crate Rentals 
[] Supplies 
21. Help Wanted 
GROW WITH THE FASTEST GROWING fur- 
niture chain in North America: United Buy and 
Sell Furniture. From High School graduation to 
Manager in 3 yrs., to Supervisor In 4 yrs., to 
Area Manager in 6 yrs., etc. We are opening 
30 locations during the next 12 months and 
have openings for 2 individuals who are deter- 
mined to become leaders in this exciting in- 
dustry. No experience necessary, but you 
must be willing to start at the bottom and 
work hard. No smokers. Phone 635.4111 9tfn 
LICENSED HAIRSTYLIST NEEDED for Bennies 
Cut and Curl. Call Linda 635.3637 12tfn 
WANTED: GRADE 7 STUDENT FROM Clarence 
Michiel School to babysit two boys (grade 1 
and 2)from ET Kenney School after school in 
our home Irom 3.6 p,m. 4 days a week. 
638.0402 after 6:30 p.m. lp40 
, RELIABLE PERSON needed to do houseclean- 
ing once a week in the Horseshoe area. Hours 
negotiable, Referencels desired. Call 
635-2964 after 4 p.m. or weekends. 4p40 
ed rancher in Thornheiohts, Three bedroom, 4p38 $699.50 plus $139.50 for processor). Kit- automatic. Excellent condition. Asking , E L E C T R O L U X  ] 
large kitchen, 2th baths, double jacuzzi, 5 ROOM MATE WANTED TO SHARE HOUSE in chen mill sale price $349.50 .(reg, price $10,500. For details, call 638-0678 4p39 
skylights and many more 'features, Asking town. Must be quiet and reliable. For Feb. 1st. $399.50) Produces enough flour for a batch of ~ ~  350~-~', 
bread in 3 minutes. 638.1972 A4k tor $134,500. Phone 635.2833 Ior appointment Phone Sandi 635.7312 " 4p39 My'riam. lp40 Auto, w/canopy, $13,000, OBO. 635.3902. A leader in floor care/ 
toview. 4040 ~ ~  ~ ,  . 104o products since 1924, /
NEW HAZELTON FOR SALE OR LE-A~'. month. Available Feb. 1/92. Phone 635.4453 
. _ - . , .  . . . _ .  siding and iirewood, We can supply any and ~ needs  a teachable, stable /"(wolve industrial 10ts with 12x50 shop. i n  PRIME - "1  
Open to offers 627.1048. Box 942 Prince all demandslor size and volume. Burns Lake 2 ~ 2  part-time or  fuU-time| 
Rupert, B.C, V8J 4B7 4p39 1.695.6365 or 1.B95.6391. 4p40 • I RETAIL SPACE I RotaxEnglnes. One professionaly assembled service/sales represen- / TWO LARGE RESIDENTIAL LOTS~ ~ by aircraft engineer. One kit ready to assem. 
and 1,38 acres in Thornhill. 635.7519 after 6 and chair set of solid pine, Rectangular table bin. Burns Lake 1,695-6607, 4040 tative to call on existing i
p,m. " 4p39 ' • Excellent highway location I measures 36"x50" and extends to 90". Six . 
g • 20,000 sq. ft. total : z chairs have cloth seats and backs. $500 OBO. ~ customers in this area. [ 
I Call 635-2964 after 4 p.m, or weekends.2p40 NO i nvestment .  Oppor-/ T W 0 ~  * Generous tenant allowances I ~ ~ .  Vehicles Phoenix and Tuscon, Arizen. Pavement, 
water, electricity $28.81 property taxes, ' CALL I tunity to  earn  as much / 
lector's sot and upperdeck. Plus 115 WILL TRADE 21' Prewler camper trailer, value 
$2,500Canadianeach, 638.8541 ' 2p39 i 635 2312"  DESIDERATA BUSINESS PARKS I ings" Baseball cards, $200.00 ~ 635-3823 even.4p4O $6,500 or Cat 0C3 value $6,500 for s m a l l S 7 ' 0 0  Jeep CJ5 clw snowblade value as  $437.46 on one / 
or  ~ .  motor home. Will pay difference. 1.697.2474 package or  $200-$300 in  / 
TERRACE REALTY  LTD. I 638-0444 s Coin operated. All in good working cond. 4p38 service. Call 635-3066i 
$400/set. Phone after 6:00, 635.4509. j 
' , - - -  - - -  ,o,o fordetails. 
I I  = I FOR LEASE-  BOSCH Kn'CHEN MACHINE supervalueprK;e kit. Comes with belts, paddles, and cover. 
I $049.50. Includes food processor (roe. price Good climber $5,500 OBO. 635.9233 4p38 IIIllra   ' .q,=----af: OFFICE SPACE ,oooeOpiusSrJ, eOororoon.o,, BAILIFF SALE 
4614 WESTVIEW DRIVE 670 sq, ft, of centrally located KITCHENMILLSale~'ice$349.so(reo pr,ce 1989 488 Polaris Indy Trail. $3,200. ~_ . : . .  
1,225 sq. ft., 3 bdr., n.gas heat, 2 $399.50) Produceeenoughnourforabalchof 845-7370 403B J.~. -~:_.., 1965 Ford Ranger 4x4, 5 
fireplaces, large lot in prime location. A.~k. 2nd floor office space overlooking ~ ~  . . . . .  Spd, 6 CVI 140,000 Kms bread in 3 minutes. 1991 POLARIS INDY 400, 450 km, lOtS of ex- ~ lml  , ~  
638.1972 ASK FOR MYRIAM tras, all new and in excellent condition. 
$5,300. No taxi Cheap! 842.6976 4p40 
ing $103,500 MLS, Call Christel now for 
an appointment to view. 638-0371 days, 
635.5397 evenings. 
MEMBER 
1-  
Associate Broker Network 
Lakelse Ave. Reasonable rent 
and will re.decorate to suit te. 
nant. 
Contact John Currle 
635-6142 Days 
635-9598 Eves. 
FOR LEASE OR RENT 
1100 Sq. Ft. Office Building 
With 2 washrooms, N/G heat and air 
conditioning. 
Phone 635-2411 
Ask for John or Marilyn. 
I 
WANTED 
TERRACE HOMES 
My listing inventory needs filling. For NO obligation 
real estate information call 638-0268 Office, 
638-1273 Residence. 
REALTY WORLD - -  LAKELSE REALTY 
1983 Grand Pdx LJ T.Ruof, 
V.8, Auto, full of power 
110,150 kms. 
1979 Ford F250 4x4, V.8, 
Auto 98,200 Kms. 
1990 G,M,C. Suburban 4x4, 
V-8, Auto 49,000 Km 
For appointment to view. call 638.7649. 
AH sages am on an "as Is - whom Is 
baals", no warranties or guarantees Ira. 
pHod or given. 
R, Jones 
WHERE QUALITY AND SERVICE COME FIRST 
' * Shempooer * Pollshere * Trade-lnl Ac©epted 
SAVE $~150* SAVE $150" SAVE S150" 
Off Floor Pro DrI.Foam Carpet Beautifier 
Plus Free Little.Lux Value of $79.95 
• With the purctmse of eny major vecuurn unit. 
. CALL FOR COMPLETE DETAIL8 , 
Call Your Authorized Dealer Jack Zehodnlk 635-6009 
i I 
i EXPERIENCED CAKE 
DECORATOR REQUIRED 
Capable of assuming front counter and kitchen 
duties as well. 
Day, evening and weekend shifts, 
Please apply in person to Manager at 4532 
Lakelse Avenue. 
OFF ICE  MANAGER 
Established retail business requires a mature and 
experienced office manager. Duties include ac- 
counts receiveable payables, invoicing, bank 
deposits and all general office duties. 
Hours are Monday to Friday 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 
p.m. 
Excellent benefit package. Wage negotiable 
depending upon experience. 
Please send resume to File No, 35 c/o The Ter- 
race Standard. 4647 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C., V8G 1S8. 
GITWANGAK EDUCATION SOCIETY 
P.O. Box 280 ,  Kitwanga, B.C. 
VOJ 2AO 
Telephone:  849-5330 Fax Line: 849-5327 
JOB DESCRIPTION 
Posit ion Ti t le  
ABE Instructor 
91 Employer  
Gi twangak Education Soc iety  
III Dut ies  
Instructor for existing ABE Class. 
At t imes work  with Canada Manpower  Guidelines. 
ABE Classes are according to eL I ,  NWCC and other 
recognized programs. 
IV Qua l i f i ca t ions  
Background in ABE 
B.C. Teaching Cert i f icate 
Degree in Univerity/Col lege 
At least two (2) years exper ience in ABE 
V .Terms and  Cond i t ions  
Salary - -  Accord ing to exP, er ience 
,~Sala~.,~3-~ Soc ie ty 'S1  | 1 9~ Sal~,,~,~le,~,~,.,..,,,, 
....... l~"esume.closing-d"~'e~'3~inuary 29i".'1 992  " '" : :  . . . . . . .  J "~  
Position - -  Start  Date/February 3, 1992 
NURSING INSTRUCTORS 
PRINCE RUPERT 
Northwest Cornmunlty College has two temporary 
positions for Nursing Instructors in Prince Rupert 
for the period Feb. 24 to May 30, 1992. 
InstructorlPracttcum Supervisor --  30 hours per week 
Instructor - part time - approximately 9 hours per week 
Interested e ppllcants should possess a Baccalaureate 
In Nursing, a minimum of three years Medical/Surgical 
nursing experience, and be an active member of the 
Registered Nurses Assoclstlon of B.C. Previous 
teaching experience and familiarity with Nursing 
Diagnosis and the Roy Model of Adaptation 
would be an asset. 
The salary will be In accordance with the Collective 
Agreement between the College and the B.C,G.E.U. 
(under review), Please apply In writing with a resume 
before January 30, 1992 to: 
Manager, Human Resources 
Box 726, Terrace, B.C. VBG 4C2 
FAX 635-3511 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
,,.,T,s.co.u..,. I 
MINISTRY OF TRANSPORTATION & HIGHWAYS 
CONSTRUCTION AIDE 
(Two Positions) 
COMPETITION TH92:162 $26,864 - $30,940 
In Terrace,. operate all survey equipment including total station and Husky 
Hunter; work with Panterra. Auto Cad and Lotus 123; perform technical 
work in the office/field including design, traverses, cross sections and 
topographic surveys; assist in preparation of cost estimates and other 
related duties for capital; and other projects, Occasional field inspection; 
provide field direction/training to survey staff. Other related duties, 
Qualifications: Grade 12 plus three years related experience or diploma from 
)~ecognized technical institute or related university degree and one year ex. 
perlence, Able to respond positively and rapidly to changing work on. 
vlronments. Knowledge of TSS with and without a data collector; good com. 
puter literacy; working knowledge of TSS and Panterra, including surface 
detail, Digital Terrain Model creation and highway design packages; 
preference for Auto Cad, Lotus 123 and MDS training. Sound practical 
knowledge of construction survey, inspection and office practices; physical. 
ly fit andable tc work In all weather; Able to work Independently and with 
others.Valid B.C, driver's Ilcence. Mobility status - -  mobile. Lesser qualified 
candidate may be underimplemented. An eleglbllity list may be established, 
Applications/resumes must be received by February 1 2, 1992 to: Manager, 
Personnel Services, Ministry of Transportation an¢ Highways, 400-4546 
Park Avenue Terrace, B.C, V8G 1V4. Fax No, (604) 638-3441. 
T/re Province of British Columbia is committed toemployment equity. 
i 
I 
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23. Work Wanted 
CARPENTER 12 YEARS EXPERIENCE, Forms. 
framing, siding, finishing inside or out No job 
too small. Mike Gray, 638.0822 32tfn 
BILL WARREN, ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING, 
New homes, renovations, service calls. 
Reasonable rates. 635.9377, Rag, No. 8266 
INTERIOR HOUSE PAINTING. Reasonable 
rates. 635,2641 4p39 
SMALL BUSINESS PEOPLE. I can save you 
time, Let me input your data, Experienced in 
Bedford and ACCPAC accounting, Call Mary 
Alice 638.8886 4p39 
EXPERIENCED HEAVY EOUIPMENT Operator 
knowledgeable in aggregate production seeks 
full time work Terrace area, For into call Jell 
Ridley, 478.6869 4p40 
WILL BABYSIT IN MY HOME WEEKOAYS for 
working parenls. 638.t 282 1 p40 
WILL BABYSIT IN my home on Scott, Lots el 
experience, references and fenced yard. 
835.3246. 4p40 
JOURNEYMAN CARPENTER, Will do finishing, 
renovations, install cabinets, patio, ~}ainting, 
hardwood floors. Also build lurniture, tc, Call 
635.6277 (leave message). 4p40 
HOUSE CLEANING, Mobiles, houses, apart- 
ments, Experienced, competitive.rates. Tar. 
race area, 638.0832 4p40 
24, Notices 
PR0.LIFE EDUCATION available to general 
public: videos, pamphlets, lending libran/, 
dealing with human life issues such as~abor. 
tion an(J euthanasia. Student enquiries 
welcome, Call 635.3646. '5tin 
BORED? LOOKING FOR ADVENTURE, excite- 
ment, perhaps a tropical island? Call Elan 
Travel at 635.6181 and catch the spirit! 2tin 
ATTEN'IION ALL MUSICIANS, Saturday, Jan 
25 and Sunday, Jan 26, B&B Music features 
the Music 91 Blow Out Sale on all Yamaha 
musical equipment, For invitation and details 
)hone toll flee B & B Music t-800-667-7888 
ZION BAPTIST CHURCH 
Sunday School: 
(all ages) 9:45 a.rn. 
Sunday Services: 
11 :OO a.m, 
Pastor: Rev. Ron err 
2911 S Sparks St, 638-1336 
Z~)  Nirvana 
Metaphysics 
And Healing Centre 
offers FREE healings Friday morn- 
ings, courses all year, re~,dings 
and;metaphysical iIqg]S '.:;~i,: ~,;, 
3611 Cottonwood 635-7776 
An Invitation To 
GOSPEL MEETINGS 
Carpenters Union Hall 
3312 Sparks St,, Terrace 
Each Sunday 3:30 p.m. 
we represent a world-wide 
Fellowship of people who worship in 
the same manner as New Testament 
Christians, 
Lynelle Hagen Sandra Perry 
635-g292 
EVANGELICAL FREE 
CHURCH OF TERRACE 
Presents 
"Origins of 
The Universe" 
Sunday, January 26 
6:30 p.m. 
Corner of Park Ave, & Sparks 
Moderator :  Rod Freeman 
B.Ed, B,Sc, MS 
FREE ADMISSION 
25. Business 
Opportunities 
TERRACE STOCK CAR ASSOCIATION is adver- 
tising Ior Tenders to operate Food Concession 
at upcoming races, This should be a mobile 
unit prelerably, Suceesslul applicant will be 
required Io pay a $250 deposit which will be 
returned if garbage is kept picked up and 
disposed of. Season runs approximately May 
1. Oct. 1, Please apply to Terrace Stock Car 
Assoc., Box 1021, Terrace, B,C. V8G 4V1. 
For further into. phone 638.0609 ater 6 p.m. 
Deadline Mar. 1, 1992, 6c40 
BUSINESS FOR SALE, Sports card store in 
Houston. All stock and cabinets. Call 
845.2222 or 845.7431 (evenings) 4p40 
NATIONAL SOUP AND SANDWICH CHAIN. 
Great locations available Call 
1-800.663.TREE or 604,684-3314 4p40 
MOVING MUST SELL KITWANGA BOARDING 
Kennel ~usmess. 4 bedroom house. 4V;e 
acres, bam garage, root.cellar, greenhouse, 
landscaped. Offers 849.5427 4p38 
START YOUR OWN BUSINESS, Be a Shaklee 
D~stfibutor, Unlimited earnings potential. En. 
vironment friendly cleaning and health care 
products. Phone Bob or Marybeth for mforma. 
tion. 845-2076 -Ip39 • 
PRICED RIG-- -G -I 
Newly  decorated  beauty  
salon for sale. Owner  retir- 
ing .  Exce l lent  re turns .  
Serious enquir ies only. 
Phone 635-2753 
evenings 
26. Personals 
MALE 42, SINGLE: Living in Kitimat. B,C, 
Seeks a lull tigured lady who is interested in a 
relationship or possibly marriage it compati- 
ble. Send letter and plloto to Mike Anderson, 
Box 101, Kitimat, B,C, V8G 2G6 or call 
632.3731 and leave message. 3p40 
JEHOVAHS WITNESSES, Is there something 
about he Watchtower that makes you uneasy 
but don't know what it is? II so, you are not 
alone. Phone 1.847.4354 lur recorded 
message, tin40 
HOMEMAKER.ADVENTURESS Woman wanted 
for sharing, caring, liletime relationship el 
natural beauty, fun, work.music, travel with 
56-year old rancher, Please write: Box D5, En. 
dako. B.C, V0J 1L0. 4p40 
SlWIM. 33, 5'7", 160 Ibs. N/S, S/D, Enjoys 
outdoors, movies, line dining, home life and 
children. SeePing S/WlF. For long term rela. 
tionsldp and commitmenl Recent snap ap. 
preciated. Send reply to File No. 50 c/o Tar. 
race Standard 4647 Lazeilo Ave. Terrace, 
V8G 188. 4040 
ARE YOU A YOUNG WOMAN (Single mom) 
wilh a good heart" who is tired 01 being alone, 
You're looking for companionship and more 
fun in life, I'm a tall prolessional SIM 50 yrs 
young who is looking for companionship toen. 
joy lilu's simple pleasures, Please reply File 
No 45 cl0 Terrace Standard. 4647 Lazelle 
Ave. [arrace, 8,C, VBG 1S8, lp40 
. From the BAHA'I HOLY wdlings 
"The Word of God hath sol lhe 
~ear l  of Ihe world afire; how 
regretable if ye fail to be enkindl. 
ed with its flamel" 
To explore these writmps further cal~ 
535,3219 Or 636.9012 
Happy 30th 
Birthday 
LU-LU 
Gee-Gee 
- -  Sorry it's La te -  
From All Of Us! 
28. Cards of Thanks 
A SPECIAL THANK YOU to the the Skeena 
Valley Snowmobile Association, members el 
the Search and Rescue the RCMP and all 
lhose who assisted in the rescue, I would also 
like lu thank our friends, co.workers anc 
neighbours for all their support during our time 
el sorrow, Thanks again, 
Suzanne And Eric Turner 
NOTICE 
KITIMAT-STIKINE 
REGIONAL HOSPITAL DISTRICT 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
REQUEST FOR MEMBERSHIP 
The Kitimat-Stikine Regional Hospital  District is looking for an individual who has an interest in 
health care to serve as a member  of the Kit imat-Stikine Regional Health Adyisor;y Com mittee..~, 
The Advisory (~ommittee, which has ten members ,  a~ivises the Ki t imat-St ik ine Regional 
Hospital District Board on hospital facilities and hospital/health serv ices wi lhin the District, 
Interested persons should contact:  
Judy Tracy 
Admin is t ra t ive  Of f i cer  
K i t imat -S t ik lne  Reg iona l  Hosp i ta l  D is t r i c t  
Su i te  300 - 4545 Laze l le  Avenue 
Terrace,  B.C. V8G 4E1 
Telephone:  635-7251 or 
1-800-663-3208 
BCYCNA 
BRITISH 
COLUMBIA 
ANDYUKON 
COMMUNITY 
NEWSPAPERS 
ASSOGIAI'ION 239 
BLANKET CLASSIFIEDS 
These ads appear in more than 100 community newspapers In B.C. and Yukon 
and reach more tJnan 3 million readers, 
TO PLACE AN AD CALL THIS PAPER OR BCYCNA AT (604) 669-9222. 
for 25 
$195 we,, 
$3,70 each additional word 
AUTOMOTIVE 
Engines rebuilt for Cars and 
Trucks. 6 Cyl. from $995. 8 
Cyl, from $1,095, 100,000 
Km warranty. Bond Mechani- 
cal 872-0641, eves, 866- 
8879, toll-free 1-800-663- 
2521. 
BUILDING SUPPLIES 
DOORSI WINDOWSI Inte- 
rior and exterior wood, metal 
and French doors, wood win- 
dows, skylights. MOREl Call 
collect to WALKER DOOR 
and WINDOW In Vancouver 
at (604)266-1101, 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
COLOURFUL BUSINESS. 
Do you have a flair for colour 
anddesign? Decorating Den, 
Canada's fastest growing In- 
terior Decorating Franchise 
ts expandingln B.C. Training 
provided, Lower Mainland 
525-8722, Provincial 1-600- 
565-8722. 
For Sale - Lucrative carpet 
and upholstery cleaning busi- 
ness situated In B,C. Interior, 
Complete line of near new 
equipment. 305 - 398 Roddis 
St,, Quesnel, B,C,, V2J 1A6, 
BUSINESS INSIDER RE- 
PORT reveals: Who Is mak- 
Ing a bundle with what busi- 
ness? DiscoVer proved and 
profitable business opportu- 
nities, Ideas, strategies. 
Seams and frauds exposed. 
Tax deductible. Samples, 
Free details: BUSINESS IN- 
SIDER, Box 2895.WA, Thun. 
der Bay, Ontado, P7B 5G3, 
Phone 1(807)767.3858, Fax 
1 (807)767-0888. 
Rental Hot Tub. Profession- 
ally built. Quick return on 
investment, great tax ben- 
efits. Sell hot tubs from your 
home. Highest quality, low- 
est pdces, Factory direct, 
1 (604)492-7771. 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
Beautiful FASHION JEWEL- 
LERY. Direct Sales, Small 
Investment. Very lucrative 
full or part-time. Training pro- 
vlded. Call Vancouver 939- 
1812. Sedous Inqulries only 
please. 
GREAT REPEAT SERVICE 
BUSINESS. B.C and Cana- 
da's largest Lawn Care Com- 
pany doing fertilizing and 
weed control has 110 fran- 
chises coast to coast, If you 
have the desire to profit from 
your own business with the 
benefits and support of Cana- 
da's biggest Lawn Care Or- 
ganizatlon call (604)250- 
8483, White Rock, B.C, 
EDUCATION 
TRAIN TO MANAGE an 
kl}artment/Condominium 
t iking. Many jobs avail- 
t~e Government licensed 
home study certification 
course. Call for details: 
(604)681.6456 or 1-800-665- 
8339. 
LEARN INCOME TAX 
PREPARATION or Basic 
Bookkeeping. Tax deduct- 
ible certificate courses, For 
free brochures, no obligation: 
U & R Tax Services, 1345 
Pemblna Hwy,, Winnipeg, 
MR, R3T 2B6, 1-800-665- 
5144 or fax ,1(204)254-6172. 
EQUIPMENT 
PACIFIC FORKLIFT SALES 
LTD. (EST. 1972). Dozens 
good used Forkllftsavallable. 
LP, Gas, Diesel, Electric We 
t y' I'ool (604)533-5331, Fax 
] :)4 )533-4563. Eves. Derek 
; el' (604)277-1905, 
FOR SALE MlSC 
"BIRD'S CHOICE". Birdseed 
for sale, Sunflower seeds 
and Wildblrd mixes,cage bird. 
Super clean, farm fresh, To 
order or for a price list, call 
today toll-free 1-800-563- 
7333, 
FOR SALE MISC HELP WANTED 
966 Loaders, Grapple or 
Bucket. Asphalt Plant and 
Paving Eculpment. Dump 
Trucks, B=~cl, Hoes, 1213 
Crushing Plants, 18" x 36" 
Jaw Crushers, Belly Dumps 
and Pups. 100 Barrel Water 
Tanks and Truck, Call Vic 
Kampe 493-679i. 
LINEN HOUSE INC,, by 
popular demand from Dan- 
mark, Danish down duvets. 
Supedor quality; twins $120, 
doubles $145, queens $158. 
Susan ABIdgaard 1-800-661- 
3696, 24 hour service. 
SHEEP SKIN PRODUCTS. 
Mitts $29, Gloves $49, Ear 
Muffs $15, AUSTRALIAN 
Stippers$49, Hats$49,Steer- 
Ing Wheel Covers $15, Seat 
Covers $69, Rugs $89. 
DEALER ENQUIRIES IN- 
VITED. Toll.free 1-800-667- 
2261. 
ALMOST FREESOFTWARE 
FOR IBM-PC and 
compat]Bes. Thousands of 
titles, Send, Phone or Fax for 
FREE Catalogue to GD Soft- 
ware, 1330 Home Ave, Thun. 
'der Bay, Ont,, P7E 3B7, 
Phone (8C7),475-9466, Fax 
(807)475-E 27 l, 24 Hours/7 
Days, 
GARDENING 
The Ultimate Gardener's 
Store. 1,O00'sof Products, 
Hydroponics, Greenhouses, 
Drip Irrigation. Huge Book 
Selection. 72 page, photo 
filled 1991 catalogue, $4, 
refundable on order. West- 
ern Water Farms, #103, 
20120 64th Ave., Langley, 
B,C., V3A 4P7, 
HELPWANTED 
LADIESI Earn big dollarsl 
FantsstJc pdzesl Great bo- 
nusesl Market hottest line of 
LIngedeln town, INTIMATES 
FINE LINGERIE, 682-4443, 
P,S., Meet your goals for '92. 
ULTIMATE MONEYMAKING 
MACHINE. Be part of Cana- 
da's fastest growing Inde- 
pendent distributor of Music. 
Full-time, part-time. Pro- 
tected territories available. 
CALL 1-800-263-1900, Fed- 
eral Music, 
FUND RAISING CAN MAKE 
YOU RICH. Marketing break- 
through In $15 billion book 
publishing business is creat- 
Ing new wealth, Earn huge 
profits. Protected territories. 
1-800-465-5400. Readers 
Club. 
Flag People for Avalanche 
Control and Road Closures. 
Wages $8.50 to $10 per hour. 
Call 426-1945, 
Carlboo Guest Ranch, Mar- 
ried couple (kids okay) to as- 
sist in operations, mainte- 
nance, management. Mini- 
mum 10 years Ranch and 
Hospitality experience, Sal- 
ary and Incentive negotiable. 
Mall full resumes, references 
listing skills and experience: 
Box 23992, c/o The Times, 
33228 S. Fraser Way,  
Abbotsford, B,C.; VYS 2B3, 
The Cranbrook Dally Towns- 
man. A Small community- 
oriented newspaper In the 
beautiful East Kootenay re- 
quires a full-time news re- 
porter. The successful can- 
didate will have experience 
and/or training In journalism. 
Experience and knowledge 
of photo-journalism, dark- 
room work and computer 
pagination will be considered 
assets, If you are interested 
please sUbmit a resume and 
portfolio of recent work to: 
The Daily Townsman, Atten- 
tion Drew Drlnnan, 822 
Cranbrook St, N., Cranbrook, 
B.C,, Vf O 3R9, Fax (604)426- 
5003. Phone (604)426-8954. 
Please lax If possible. 
MOBILE HOMES 
ATTENTION PARK OWN- 
ERS and mobile home buy- 
ers. We have a good selec- 
tion of used mobile homes Ior 
your park, We also manufac- 
ture a"Top of the Line"mobile 
home, Let us show you how 
to make 'great profits and fill 
your park. Buy factory direct, 
Noble Homes (403)447-2333. 
PERSONALS 
Body, Mind, Spirit, find out 
he you really are. Call 1- 
800-367-8788 or 1-800- 
F.O.R.-T.R.U.T.H, 
REAL ESTATE 
PROPERTIES TO BE SOLD 
for unpaid taxes, Crown land 
availability, For Information 
on both write: Properties, 
Dept. CN, Box 5380, Stn. F, 
O~awa, K2C 3J1. 
SERVICES 
MejorlCBCand Injuryolalms. 
Joel A, Wener trial lawyer for 
22 years, Call collect: 
(604)736-5500, Contingency 
fees available. Injuredln B.C. 
only, 
TRAVEL 
AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEA- 
LAND, Call the South Pacific 
cspeclollst, ANZATravel. Van- 
curer/Auckland, return from 
$1,219 to $1,778. Vancou- 
ver/Sydney return from 
$1,289 to $1,888, Vancou- 
ver ca11:734-7725, Toll-free 
1-800.972-6928. 
WHISTLER JANUARYSPE- 
CIAL, Two nights mid week 
$96.50 per person. Double 
Includes deluxe studio end 
one dinner. Stay at either 
Mountainside 1.800.777- 
8135 or Blaokcomb Lodge 
1-800.777-8146, (From the 
east eorne over the paved 
Duffey Lake Road). 
, i 
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In Loving Memory - 
Of 
Mrs. June Elizabeth Lunz 
who passed away suddenly on January 
13/92 at the age of 52 years. 
Survived by loving husband Barney 
Lunz; children Michael of Prince George, 
~ i  Cindy (Yvon), Barbara (Fred), George 
(Yovanka) and orandchildren Dean and 
Adam, aU of Terrace, Sisters Annette 
~ (Cliff) Creek and Karen (Dave) Stranger of 
Terrace; Astrid (Ray) Heppner of Ab. 
botsford, Sylvia (Robert) Milchell of Vio. 
toria, Diane (Bert) Maltais, Margia (Robert) 
I i  Kenvig, Edith (Paul) DaSilva, all of Edmon. ~,~ 
ton, Alla . . . .  . . . .  ~j~ 
Services were held at Knox United ~z~ 
Church, January 17192 with Father AI ~ 
Noonan officiating. ~, 
~}~ She will be sadly missed by all. ~,"~j,, 
']'1' 
30. Obituaries 
KILLED ACCIDENTLY AS A RESULT OF an 
'avalanche while snowmobiling on Copper 
Mountain ear Terrace, B,C, 
WILLIAM PERRIE TURNER 
Nov. 8, 1958 - Jan. 3, 1992 
Survived by his loving wife Elizabeth Suzanne; 
son Eric William, age 5; parents Audrey and 
William 01 Sooke, B.C.; Sisler Anita of Maple 
Ridge, S,C. 
Perrie was a graduate Industrial Electrician 
of Cominco and has been employed in the 
same capacity with Canadian Telephone & 
Supplies at various locations ince January 
1982. 
He was much loved and will be greatly 
missed. 
Cremation has taken place. In lieu of 
flowers, donations to the charity of your 
choice would be appreciated, 
33. Travel 
...LET US BOOK ALL YOUR travel, rail, air, 
larry or tours...635.6181 tin33 
~ =_4¢--I m 
[ 24 HRS. 635-61811 
Maul Madness 
6 nights till $ 89  5 .  
April 92  ................ 
Hawaii Madness 
Air Only -- SOtlltll 
February 92 . . . -0~ Plus tax 
Ixtapa or Manzanillo 
Air Only ........... s569,w,,, 
January 23 or 305579=w,, , 
iincouver To Frankfurt 
10 April to $~,1~ 
27"May .......... u ~  Plus tax 
Ucensed Premises 
....... ~'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-~i - - - !  
 "%Yz 
GOOD FAMILY DINING AT 
REASONABLE PRICES 
WEDNESDAY IS 
SENIORS DAY 
Senior Citizens receive 
10% off menu prices 
(Specials exempt) 
Monday to Fdday 
7 a.m. - 8:30 p.m. 
Saturday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Sunday 8 a.rn. • 3 p.m. 
located in 
the 
S UMBER 
LODGE 
TERRACE 
4702 Lakelse 
PHONE 
635-6302 
SIGHTSEEING 
TOURS 
@ 
Specializing in customized 
town & country scenic tours. 
Beverley Greening,  Owner 
(604) 635-7868 
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS 
Estate of the deceased: MAZZA: JOSEPH, 
LATE OF 4103 Sparks Street, Terrace, 
B,C. 
Credit0rs and others having claims 
against he said estate(s), are hereby re. 
quired to send them duly verified ta the 
PUBLIC . . . . . . .  TRUSTEE, No  600-808 West 
Hastings Street, Vancouver, B,C,, V6C 
3L3, before February 19; 1992, after 
which date the assets of Ihe said estale(s) 
will be distributed, having regard only to 
claims that have been received. 
MYRNA HALL 
PUBLIC TRUSTEE 
CRTC Decis ion (~d l~ 
Decision 91-947. Northern Native Broadcasting (Terrace, B.C.), Terrace, 
B.C. RENEWED • Licence for the native.language radio network from 1 
January 1 992 to August 1992. "You may road CRTC documents In the 
'Canada Gazette' Part I; at CRTC offices; at reference libraries; and at the 
licensee's offices during normal business hours, To obtain CRTC public 
documents, contact the CRTC at: Ottawa-Hull (819) 997-2429; Halifax 
(902) 426.7997; Montreal (514) 283-6607; Winnipeg (204) 983-6306; 
Vancouver (604) 666-2111 ". 
mmI  'I Canadian Radio-telev=sion a d ConseiI dela radiodiffusicn et des 
Telecommunications Comrr.ss~on tele.communications canadiennes 
PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MNISTRY OF TRANSPORTATION AND HIGHWAYS 
SKEENA HIGHWAYS DISTRICT 
ADVANCED PUBLIC NOTICE 
LOAD RESTRICTIONS 
Pursuant to section 26 of the "H ighway Act",  notice is 
hereby given that load restriction may be placed, on short 
notice in the near future, on all highways in the Skeena (Ter- 
race) district. 
Restrictions will be imposed as condit ions warrant. 
The restrictions will limit vehicles to 100  percent, 70  per- 
cent, or 50  percent of legal axle loading, as al lowed under 
the regulations pursuant to the commercial  transport act. 
Overweight  permits will not be granted. All term overweight  
permits are invalid for the duration of the restrictions. 
The public, and trucking and transportation companies, 
should govern themselves accordingly. 
Your cooperation in adhering to the above regulation will be 
appreciated. 
J.R. Newhouse , : 
District Highways Manager 
DATED AT TERRACE THIS 16 DAY OF JANUARY,  1 992  .~ Province of 
British Columbia 
Ministry of Transportat ion 
and Highways 
5~ COLo4f<y PACIFIC 
NORTHERN 
GAS LTD. 
Application to 
Increase Rates 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
Time: 9:00a.m. 
Date: Monday, February 24,1992 
Location: Crest Motor Hotel 
222 - 1st Avenue West, Prince Rupert, B.C. 
THE APPLICATION 
On December 1, 1991, Pacific Northern Gas Ltd. ("PNC") applied for an 
interim increase in natural gas rates to become ffective Jamaary 1,1992. The 
Commission, by Order No. C-7-92, dated January 8, 1992 authorized an 
interim increase of 2.86 percent on revenue to be applied on o gross margin 
basis to all customers, effective January 1, 1992, subject o refund with 
interest, ffdetermined tobe appropriate after a public hearing. 
"rile PUBLIC HEARING 
The Commission has set down the Application for public hearing to com- 
menceat 9:00 a.m. local time, Monday, February 24, 1992, at the Crest Motor 
Hotel, 222-1st Avenue West, Prince Rupert B.C. 
PUBLIC INSPECTION OF TitE APPLICATION 
The Application, supporting material and Commission OrderNo. G-7-92 are 
available for inspection at the Head Office of PNC at Suite 1400,1185 West 
Georgia Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 4E6, at its District Offices located 
throughout i s service territory, and are also available for inspection at the 
office of the British Columbia Utilities Commission, Sixth Floor, 900 Howe 
Street, Vancouver, B.C. 
The Application and supporting material will be made available for inspec- 
tion in PNG Offices and an Executive Summary of the Application will be 
distributed by the Applicant o Intervenors and ]nterested Parties as they 
become registered with the Commission. 
INTERVENTIONS 
Any person wishing to be present at the public hearing and t o give evidence 
or cross-examine witnesses should provide written otice, to be received not 
later than Friday, January 31,1992 to the Commission Secrelary and to the 
Applicant. The Notice should include abdef statement asto the nature of the 
interest in the proceedings. 
SUBMISSIONS BY INTERESTED PARTIES 
Written submissions tothe hearing should be submitted, one copy to the 
Comnlission Secretary and one copy to the Applicant, prior to Wednesday, 
February 12,1992. 
CLARIFICATION 
Persons intending to partidpate in the public hearing, who are uncertain as 
to the manner in which to proceed, may contact Mr. R.J, Pellut, Commission 
Secretary, or Mr. Simon Wong, Manager, Rates and Finance - Petroleum, by 
tele-phone (660-4700) or B.C. Toll Free {I-800-663q385), or in writing. 
BY ORDER 
Robert J. PeIlatt 
Commission Secretary 
SIXTH b'LOOR, g00 HOWE STREET, VANCOUVER, S.C. V6Z 2N3 
VISA 
Province of Minist~ 
British Columbia of Forests 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
Sealed tenders for the fallowing Brushing 8 
Weeding Sun,'ey Contract SS92R05-01 will be 
received by Ihe District Manager, Ministry of 
Foreels, Kalum Foresl District, No. 200 -5220 
Keith Avenue, Terrace, B,C. VSG IL l .  up to 
2:00 p m February t7, 1992. 
Prior viewing of the contract is not mandatory. 
Tenders will not be considered unless made out 
on the tender form supplied, propedy signed and 
wUnessed, 
No lender shall be considered having any quaff. 
tying clauses whalsoe~er and the lowest or any 
tender will not necessarily be accepted. 
DATED THIS 14 DAY OF JANUARY, 1992 AT 
TERRACE, BRITISH COLUMBIA. 
BD. Downio 
District Manager 
KALUM FOREST DISTRICT 
Province of Mimslry 
,Brltisll Columbia of Forests 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
Seated tenders for the following Regen Survey 
Contract SS92ROS-a10 Kalum Nortn will be 
received by the District Manager, Ministry of 
Forests, Kalum Forest District, No. 200-5220 
Kalth Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VBG 1L1, up to 
2:00 p.m. February tO, 1992, 
Prior viewing of the contract ares is not men. 
dalory. 
Tenders will not be considered unless made out 
on the tender form supplied, properly signed and 
witnessed. 
No tender shall be considered having any qualM. 
lying clauses whatsoever and the lowest or any 
tender will not necessarily be accepted, , 
DATED THIS 14 DAY OF JANUARY, 1992 AT 
I TERRACE, BRITISH COLUMBIA, 
B.D. Oownie 
District Manager 
KALUM FOREST DISTRICT 
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS 
IN THE MATTER OF THE ESTATE 
OF DALE HOWARD CAMPBELL, 
Formerly of Terrace, 
Bdtish Columbia 
Creditors and others having claims 
against he above estate are required to 
send full particulars of such claims ta 
Cramptan, Brown & Arndt, No. 3-4623 
Park Avenue, VBG 1V5, Terrace, British 
Columbia, on or before the 12th day of 
March, 1992, after which date the assets 
of the said estate will be distributed, hav. 
ing regard 0nly ta the claims that have 
been received. 
Cheryl Lee-Anne Campbell, Administratrix 
CRAMPTON, BROWN & ARNDT 
Solicitois I6r the Estate 
INVITATION TO TENDERS 
B.C. Hydro is inviting tenders from 
pawerline Contractors far system ira. 
provement work tn the Nass Valley, ap. 
)rox. 100 km North of Terrace. 
The work involves the relocation of ap- 
)rox. 2 km of 2 phase distribution line 
along the Nishga Hwy., plus giber misc 
maintenance at Greenville and Aiyansh. 
LWC E704.41. 
Tender closes 11 a.m. Wad., Feb. 5/92. 
Copies of the tender documents are 
available at the B.C. Hydro office located 
at 5220 Keith Ave., Terrace. Far lerthar 
information contact Brian Clark at the 
Lbave address or call 638-5615. 
BOhUdro 
THANK YOU 
The Dobler family would like to express our heartfelt 
thanks to: 
The Terrace RCMP 
The Search And Rescue Volunteers 
The Highways Ministry Avalanche Technicians 
SIC ~, Te l :  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
The Skeena Valley Snowmobi le  Association 
And to all our fr iends for the help and effort in the search 
for Peter, and for all the warmth and kindness extended 
to us at this time, Terrace is indeed a wonderfu l  com- 
munity in which to live. 
Thank You all, 
From Ed & Weedy Dobler and Family 
= = | I  
INVITATION TO TENDER 
Project #712508 
Contract//002 
Sealed tenders are invited for Property Management Unit, Terrace, B.C. 
Work involves the construction of single storey wood framed building of ap- 
proximately 580 mL 
Tenders will be received by the Project Development Group, British Colum- 
bia Buildings Corporation on the 2nd Floor of 3350 Douglas Street, Box 
1112, Victoria, B.C. V8W 2T4, until 1992 February 07 at 2:00 p.m., and 
opened in public shortly thereafter. 
Tender documents may be obtained on 1992 January 20 from the Consul- 
tant, Roger Romses Architects, 403-515 West 1Oth Avenue, Vancouver, 
B.C. V5Z 4A8. These documents are available to Contractors upon receipt 
of a refundable deposit of a certified cheque or cash in the amount of ONE 
HUNDRED DOLLARS, ($100.00) payable to the Corporation. Deposits will 
be refunded upon satisfactory return of tender documents within one month 
of tender dosing date. 
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be accepted, General enquiries 
may be directed to the Project Manager, Robin Spear in Victoria at 
387-7231, Facsimile Number 356-2793. Technical enquiries should be 
directed to the Consultant, Ken Takeuchi at 876.8100, Facsimile Number 
876-7519. 
Queen E l i zabeth  Theatre  
We' re Looking 
for People 
to Spread the News 
'. , , ,  :: 
:~': ~ .@~... i--W '. .~:" 
ty to make additional in- 
come in your spare time. 
If you or someone you know 
is Interested, then give us a 
call TODAY! 
Carriers 
BACKUP CARRIERS 
Needed For: ARE NEEDED 
Route No. 125: FOR ALL OF 
31-3200 Kenney, 31-3300 Munroe THE UPLANDS AREA 
4800 Lazelle area. 
Terrace Standard 
638-7283 
l 
